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Falsification and the Methodology of
Scientific Research Programmes8

l SCIENCE: REASON OR RELIGION

For centuries knowledge meant proven knowledge - proven either by
the power of the intellect or by the evidence of the senões. Wisdom
and intellectual integrity demanded that one musa desist from un-
proven utterances and minimize, even in thought, the gap between
speculation and established knowledge. The proving power of the
intellect or the senses was questioned by the sceptics more than two
thousand years ago; but they were browbeaten indo confusion by the
glory of Newtonian physics. Einstein's results again turned the tables
and now very few phijosophers or scientists still think that scientific
knowledge is, or can be, proven knowledge. But few realize that with
this the whole classica] structure of inte]]ectua] values falo in ruins and
has to be replaced: one cannot simply water down the ideal of proven
truth as some logical empiricists do -- to the ideal of ' probable truth ''
or - as some sociologists of knowledge do - to 'truth by [changing]
consensus'.'

Popper's distinction nes primarily in his having grasped the full
impljcations of the collapse of the best-corroborated scientific theory
of all Limes: Newtonian mechanics and the Newtonian theory of
gravitation. In his view virtue nes not in caution in avoiding errors,
but in ruthlessness in eliminating them. Boldness in conjectures on
the one hand and austerity in refutations on the other: this'is Popper's
recipe. Intellectual honesty does not consist in trying to entrench
# This paper was written in ig68-g and was hrst published as Lakatos [i97o]. There

Lakatos rede.rred to the. pape.r alan 'improved version ' of his [ig68b] and a 'crude
version ' ot his'forthcoming' The CAangíng Lagic ofSc enli/lc DiscoueO. a projected book
which he was never able to start. He makes the'following acknowledgments: 'Some
parta of]my[ ig68ó]] are here reproduced without change with the permission of the
Editor of the Proceedíngs of IAe'.4rislolelian Soc ety. In the preparation of the new
version l received much help from Tad Beckman, Colin Howson. Clive Kilmister
Larry Laudan, Eliot Leader, Alan Musgrave, Michael Sukale, John Watkins and John

The main.contemporary proponent of the ideal of ' probable truth ' is Rudolf Carnap.
For the historical background and a criticism of this position, cf. volume e, chapter

The main contemporary proponents of the ideal of 'truth by consensus' are Polanyi
and Kuhn. For the historical background and a criticism of this position, cf. Musarave
[lg6ga] and Musgrave]ig6gb]. ' '
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or establish one's position b} proving (or 'probabilifying') it--
intellectual honesta consists rather in specify'ing precisell' the conde:
bons under which one is u'illing to tive up o"e's posjtion. Committed
Marxisrs and Freudians recuse to specify' such conditions: this is the
hallmark of their intellectual dishonest},. Bf/ie/ ma} be a regrettably
unavoiclable biological weakness to bc kept under the control of
criticism: but mmmãfmé'nf is for Popper an outright crime

Kuhn thinks otherwise. l le too rejects the idea that science grows
b\ accumulation of eternal trutlls.' He too takes his main inspiration
froin Einstein's overthrow of Newtollian physics. His main problem
t00 iS SCienff/ic íé'tpo/ut;oR. But while according to Popper science is
revolution in perltlanence', and criticism the heart of the scientific

enterprise, according to Kuhn revolution is excepcional and, indeed:
extra:scientific, and criticism is, in 'normal' Limes, anathema. Indeed
for Kuhn the transition from criticism to commitment marks the point
where progress - and ' normal' science -- begins. For him the idea that
on 'refutation' one can demand the rejection, the elimination of a
theory, is ' naive ' falsificationism. CriticisiT} of the dominant theory and
proposals of new theories are only allowed in the raro moments of
;crises'. This last Kuhnian thesis has been widely criticized' and l shall
not discuss it. My concern is rather that Kuhn, having recognized the
failure both of justificationism and falsihcationism in providing
rational accounts of scientific growth, seems now to fall back on
irrationalism.

For Popper scientific chance is rational or at least rationally recon-
structible and falls in the realm of the [ogác o/ díscauer). For Kuhn
scientific change -- from one 'paradigm' to another - is a mystical
cortversion which is not and cannot be governed by rules of reason
and which ralis totally within the realm of the (social) Ps cAolog} o/
díscouer}. Scientific change is a kind of religious chance.

The crash between Popper and Kuhn is not about a mero technical
point in epistemology. It concerns our central intellectual values, and
has implications not only for theoretical physics but algo for thc
underdeveloped social scienccs and even for moral and political philo-
sophy. If even in science there is no other way of judging a theory
but by assessing the number, faith and vocal energy of its supporters,

[ndeed he introduces his [ig62] by arguing against the 'development-
by'-accumulation ' idem of scientific growth. But his intellectual debt is to Koyré rather
than to Popper. Koyré showed that positivism gives bad guidaiice to the historian of
science, for the history of physics can only be understood in the context of a
succession of 'metaphysical' iesearch programmes. Thus scientihc changes are con-
nected u'ith vaso cataclysmic metaphysical revolutions. Kuhn develops this message of
Burtt and Koyré and the vaso success of his book was partly due to his hard-hitting,
direct criticism of justificationist historiography which created a sensation among
ordinary scientists and historians of science whom Burtt's, Koyré's (or Popper's)
message had not yet reached. But, unfortunately, his message had some authoritarian
and irrationalist overtones
Cf. e.g. Watkins [i97o] and Feyerabend [i97oa]
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then this musa bc even more se in the social sciences: truth nes in
power. Teus Kuhn's position vindicates, no doubt, unintentionally
the basic political credo of contemporary religious maniacs ('sLudent
revolutionaries').

In this paper l shall hrst show that in Popper's logic of scientifi(
discovery two different positions are conflated. Kuhn understands only
one of these, 'naive falsificationism' (l prefer the term 'naive
methodological falsihcationism'); l think that his criticism of it is
correct, and l shall even strengthen it. But Kuhn does not understand
a more sophisticated position the rationality of which is not based on
naive' falsificationism. l shall try to explain - and further stlengthen
tais stronger Popperian position which, l think, may escape Kuhn's

strictures and present scientific revolutions not as constituting religious
conversions but rather as racional progress.

2 FALLIBILISM VERSUS FALSIFICATIONISM

To sec the conflicting theses more clearly, we havc to reconsLruct the
situation as it was in philosophy of science after the breakdown of
justificationism

According to !he ' justilicationists ' scienti$c knowledge consistem of prover
proPosifáons. Having recognized that strictly logical deductions enable
us only to infer (transmit truth) but not to prove (establish truth), they
disagrced about the nature of those propositions (axioms) whose truth
can be proved by extralogical means. CZmsica! inle/leclurz/{sfs (or

rationalists' in the narrow sense of the term) admitted very varied -
and powerfu] -- sons of extralogical ' proofs ' by revelation, intellectual
lntuition, experience. These, with the help of logic, enabled them to
prove every soro of scientihc proposition. C/msica/ emP ricísts accepted

oms only a relativcly small set of 'factual propositions' which
cxpressed the 'hard faces'. Their truth-value was established by ex-
perience and they constituted the empírica/ óasis of science. In order
to prove sciêntific fAeories from nothing else but the narrow
empirical bases, they needed a logic much more powerful than the
deductive logic of the classical intellectualists: 'indttcliue Jogic '. All
justi6cationists, whether intellectualists or empiricists, agreed that a
singular statement expressing a 'hard face' may dísProue a universal
theory;: but few of them thought that a finite conjunction of factual

Justificationists repealedly. stressed tais asyrmnetry between singular factual state-
merjls and universal theories. Cf. e.g. Popkin's discussion of Pascal in Popkin [ig68],
p' .i4 and Kant's staLement to the game eRect as quoted in the new mo11o of the third
ig6g German edition of Popper's I'agia der ForscÃung. (Popper's choice of this time-
honoured cornerslone of eiementary logic as a molho of the new edition of his classic
shows his main concern: to fight proóaóilism, in Khich this asymmetry becomes
irrelevant; for probabilists theories may become almost as well established as factual
propositions.)
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propositions might be sufhcient to prove 'inductively' a universal
theory.

Justificationism, that is, the identification of knowledge with proven
knowledge, was the dominant tradition in rqtional thought throughout
the ages Scepticism did not deny justifica}6nism: it only claimed that
there was (and could be) no proven k'nowledge and lhereÍore no
knowledge whatsoever. For the sceptics 'knowledge' was nothing but
animal belief. Thus justificationist scepticism ridiculed objective
thought and opened the door to irrationalism, mysticism, superstition.

This situation explains the enormous efTort invested by classical
rationalists in trying to cave the synthetic a priori principles of
intellectualism and by classical empiricists in trying to save the certainty
of an empirical bases and the validity of inductive inference. For
all of them scienfilic honesfy demanded IAat one será nolAing final ís
ünProuen. However, bota were defeated: Kantians by non-Euclidean
geometry and by non-Newtonian physics, and empiricists by thc logical
impossibility of establishing an empirical basis (as Kantians pointed
out, facas cannot prove propositions) and of establishing an inductive
logic (no logic can infallibly increase content). It turned out that a//
!heories are equall) unprouable.

Philosophers were show to recognize this, for obvious reasons: classi-
cal justificationists feared that once they conceded that theoretical
science is unprovable, they would have also to conclude that it is
sophistry and illusion, a dishonest fraud. The philosophical import-
ance of probaó liam (or ' neojus Jícalionásm ') nes in the dedal that such
a conclusion is necessary.

Probabilism was elaborated by a group of Cambridge philosophers
who thought that although scientific theories are equally unprovable,
they have different degrees of probability (in the pense of the calculus
of probability) relative to the available empirical evidence.' Sc enf #c
honest) then Tequires leis than had been thought: it consista in uttering on!)
hight) probable theories; or euen in merel) sPecif)ing, for each scientific theor},
lhe euidence, and the probabilit} of !he theor) in the light of Leis euidence.

Of course, replacing proof by probability was a major retreat for
justificationist thought. But even this retreat turned out to be in
sufhcient. It was soon shown, mainly .by Popper's persistent efTorts,
that under very general conditions all theories have zero probability,
whatever the evidence; al/ fheories are nol onze equa//) unProuabZe bul aZso

equall) improbable.'
Indeed, even some of these few shifted, following Mill, [he rather obviously
inso[ub[e prob[em of inductive proof (of universal from particu]ar propositions) to
Lhe slightly leis obviously insoluble problem of proving Przrricillar factual propositions
from other particu/ar factual propositions.
I'he founding fathers of probabilism were intellectualists; Carnap's laser efrorts to
build up an empiricist brand of probabilism failed. Cf. volume 2, chapter 8, p. i64
and algo p. t6o, n. 2

For a detailed discussion, cf. volume e, chapter 8, especially pp. i54 fT.
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Many philosophers still argue that the failure to obtain at least a
probabilistic solution of the problem of induction means that we ' throw
over almost everything that is regarded as knowledge by science
and common sense.'' it is against this background that one musa
appreciate the dramatic change brought about by falsificationisnl in
evaluating theories, and in general, in the standards of intellectual
honesty. Falsificationism was, in a sense, a new and considerable
retreat for rational thought. But since it was a retreat from utopian
standards, it cleared away much hypocrisy and muddled thought,'and
thus, in fact, it represented an advance.

(a) Dogmatic (or naturaEistic) falsificationism.
The emPiTical bois

First l shall discuss a most important brand of falsificationism: dog-
matic (or ' naturalistic'y falsihcationism. Dogmatic falsihcationism
admits the fallibility of a// scientihc theories without qualihcation, but
it retains a soro of infa]]ib]e empirica] basis. It is strictly empiricist
without being inductivist: it denies that the certainty of the empirical
basis can be transmitted to theories. 7'hus dogmafíc /abilicalãonism s IAe
loeakest brand of justificationism.

It is extremel) imPortant to stress that admitting «orti$eÜ emPirical
counfereuidence a fina/ arbifer agains a IAeoO does nof made one a
dogmafic /a/silicalãonisf. Any Kantian or inductivist will agree to such
arbitration. But both the Kantian and the inductivist, while bowing
to a negative crucial experiment, will also specify conditions of how
to establish, entrench one unrefuted theory more than another.
Kantians hem that Euclidean geometry and Newtonian mechanics
were established with certainty; inductivists hem they had probability
1 . For the dogmatic falsificationist, however, empirical counlerevidence
is the one and onze arbiter which may judge a theory.

The hallmark of dogmatic falsihcationism is then the recognition
that all theories are equally conjectural. Science cannot prove any
theory. But although science cannot prove, it can disProue: it 'can
perform with complete logical certainty [the act of] repudiation of what
is falso',a that is, there is an absolutely firm empirical basis of facto
which can be used to disprove theories. Falsificationists provide new
- very modest - standards of scientihc honesty: they are willing to
regard a proposition as 'scientific' not only if it is a proven factual
proposition, but even if it is nothing more than a falsifiable one,
that is, if there are experimental and mathematical techniques avail-

Russell [i943], p. 683. For a discussiorl of Russell's justihcationism, cf. volume a,
chapter i, especially pp. 1 1 ff.

For.the explanation of this term, cf. óeZow, p i4, n. 2
Medawar [ig67], p. i44- 41so cf. be]ow, p. gj, n. 2.
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abre at the time which designate certain statements as potential
falsiõers.:,

Scienti$c honest) then comists ofsPecif)ing, in aduance, an exPeriment suco
bhat if the resull contradicts the theoD, the theor) has to be giuen uP' The
falsificationist demands that once a proposition is disproved: there
musa be no prevarication: the proposition musa be unconditionally
rejected. To (non-tautologous) unfalsifiable propositions the dogmatic
falsificationist gives short shrift; he brands them ' metaphysical ' and
dentes them scientific standing

Dogmatic falsificationists draw a sharp demarcation between the
theoretician and the experimentar: the theoretician proposes, the
experimenter - in the name of Nature -- disposes As Weyl put it.,'l
wish to record my unbounded admiration for the work of the
experimenter in his struggle to wrest interpretable facts from an un-
yielding Nature who knows se well how to meet our theories with
a decisive ]Vo -- or with an inaudible yes.'a Braithwaite gives a par-
ticularly lucid exposition of dogmatic falsihcationism. He raises the
problem of the objectivity of science: 'To what extent, then, should
an established scientific deductive system be regarded as a free
creation of the human mind, and to what extent should it be regarded
as giving an objective account of the facts of nature?' His answer
IS
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The form of a statement of a scientihc hypothesis and its use to express a
general proposition,.is a human device; wh:it is due. to Nature are the
observable facts which refute or fail to refute the scientific hypothesis. . . [ln
science] we hand over to Nature the task of deciding whether any of th.e
contingent lowest-levei conclusions are false. This objective test af falsity it is
which makes the deductive system, in whose construction we have very great
freedom, a deductive system of scientihc hypotheses. Man proposes a system
of hypotheses: Nature disposes of its truth or falsity. Man invents a scientific

tem, and then discovers whether or not it accords with observed faca.'

Accovding to the !ogic ofdogmatic falsi$cationism, science grows b) rePeated
ouerthrow of theories wifh lhe helP of hora /acfs. For instance, according
to this view, Descarnes's vortex theory of gravity was refuted -- and
eliminated by the /act that planets moved in ellipses rather than in
l This discussion already indicates the vital importance of a demarcation between

provable factual and' unprovable theoretical propositions for the dogmatic
falsificationist.

2 'Crileria o/ re/ufarion have to be laid down beforehand: it musa be.agreed u'hich
observable situations, if actually observed, mean that the theory is refuted' (Popper
[ig63a], p. 38, n. 3)

' Quoted in Popper [ i934], section 85, with Popper's comment: ' l fully agree.'
4 Braithwaite [i953], pp. 367-8. For the 'incorrigibility' of Braithwaite's. observed

facas, cf. his [i938j. While in the quoted passage Braithwaite gives a forceful answer
to the problem of scientific objectivity, in another passage he points out that.'except
for the straightforward generalizations of observable facts. . .complete refutation
is no more possib]e thaÚ is comp]ete proof' ([i953], p. ig) Also cf. gelou', P 29,
n 3
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Teus science proceeds by bom speculations, which are never proved
or even made probable, but some of which are laser eliminated by hard
conclusive refutations and then replaced by still bolder, new and. at
least at the start, unrefuted speculations.

Dogmatic falsificationism, however, is untenable. It rests on two false
assumptions.and on a too narrow criterion of demarcation between
scientific and non-scientific.

i=- he #rsf assumPtion is that there is a natural, psychoZogica/ border-
line between theoretical or speculative propositions on the one
lland and factual or observational (or basic) propositions on the other.
(This, of course, is pari of the 'nafuraZ sf c aPProacA' to scientific
method.i)

.. The secolü assulnPtion is that if a proposition satishes the psycho-
logical criterion of being factual or observational (or basic) then it is

; one may say that it was proued from facts. (] sha]] ca]] this the
]actrine of obseruationat (or experimenta!) proof')

These two assumptions secure for the dogmatic falsificationist's
deadly disproofs an empirical basis from which proven falsehood can
be carried by deductive logic to the theory under test.

These assumptions are complemented by a demarcafion criferiolz:

Hil:«gãgHÜ;l$=ji! !iüfíüs
::â'=:.=;='n'.=il ll:H: i;ãll;i

(i) A first glance at a few characteristic examples already under-
mines the frsf msumPfíon. Galileo claimed that he could 'observe

liÜU :lll:liHEIUU
CI. Popper [i934], section io.

BEH#glBãHilH;R?n ; :
Ü?lHÊli$$1F #ÜÜÜ n

' The empirical bases of a theory'is the set of its. potentia] falsifiers: the set of those
observational propositions which may disprove it.

2
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in the sense of being observed by the -- unaided sensos: their reli-
ability depended on the reliability of his telescope - and of the optical
theory of the telescope which was violently questioned by his con-
temporaries. It was not Galileo's pure, untheoretical -- oóserual o
[hat confronted Aristotelian fAeory but rather Galileo's ' observations
in the light of his optical theory that confronted the Aristotelians'
'observations' in the light of their theory of the heavens.' This leaves
us with two inconsistent theories, prima /arie on a par. Some empiricists
may concede this point and agree that Galileo's 'observations' were
not genuine observations; but they still hold that there is a 'natural
demarcation ' between statements impressed on an empty and passive
mind directly by the senses -- only these constitute genuine ' immediate
knowledge ' -- and between statements which are suggested by impure,
theory-impregnated sensations. Indeed, aZJ brands of justificationist
theories of knowledge which acknowledge the penses as a source
(whether as one source or as [he source) of knowledge are bound to
contam a psJchoZog) o/oóseruaf on. Suco psychologies specify the ' right',
normal', 'healthy', 'unbiased', 'careful' or 'scientific' skate of the

penses -- or rather the skate of mind ãs a whole -- in which they observe
truth as it is. For instance, Aristotle - and the Stoics - thought that the
right mind was the medically healthy mind. Modem thinkers
recognized that there is more to the right mind than simple 'health
Descartes's right mind is one steeled in the are of sceptical doubt which
leaves nothing but the final loneliness of the cogifo in which the ego
can then be re-established and God's guiding band found to recognize
truth. All schools of modem justihcationism can be characterized by
the particular psycAolAeraPy by which they propose to prepare the mind
to receive the grace of proven truth in the course of a mystical
communion. In particular, for classical empiricists the right mind is
a laóuZa rasa, emptied of all original content, freed from all prejudice
of theory. But it transpires from the work of Kant and Popper - and
from the work of psychologists influenced by them -that such
empiricist psychotherapy can never succeed. For there are and can be
no sensations unimpregnated by expectation and therefore f#ere is no
natural (i.e. Ps)chological ) demarcation between obseruatioTmt and theoreticat
ÓroÓosifiont.s.*

(2) But even if there was such a natural demarcation, logic would
still destroy the secara sumPfion of dogmatic falsihcationism. For the

Incidentally, Galileo algo showed - with the help of his optics that if the moon was
a fau[t[ess crysta] ba]], it wou]d be invisib]e (Ga]i]eo [i632])
True, most psychologists who turned against the idea of justihcationist sensation-
alism did se under the influence of pragmatist philosophers like William games who
denied the possibility of any soro of objective knowledge. But, even se, Kant's
influence through Oswald Külpe, Franz Brentano and Popper's influence through
Egon Brunswick and Donald Campbell played a role in the shaping of modem
psychology; and if psychology ever vanquishes psychologism, it will be due to an
increased understanding of the Kant--Popper mainline of objectivist philosophy
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l

l
truth-value of the 'observational' propositions cannot be indubitabl)
decided: no /acÍtza/ proPosifíon can quer be proued /rom an exPerimenf.
Propositions can only be derived from other propositions, they cannot
be derived from facts: one carlnot prove statements from experiences
- no more than by thumping the table '.' This is one of the basic points
of elementary logic, but one which is understood by relatively few
people even [oday.z

If factual propositions are unprovable then they are fallible. If they
are fallible then clashes between theories and factual propositions are
not 'falsifications' but merely inconsistencies. Our imagination may
play a greater role in the formulation of 'theories' than in the formu-
lation of 'factual propositions',3 but they are both fallible. Thus we
carnal prove tAeor es and we cannot disProue trem e fAer.' The derharcation
between the soft, unproven ' theories ' and the hard, proven 'empirical
basis' is non-existent: a// propositions of science are theoretical and,
incurably, fallible.s

(3) Finally, even if there were a natural demarcation between
observation statements and theories, and even if the truth-value of
observation statements could be indubitably established, dogmatic
falsificationism would still be useless for eliminating the most import-
ant class of what are commonly regarded as scientific theories. For
even if expenments cou/d prove experimental reports, their disproving
power would still be miserably restricted: exacfZy fAe mosf admirei
scienti$c theories simPI) mail to forbid an} obseruabte skate of a#airs.

support this last contention, l shall first tell a characteristic story
and then propose a general argument.

The story is about an imaginary case of planetary misbehaviour. A
physicist of the pre-Einsteinian era takes Newton's mechanics and his
law of gravitation,(N), the accepted inicial conditions, .r, and calculates.
with their help, the path of a newly discovered small planet, P. But
the planet deviates from the calculated path. Does our Newtonian
l Cf. Popper [i934], section 2g
: it seems that the hrst philosopher to emphasize this was Fries in i837 (cf. Popper

[ i934], section eg, n. 3). This is of course a special case of the general Lhes'is 'that logical
relations, like logical probability or consistency. reter to proPosiliom. Thus, for instance,
the proposition. '.nature is consistent' is false (or, if you wish, meaningless), for natura
is not a proposition (or a conjunction of propositions)

3 Incidentally, even this is questionable. Cf. óeiaw, p. 4a fT
' As Popper put it.; ' No..conclusive disproof of a theory can ever be produced'; those

who nait for an infallible disproof before eliminating a theory wilj' have to wait for
ever and 'will never benefit from experience' ([i934]. section g)
Both Kant and his English follower, Whewell? realized that all scientific propositions,
whether a priori or a pos priori, are equally theoretical; but both hem that they are
equally provable. Kantians saw clearly that the propositions of science are theoretical
in.the pense that they are not. written by sensations on the !aóuZa rma of an empty

, nor .deduced or induced from such propositions. A factual proposition is only
a spec:al kind of theoretical proposition. In this Popper sided with Kant against the
empiricist version of dogmatism. But Popper went a step further: in his view the
propositions of science are not on]y theoreiiéa] but they are all also /allible, conjecturar

1' ver
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physicist consider that the deviation was forbidden by Newton's theory
and therefore that, once established, it refutes the theory N? No He
suggests that there musa be a hitherto unknown planet P' which
perturbs the path of P. He calculates the mass orbit, etc., of this
hypothetical planet and then asks an experimental astronomer to tese
his hypothesis. The planet P' is se small that even the biggest available
telescopes cannot possibly observe it: the experimental astronomer
applies for a research grant to build yet a bigger one.' in three years
time the new telescope is ready. Were the unknown planet P' to be
discovered, it would be hailed as a new victory of Newtonian science.
But it is not. Does our scientist abandon Newton's theory and his idea
of the perturbing planet? No. He suggests that a cloud of cosmic dust
hides the planet from us. He calculates the location and properties of
this cloud and asks for a research grant to send up a satellite to test
his calculations. Were the satellite's instrumento (possibly new ones,
based on a little-tested theory) to record the existence of the con-
jecturar cloud, the result would be hailed as an outstanding victory
for Newtonian science. But the cloud is not found. Does our scientist
abandon Newton's theory, together with the idea of the perturbing
planet and the idea of the cloud which hides it? No. He suggests that
there is some magnetic field in that region of the universe which
disturbed the instruments of the satellite. A new satellite is seno up.
Were the magnetic hem to be found, Newtonians would celebrate a
sensacional victory. But it is not. Is this regarde(t as a refutation of
Newtonian science? No. Either yet another ingenious auxiliary
hypothesis is proposed or. . .the whole story is buried in the dusty
volumes of periodicals and the story never mentioned again.Z

This story strongly suggests that even a most respected scientific
theory, like Newton's dynamics and theory of gravitation, may faia to
forbid any observable skate of affairs.a Indeed, some scienfílíc IÀeoráes
forbid an euent occurring in some sPecified $nite sPatio-temporal region (or
brie#y, a 'singra/ar euenf ') onze on [he condifion ]hat no other/arfar (possibly
hidden in some distant and unspecified spatio-temporal comer of the
universe) Am an) nPuence on if. But then suGA fheories Rever a/one
conlr(üicf a ' bmic ' slalemenl; they contradict at most a conjunction of

If the tiny conjecLural planet fere out of the reach even of the biggest possible
optical telescopes, he might try some quite novel instrument (like a radiotelescope)
in arder to enable him to 'observe it', that is, to ask Nature about it, even if only
indirectly. (The new' 'observational ' theory may itself not be properly articulated, let
clone severely tested, but he would care no more than Galileo did.)
At least not until a new research programme supersedes Newton's programme
which happens to explain this previously recalcitrant phenomenon. In this case, the
phenomenon will be unearthed and enthroned as a 'crucial experiment'; cf. belos,

Popper asks: 'What kind of clinical respondes would refute to the satisfaction of
Lhe ana]yst not mere]y a particu]ar diagnosis but psychoana]ysis itse]f? ' ([ig63], p. 38,
n. 3.) But what kind of observation would repute to the satisfaction of the Newtonian
not merely a particular version but Newtonian theory itself?
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a basic statement describing a spatio-temporally singular event and o
a universal non-existence statement saying that no other relevant céus
is at work anywhere in the universe. And the dogmatic falsificationis
cannot possibly claim that such universal non-existeilce statement
belong to the cmpirical basis: that they can be observed and prove(
by experience.

Another way of putting this is to say that some scientific theorie
are normally interpreted as containing a ceferis paráóus clause:i in suco
cases it is always a specific theory fogelAer with this clause which ma

be refuted. But such a refutation is inconsequential for the sPecilí
theory under tese because by replacing the celerÍs par óus clause by ;
different one the sPeci/ic theory can always be retained whatever thi
teses say.

If se, the ' inexorable ' disproof procedure of dogmatic falsihcation
ism breaks down in these cases euen i/there were a firmly establishec
empirical basis to serve as a launching pad for the arrow of th(
modas follens: the prime target remains hopelessly elusive.' And a:
it happens, it is exactly the most important, 'mature' theories in th(
history of science which are prima /arie undisprovable in this way.:
Moreover, by the standards of dogmatic falsificationism all prob
abilistic theories also come under this head: for no rinite sample car
ever dísProue a universal probabilistic theory;' probabilistic theories
like theories with a celeris paríóus clause, have no empirical basis. Bui
then the dogmatic falsificationist relegates the most importam
scientific theories on bis own admission to metaphysics where rationa
discussion -- consisting, by his standards, of proofs and disproofs -- ha!
no place, since a metaphysical theory 'is neither provable noi
disprovable. The demarcation criterion of dogmatic falsificationism is
thus still strongly antitheoretical.

(Moreover, one can e iZy ízrgue IAaf ce edis parãóus clazzses are noi
excePfions, óut lhe ru/e in science. Science, after all, musa be demarcated
from a curiosity shop where funny local - or cosmic oddities are
collected and displayed. The assertion that 'all Britons died from lung
cancer between i95o and ig6o' is logically possible, and might cven
have been true. But if it has been only an occurrence of an event with
minute probability, it would have only curiosity value for the crankish
faca-collector, it would have a macabre entertainment value. but no
scientific vague. A proposition might be said to be scientific only if it

This 'ceferis paríóus ' clause need not normally be interpreted as a separate premise
For a discussion, cf. óe/ow, p. 98
In.cidentally. ue might persuade the dogmatic falsificationist that his demarcation
critenon u'as a very naive mistake. If he lives it up but retains his two basic assump-
tions, he will have to ban lheories from scierice arid regard the growth of science
as an accumulation of proven basic statements. Tais indeed is the final stage of
classical empiricism afte; the evaporation of the hope that faces can prove or at least
disprove theories.

3 This is no coincidence; cf. óelow, P. 88 fT.
' Cf. Popper [i934], chapter vni
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aims at expressing a causal connection : such connection between being
a Briton and dying of lung cancer may not even be intended. Simjlarly,
'all swans are white', if true, would be a more curiosity unless it
asserted that swanness caules whiteness. But then a black swan would
not refute this proposition, since it may only indicate other caules

operating simultaneously. Thus ' all swans are white ' is either an oddlity
and easily disprovable or a scientific proposition with a deter s paribus
clause and therefore undisprovable. Tenacit? o/a tAeor)i agaimf emP Tirai
euidence uloutd then be an argument for Talher than agaimt regarding it m
scientific' . ' Irrefutabilit)' would become cl hallmark of science.' ).

To sum up: classical justificationists only admitted proven theories;
neoclassical justificationists probable ones; dogmatic falsificationists
realized that in either case no theories are admissible. They decided
to admit theories if they are disprovable -- disprovable by a rinite
number of observations. But even if there were such disprovable
theories - those which can be contradicted by a hnite number of
observable faces they are still logically too near to the empirical basis.
For instance, on the terms of the dogmatic falsificationist, a theory like
All planets move in ellipses' may be disproved by tive observations;

therefore the dogmatic falsificationist will regard it as scientihc. A
theory like 'All planets move in circles' may be disproved by four
observations; therefore the dogmatic falsihcationist will regard it as
still more scientific. The acme of scientihcness will be a theory like 'All
swans are white' which is disprovable by one single observation. On
the other hand, he will reject all probabilistic theories together with
Newton's, Maxwell's, Einstein's theories, as unscientific, for no rinite
number of observations can ever disprove them.

If we accept the demarcation criterion of dogmatic falsificationism,
and also the idea that facts can prove 'factual' propositions, we cave
to declare that the most important, if not all, theories ever proposed
in the history of science are metaphysical, that most, if not all, of the
accepted progress is pseudo-progress, that most, if not all, of the work
done is irracional. If, however, still accepting the demarcation criterion
of dogmatic falsificationism, we deny that facts can prove propositions,
then we certainly end up in complete scepticism: then all science is
undoubtedly irracional metaphysics and should be rejected. Scienl /ic
lheories are not onl) equall) unProuabte, and equall) imProbable, but the)
are aZso equalZy undísProuaóZe. But the recognition that not only the
theoretical but aZI the propositions in science are fallible, means the
total collapse of a/l forms of dogmatic justificationism as theories of
scientific rationality.

' For a nuca stronger case, cf. óelow, section 3.
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(b) Methodological falsilicationism. The ' emPirical bois

The collapse of dogmatic falsificationism under the weight of falll
bilistic arguments brings us back to square one. If aZI scientifi
statements are fallible theories, one can criticize them anly fo
inconsistency. But then, in what pense, if any, is science empirical? l
scientific theories are neither provable, nor probabilifiable, nor dis
provable, then the sceptics seem to be finally right: science is no mor-
than vain speculation and there no such thing as progress in scientifi
knowledge. Can we sti]] oppose scepticism? (hn we sabe scáentilí
criticism /rom /a/lió{/ism? is it possible to have a fallibilistic theory o
scientihc progress? in particular, if scientific criticism is fallible, oi
what ground can we ever eliminate a theory?

A most intriguing answer is provided by melAodologica! /aZsifcafÍon
ism. Methodological falsificationism is a brand of conventionalism
therefore in order to understand it, we musa first discuss conven
tionalism in general.

There is an important demarcation between 'Passiuist ' and ' act uisf
fAeoríes of Ênow/erige. ' Passivists' hold that true knowledge is Nature':
lmpnnt.on a perfect]y inert mind: mental acfáziily can only result ir
boas and distortion. The most influential passivist school is clássica
empiricism. 'Activists' hold that we cannot read the book of Natur(
without mental activity, without interpreting it in the light of ou]
expectations or theories.' Now co eruafíue 'acl uisls ' hold that we ar(
bom with our basic expectations; with them we turn the world lnec
'our world' but musa then tive for ever in the prison of our world
The idea that we live and die in the prison of our 'conceptual frame-
work was developed primarily by Kant: pessimistic Kantians thoughl
that the real world is for ever unknowable because of this prison, while
optimistic Kantians thought that God created our conceptual
framework to fit the world.' But reuolufionary acfiu sfs believe' that
conceptual .frameworks can be developed and also replaced by new,
beller ones; it is we who create our 'prisons' and we can also, critically,
demolish them.a

Tais demarcation -- and terminology -- is due to Popper; cf. especially his [i934].
section i.g and his [i945], chapter a3 and n. 3 to chapter a5.
No version. of conservative activism explained why Newton's grauilafional theory
should be invulnerable; Kantians restricLed themselves to the explanation of the
tenacity of Euclidean geometry and Newtonian mecÀanics. About Newtonian graui-
!ation and oPlics (or other branches of science) they had an ambiguous, and occasionally
inductivist position.

do not.include Hegel among 'revolutionary acfiuists '. For Hegel and his followers
change in conceptual frameworks is a predetermined, inevitable process, where
individual creativity or racional criticism plays no essencial role. Those who run ahead
are equally at fault as those who stay behind in this 'dialectic'. The dever man is not
he who creates a better ' prison ' or who demolishes critically the old one, but the one
who is always in step with history. Thus dialectic accounts for change withoutcriticism.

3
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New steps from conservative to revolutionary activism were made
bv Whewell and then by Poincaré, Milhaud and Le Roy. Whewell hem
that theories are developed by trial and error -- in the ' preludes to the
inductive epochs'. The best ones among them are then 'proved' --
during the ;inductive epochs' -- by a long primarily a priori considera-
tion which he called 'progressive intuition'. The 'inductive epochs'
are foljowed by 'sequela to the inductive epochs': cumulative develop-
ments of auxiliary theories.: Poincaré, Milhaud and Le Roy were
averse to the idea of proa/ by progressive intuition and preferred to
explain the continuing historical success of Newtonian mechanics by
a melhodologicat decision taken by scientists: after a considerable period
of initial empirical success scientists may decide not to allow the theory
to be refuted. Once they have taken this decision, they solve (or
dissolve) the apparent anomalies by auxiliary hypotheses or other
conventionalist stratagems '.' This comeruafiue conuentionaZism has,
however, the disadvantage of making us unable to get out of our self-
imposed prisons, once the first period of trial and error is over and
the great decision taken. It cannot solve the problem of the elimination
of those theories which have been triumphant for a lona period.
According to conservative conventionalism, experimenta may have
sufhcient power to repute young theories, but not to refute old,
established theories: science graus, lhe poder o/ emPirical euidence
diminisAes.'

Poincaré's critica refused to accept hiq idea, that, although the
scientists build their conceptual frameworks, there comes a time when
these frameworks turn unto prisons which cannot be demolished. This
criticism gave rise to two rival schools of reuolutionar) conuenlionalism:
Duhem's simplicism and Popper's methodological falsificationism.'

Cf. Whewe]]'sLl837],[i84o] and]i858]
Cf. especia]]y Poincaré [i8gi] and]igoa]; Mi]haud]i8g6]; Le Roy]i899] and]lgoi]
It was one of the chief philosophical merits of conventionalists to direct the limelight
to the face that any theory can be saved by 'conventionalist stratagems' from refu-
tations. (The term ' conventionalist stratagem ' is Popper's; cf. the criticam discussion
of Poincaré's conventiona]ism in his [i934], especially sections ig and 20.)
Poincaré first elaborated his conventionalism only with regard to geometry (cf. his
ji8gi]). Then Milhaud and Le Roy generalized Poincaré's idea to comer all branches
of accepted pilysica] theory. Poincaré's [ig02] starts with a strong criticism of the
Bergsonian Le Roy against whom he defenda the empirical(falsihable or 'inductive')
character of all physics excePt /ür geometry and mechanics. Duhem, in turn, criticized
Poincaré: in his view there was a possibility of overthrowing even Newtonian
mechanics
The !oci classici are Duhem's [igo5] and Popper's [i934]. Duhem was not a co isfen!
revolutionary conventionalist. Very much like Whewell, he thought that conceptual
changes are only preláminaries to the final if perhaps distant -- ' natural classification
The more a theory is perfected, the more we apprehend that the logical order in

which it arranges experimental laws is the reflection of an ontological order.' in
particular, he refused to see Newton's mechanics acfuaZZy ' crumbling' and character-
ized Einstein's relativity theory as the manifestation of a 'frantic and hectic race
in pursuit of a novel idea' which 'has turned physics unto a real chãos where logic
loses its way and common-sense runs away frightened' (Preface -of igi4 - to the
second edition of his [igo5])
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Duhem accepts the conventionalists' position that no physica
theory ever crumbles merely under the weight of 'refutations;, bu
claims that it still may crumble under the weight of 'continuai repairs
and many tangled-up stays' when 'the worm-eaten columns' canno
support 'the tottering building' any longer;' then the theory loses it!
original simplicity and has to be replaced. But falsihcation is then lefi
to subjective baste or, at best, to scientific fashion, and too much leewa)
is left for dogmatic adherence to a favourite theory.'

Popper set out to find a criterion which is both more objectivo and
more hard-hitting. He could not accept the emasculation of empiri
cism, inherent even in Duhem's approach, and proposed a method.
ology which allows experiments to be powerful even in 'mature
science. Popper's methodological falsificationism is both convention.
alise and falsificationist, but he 'difTers from the [conservative] con.
ventionalists in holding that the statements decided by agreement are
nof [spatio:temporally] universa] but [spatio-tempora]]y] singu]ar
and he differs from the dogmatic falsificationist in holding that thc
truth-value of such statements cannot be proved by faces but, in some
cases, may be decided by agreement.'

The Duhemian co erualáue conuenfionalisf (or ' methodological jus-
tificationist', if you wish) makes unfalsifiable by /iaf some (spatio-
temporally) universal theories, which are distinguished by their ex-
planatory power, simplicity or beauty. Our Popperian reco/ulionar)
canuenfionalãsf (or ' methodological falsificationist ') makes unfalsifiable
by Jiaí some (spatio-temporally) singular statements which are distin-
guishable by the fact that there exists at the time a ' relevant technique
such that 'anyone who has ]earned it' wi]] be abre to decide that
the statement is 'acceptable'.' Such a statement may be called an
observational' or 'basic' statement, but only in inverted commas.õ

Indeed, the vcry selection of all such statements is a manter of a de-
cision, which is not based on exclusively psychological considerations.
This decision is then followed by a second kind of decision concerning
the separation of the set of accePfed basic statements from the rest.

These fwo decÍsáom correspond to the fwo msumPfiom of dogmatic
falsificationism. But there are important differences. Above all, the
methodological falsificationist is not a justihcationist, he has no illu-
sions about 'experimental proofs' and is fully aware of the fallibility
of his decisions and the risks he is taking

Duhem [igo5], chapter vi, section lo.
For a further discussion of conventionalism, cf. óelow, pp g6-ioi.
Popper [i934], section 3o

In tais seclion l discuss the ' Raide ' uarianl ofPoPPer' s melhodological fatsificalionism. Thw,
Lhroughout the section methodotogicat faki$catmnism ' stands for l Raide methodological
/abi/icalioPzism '; /ar tais ' naiuely ', cf. belos, p 3i.

; Popper [i934], section 27.

' OP. cif« .section a8. For the non-basicness of these methodologically 'basic' stale
ments, cf. e.g. Popper [i934] pmsím and Popper [í959a], p. 35, n. +2
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The methodological falsificationist realizes that in the ' experimental
techniques ' of the scientist fallible theories are involved,' in the ' light
of which he interprets the faces. In spite of this he 'applies' these
theories, he regards them in the given context not as theories under
tesa but as unProbZemafic bacÊground Énow/erige ' which we accept (ten-
tatively) as unproblematic while we are testing the theory'.' He may
cala these theories -- and the statements whose truth-value he decides
in their light -- 'observational': but this is only a manner of speech
which he inherited from naturalistic falsificationism.a The methodo-
logical falsificationist uses our most success/tl/ IAeories as exfe itens o/ our
lemes and widens the range of theories which can be applied in testing
far beyond the dogmatic falsificationist's range of strictly observational
theories. For instance, let us imagine that a big radio-star is discovered
with a system of radio-star satellites orbiting it. We should like to tese
some gravitational theory on this planetary system - a manter of
considerable interest. Now let us imagine that Jodrell Bank succeeds
in providing a set of space--time coordinates of the planets which is
inconsistent with the theory. We shall takc these basic statemcnts as
falsifiers. Of course, these basic statements are not 'observational ' in
the usual sente but only '''observational' ". They describe planeta that
neither the human eye nor optical instruments can reach. Their truth-
value is arrived at by an 'experimental technique '. This 'experimental
technique ' is based on the ' application ' of a well-corroborated theory
of radio-optics. Calling these statements 'observational' is no more
than a manner of saying that, in the context of his problem, that is,
in testing our gravitational theory, the methodological falsificationist
uses radio-optics uncritically, as ' background knowledge '. 7'he need/or
decisiom !o demaTcate the lheor) under tese from unProblematic background
knowledge is a characteristic fealure of tais brand of methodologica! faki-
Jícafionism.4 (This situation does not really difTer from Galileo's
'observation ' of Jupiter's satellites: moreover, as some of Galileo's
contemporaries rightly pointed out, he relied on a virtually non-existent
optical theory - which then was less corroborated, and even lesa arti-
culated, than present-day radio-optics. On the other hand, calling the
reports of our human eye 'observational' only indicates that we 'rely
on some vague physiological theory of human vision.s)

This consideration shows the conventional element in granting in
a given context - (methodologically) ' observational ' status to a theory.'

Cf. Popper [i934], end of section 26 and a]so his [ig68c], pp. 2gi--2.
Cf. Popper [ig63], p. 39o
Indeed, Popper carefully puas 'observational' in quotes; cf. his [i934], section 28
This demarcation plays a role both in the Jírsf and in the /turfa type of decisions
of the methodological falsihcationist. (For the /ourlÀ decision, cf. óelow, p. e6.)
For a fascinating discussion, cf. Feyerabend [ l g6g a].
C)pe wonders whether it would not be better to make a break with the terminology
of naturalistic falsificationism and rechristen observational theories ' tour tome
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Similarly, there is a considerable conventional element in the decisiol
concerning the actual truth-vague of a basic statement which we tak
after we have decided which 'observational theory' to apply. On
single observation may be the stray result of some trivial error: in onde
to reduce such risks, methodological falsificationists prescribe som
safety contrai. The simplest such control is to repeat the experiment(i
is a manter of convention how many times) ; thus fortifying the potentia
falsifier by a 'well-corroborated falsifying hypothesis '.'

The methodological falsificationist also points out that, as a matte
of fact, these conventions are institutionalized and endorsed by th
scientific community; the ]ist of 'accepted ' falsifiers is provided by th.
verdict of the experimental scientists.'

This is how the methodological falsihcationist establishes his 'em
pirical bases'. (He uses inverted commas in order 'to tive ironica
emphasis' to the term.') This 'bases' can hardly be called a 'basis' b
justificationist standards: there is nothing proven about it - it denote
piles driven indo a swamp'.' Indeed, if this 'empirical basis' clashe

with a theory, the theory may be ca/Zed 'falsified ', but it is not falsifie(
in the sente that it is disproved. Methodological 'falsification' is verá
diRerent from dogmatic falsification. If a theory is falsified, it is prover
false; if it is 'falsified', it may still be true. If we follow up this sor
of falsification' by the actual 'elimination ' of a theory, we may wel
end up by eliminating a true, and accepting a falhe, theory(a possibilit)
which is thoroughly abhorrent to the old -fashioned justificationist).

Yet the methodological falsihcationist advises that exactly this is tc
be done. The methodo]ogica] falsificationist realizes that if we wan
to reconcile fallibilism with (non-justificationist) rationality, we mu.s

find a way to eliminate some theories. If we do not succeed, the growtt
of science will be nothing but growing chãos.

Therefore the methodological falsificationist maintains that 'Íif w(
want] to make the method of selection by elimination work, and tc
ensure that only the fittest theories survive, their struggle for bife musa
be made severe'.' Once a theory has been falsified, in spite of the riso
involved, it musa be eliminated: ']with theories we work only] as lona
as they stand up to teses'.6 The elimination musa be methodologicall}
conclusive: ' in general we regard an inter-subjectively testable falsa'-
fication as final. . .A corroborative appraisal made at a laser date.
can replace a positive degree of corroboration by a negative one, but

Cf. Popper [r934], section 22. Many phi]osophers over]ooked Popper's important
qualification that a basic-statement has no power to refute anything without the
support of a well-corroborated falsifying hypothesis. '
Cf. Popper [i.934], section 3o. ' Popper [ig63a], p. 387
Popper [i934]l section 3o; a]so cf. section 2g; 'The Re]ativity of Basic Statements
Popper [i957b], p. i34. Popper, in other p]aces, emphasizes that this method cannot
'ensure' the surviva] of the fittest. Natural selection may go wrong: the fittest may
perish and monsters survive
Popper [i935]
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not vice persa '.' This is the methodological falsificationist's explanation
of how we get out of a rut: 'lt is always the experiment which caves
us from following a track that leads nowhere'.'

The methodologicat falsi$cationist separares rejection and disPToof, which
the dogmatic falsificationist had conflated.z He is a fallibilist but his
fallibilism does not weaken his critical stance: he turns fallible propo-
sjtions unto a 'bases' for a hard-lhe policy. On these grounds he
proposes a new demarcar on criterion: only those theories - that is,
non-'observational' propositions which forbid certain 'observable
status of affairs, and therefore may be 'falsifled' and rejected, are
'scientific': or, briefly, a fAeory is 'scáen {Jic ' (or 'accePlable ') {/ it Aas an

empiricaZ ó is'. This criterion brings out sharply the difference
between dogmatic and methodological falsificationism.3

This methodological demarcation criterion is much more liberal
than the dogmatic one. Methodological falsificationism opens up new
avenues of criticism: many more theories may qualify as 'scientific
We have already seen that there are more 'observational' theories
[han observational theories,' and therefore there are more 'basic
statements than basic statements.' Furthermore, probabilistic theories
may qualify now as 'scientific': although they are not falsifiable they
can be easily made ' falsifiable ' by an additionaZ (IÀird l)Pe) decision which
the scientist can make by specifying certain rejection rules which may
render statistically interpreted evidence 'inconsistent' with the
probabilistic theory.'

But even these three decisions are not suflicient to enable us to
falsify' a theory which cannot explain anything 'observable ' without

' Popper [i934], section 8e
z This kind of methodological 'falsification' is, unlike dogmatic falsification (dis-

proof), a pragmatic, methodological idea. But then u hat exactly are we to mean by
it? Popper's answer - which l am going to discard - is that methodological 'falsifica-
tion' indicates an 'urgent need of replacing a falsified hypothesis by a better one
(Popper [i959a], p. 87, n, h). This is an excellent illustration of the process l
described in my [ l g63-4] whereby critical discussion shifts the original proó]em without
necessarily changing the old [erms. The byproducts of such processes are meaning-sãi/!s.
For a further discussion, cf. óelow, p. 37, n. 5, and p. 7o, n. 4
The demarcation criterion of the dogmatic falsificationist was: a theor} is ' scientific
if it has an empirical basis (see aóoue, p. i6)
See abade, pp. i4 i5
[ncidentally, Popper, in his [i934], does not soem to have seen this point c]ear]y
He writes: 'Admittedly, it is possible to interpret the concept of an oóseruabZe euenf
in a psychologistic sense. But l am using it in such a sente that it might just as u'ell
be replaced by "an event involving position and movement of macroscopic physical
bodies " ' ([ l 9341, section 28.) in the light of our discussion, for instance, u'e ma} regard
a positron passing through a Wilson chamber at time fo as an 'observable' event, in
spite of the non-macroscopic character of the positron

' Popper [i934], section 68.']ndeed, this methodo]ogica] fa]sihcationism is the phi]o
sophical bases of some of the most interesting developments in modem statistics
The Neyman--Pearson approach reses completely on methodological falsificationism
Algo cf. Braithwaite [i953], chapter v'i. (Unfortunate]y, Braithwaite reinterprets
Popper's demarcation criterion as separating meaningful from meaningless rather
than scientific from non-scientific propositions).
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a celeris /Paribus clause.' No rinite number of 'observations' is enough
to 'falsify' such a theory. However, if this is the case how can one
reasonab[y defend a methodo]ogy which c]aims to 'interpret natural
laws or theories as. . .statements which are partially decidable, i.e.
which are, for ]ogica] reasons, not verifiab]e but, in an asymmetrica]
way, falsihable. . .'?: How can we interpret theories like Newton's
theory of dynamics and gravitation as 'one-sidedly decidable'?' How
can we make in such cases genuine ' attempts to weed out falhe theories
- to find the weak points of a theory in order to reject it if it is falsified
by the test'?' How can we draw them indo the realm of racional
discussion? The methodological falsificationist solver the problem b}
making a further (/burla l)Pe) decisáon: when he teses a theory together
with a reler s par bus clause and finds that this conjunction has been
refuted, he musa decide whether to take the refutation also as a
refutation of the specihc theory. For instance, he may accept Mercury's
anomalous' perihelion as a refutation of the treble conjunction N:
of Newton's theory, the known inicial conditions and the ceferis parióui
clause. Then he tests the initial conditions 'severely'; and may decide
to relegate them into the 'unproblematic background knowledge
This decision implies the refutation of the double conjunction Nz ol
Newton's theory and the ceferís paribus clause. Now he has to take thc
crucial decision: whether to relegate algo the ceferís paríóus clause intc
the pool of 'unproblematic background knowledge'. He will do se il
he hnds the ceferis parábus clause well corroborated.

How can one tese a ceferis paria ts clause severely? By assuming thai
[here are other influencing factors, by specifying such factors, and b}
testing these specific assumptions. If many of them are refuted, thc
ceterás par blzs clause will be regarded as Reli-corroborated.

Yet the decision to 'accept' a cfÍeris pariótts clause is a very risk} onc
because of the grave consequences it implies. If it is decided to accepi
it as pare of such background knowledge, the statements describinÊ
Mercury's perihelion from the empirical basis of N2 are turned intc
the empirical basis of Newton's specific theory Nt and u'hat wa!
previously a mere 'anomaly' in relation to Ni, becomes noH' crucia
evidence against it, its falsification. (We may call an cvcnt described
by a statement A an 'anomaZ] in relation to a theor} T' if .4 is :
potencial falsifier of the conjunction of T and a crffris parÍZ)tts claras(
but it becomes a potencial falsifier of T itself after having decided tc
relegate the celeris przriZpus clause indo 'unproblematic background
knowledge'.') Since, for our savitge falsihcationist, falsific.itions arc
methodologically conclusive,' the fateful decision amounts to th(

Cf. abade, pp. i8 eo. : Popper [i933]
Popper[i933]. ' Popper]i957b], p. i33
For a discussion of this important concept of Popperian methodologv. cf. volt.im(
a, chapter 8, pp. l85 fT.
For an improved 'explication', cf. óflozl', p. 72, n 3
Cf. aóoul,, p. 24, text to tln. 5 and 6.
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his business to defend a successful system against criticism as lona as
it is not conclwiueZ) disproued '.' He will degenerate indo an apologist
who may always claim that ' the discrepant:ies which are asserted to exist
between the experimental resulta and the theory are only apparent
and that they will disappear with the advance of our understanding'.'
But for the falsificationist this is 'the very reverte of the criticam
attjtude which is the proper one for the scientist',' and is imper-
missible. To use one of the methodological falsificationist's favourite
expressions: the.theory musa be made to stock its neck out .

The methodological falsificationist is in a serious plight when it
comes to deciding where to draw the demarcation, even if only in a
well-defined context, between the problematic and unproblematic.
The plight is most dramatic when he has to make a decision about
celeris paribus clauses, when he has to promove one of the hundreds of
anomalous phenomena' indo a 'crucial experiment', and decide that

in such a case the experiment was 'controlled'.'
Thus, with the help of this fourth type of decision,; our method-

ological falsificationist has finally succeeded in interpreting even
theories like Newton's theory as ' scientihc '.o

Indeed. there is no reason why he should not go yet another step
Why not decide that a theory -- which even these tour decisions cannot
turn indo an empirically falsifiable one -- is falsified if it clashes with
another theory which is scientific on some of the previously specihed
grounds and is algo well-corroborated?' After all, if we reject one
theory because one of its potencial falsifiers is seen to be true in the
light of an observational theory, why not reject another theory because

' Popper [i934], section g. ' /óid.

' The problem of 'confrolZed experimenl' may be said to be nothin.g.esse b.ut t.he
blem of arranging experimental conditions in such a way as to minimize the risk

involved in such decisions

b This type of decision belongs, in an imporLant sense, to the game category as.the
first decision : it demarcates, by decision, problematic from unproblematic knowledge.
Cf. úóoue, p- 23, text to n. 3.

6 Our exposition shows clearly the complexity of the decisions .needed to .dehne the
empirical content' of a theory that is, the set of its potencial falsifiers..' Empirical

content ' depends on our decision as to which are our ' observational theories ' and which
anomalies are to be promoted to counterexamples. If one attempts to compare the
empirical content of difTerent scientific theories in order to see which is 'more
scientific', then one will get involved in an enormously complex and therefore
hopelessly arbitrary system of decisions about their respective classes of. 'relatively
atomic statements' and their 'fields of application'.(For the meaning of the?e(very)
technica[ terms. cf. Popper [i934], section 38.) But suco comparison is possible only
when one theory supersedes another(cf. Popper]i 959a], p. 4oi, n. 7). And even then,
there may be difhculties (which would not, however, add up to irremediable
incommensurability ')

This u'as suggested by J. O. Wisdom: cf. his [ig63]
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it clashes direcf! with one that may be relegated unto unproblemat
background knowledge? This would allow us, by a /i/!A l)Pe decidia
to eliminate even ' syntactically metaphysical ' theories, that is, theori(
which, like 'all-some' statements or purely existential statement:
because of their /ogicaZ /orm cannot have spatio-temporally singul
potential falsifiers.

To sum up: the methodological falsificationist offers an interestii
solution to the problem of combining hard-hitting criticism with fz
libilism. Not only does he oRer a philosophical basis for falsificati(
after fallibilism had pulled the carpet from under the feet of tl
dogmatic falsificationist, but he also widens the range of such criticis
very considerably. By putting falsification in a new setting, he sav
the attractive code of honour of the dogmatic falsificationist: th
scientific honesty consists in specifying, in advance, an experime
such that, if the result contradicts the theory, the theory has to l
given up.'

Methodological falsificationism represents a considerable advan
beyond both dogmatic falsificationism and conservative convention
[ism. ]t recommends risky decisions. But the risks are daring to t]
point of recklessness and one wonders whether there is no way
lessening them.

Let us first have a closer look at the risks involved.
Decisiom play a crucial role in this methodology -- as in any brar

of conventionalism. Decisions however may lead us disastrous
astray. The methodological falsificationist is the first to admit this. B
this, he argues, is the price which we have to pay for the possibili
of progress.

One has to appreciate the dare-devil altitude of our methodologi(
falsificationist. He feels himself to be a hero who, faced with tv
catastrophic alternatives, dared to reflect coolly on their relative mer
and choose the lesser evil. One of the alternatives was sceptical f;
libilism, with its ' anything goes ' altitude, the despairing abandonme
of all intellectual standards, and hence of the idea of scientific progre:
Nothing can be established, nothing can be rejected, nothing evl
communicated: the growth of science is a growth of chãos, a veritat
Babel. For two thousand years, scientists and scientihcally-mindi
philosophers chose justificationist illusions of some kind to escape tl
nightmare. Some of them argued that one h lo cAoose óelween inductiu
jwt /icationism and írralionalásm: ' l do not see any way out of a dogmas
assertion that we know the inductive princip]e or some equiva]ent; t]
only alternative is to throw over almost everything that is regard(
as knowledge by science and common sente'.a Our methodologic

For instance: 'All metais have a solvent': or 'There exista a substance which can tu

all metais indo gold'. For discussions of suco theories, cf. especially Watkins [íg!
and Watkins [ig6o]. But cf. beZow, pp. 42 3 and pp. 95-6
See aóoue, p. i2. ' Russell [i943], p. 683
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falsificationist proudly rejects such escapism: he dares to measure up
to the full impact of fallibilism and yet escape sce:pti(ism by a daring
and risky conventionalist policy, with no dogmas. He is fully aware of
the risks but insista that one h to choose belween some soft o/molho(ZoZogical

/abiJÍcaÍzonism and rralionalásm. He oRers a game in which one has little
hope of winning, but claims that it is still better to play than to give

Indeed, those critics of naive falsificationism who offer no alter-
native method of criticism are inevitably driven to irrationalism. For
instance, Neurath's muddled argument, that the falsification and
ensuing elimination of a hypothesis may turn out to have been 'an
obstacle in the progress of science',' carnes no weight as long as the
only alternativo he seems to offer is chãos, Hempel is, no doubt, right
in stressing that 'science offers various examples [when] a conflict
between a highly-confirmed theory and an occasional recalcitrant
experiential sentence may well be resolved by revoking the latter rather
than by sacrificing the formei; '3 nevertheless he admits that he can
offer no other 'fundamental standard' than that of naive falsifica-
tionism.' Neurath - and, seemingly, Hempel - reject falsificationism
as 'pseudo-rationalism';s but where is 'real rationalism'? Popper
warned already in i934 that Neurath's permissive methodology (or
rather lack of methodology) would make science unempirical and
therefore irracional: 'We need a set of Tules to limit the arbitrariness
of "deleting" (or else "accepting") a protocol sentence. Neurath faias

to give any such rules and thus unwittingly throws empiricism over-
board . . . Every system becomes defensible if one is allowed (as every-
body is, in Neurath's view) simply to "delete" a protocol sentence if
ít is inconvenient'.s Popper agrees with Neurath that all propositions
are fa[[ib[e; but he forcefu]]y makes the crucial point that we cannot
make progress unless we have a fiam rational strategy or method to
cuide us when they clash.'

But is not the firm strategy of the brand of methodological falsifi-
l am fure that some will welcome methodological falsificationism as an 'existen
tialist' philosophy of science
Neurath [i935], p. 356.
Hempe[ [i952], p. 62i. Agassi, in his [ig66], fo]]ows Neurath and Hempe], especia]]y
pp. i6 a. It is rather amusing that Agassi, in making this point, thinks that he is taking
up arms against 'the whole literatura concerning the methods of science

Indeed, many scientists were fully aware of the difhculties inherent in the 'con-
frontation of theory and facas'. (Cf. Einstein [i949], p. e7.) Severas philosophers
sympathetic to falsificationism emphasized that ' the process of refuting a scientific
hypothesis is more comp]icated than it appears to be at hrst sight ' (Braithwaite [ 1 953],
p. 20). But only Popper offered a constructive, rational solution.
Hempel [i952], p. 6aa. Hempel's crisp 'theses on empirical certainty' do nothing
but refurbish Neurath's - and some of Popper's - old arguments (against Carnap,
[ take it); but, dep]orab]y, he does not mention either his predecessors or his
adversaries.
Neurath [i935]. ' Popper [i934], section 26

Neurath's [i935] shows that he never grasped Popper's simple argument
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cationism hitherto discussed foo Jírm? Are not the decisions it advo-
cates bound to be foo aróifrary? Some may even claim that all that
distinguishes methodological from dogmatic falsihcationism is that it
Pa)s liP-seruice to fallibitism!

To criticize a theory of criticism is usually very difhcult. Naturalistic
falsificationism was relatively easy to refute, since it rested on an
empirical psychology of perception: one could show that it was simply
/abe. But how can methodological falsification be falsified? No disaster
can ever disprove a non-justificationist theory of rationality. Moreover.
how can we ever recognize an epistemological disaster? We have no
means [o judge whether the verisimilitude of our successive theories
increases or decreases.' At this stage we have not yet developed a
general theory of criticism even for scientihc theories, let alone for
theories of rationality:' therefore if we want to falsify our method-
ological falsificationism, we have to do it before having a theory of
how to do it.

If we look at the historical details of the most celebrated crucial
experiments, we have to come to the conclusion that either they were
accepted as crucial for no racional reason, or that their acceptance
rested on rationality principles radically diíferent from the ones we just
discussed. First of all, our falsificationist musa deplore the faca that
stubborn theoreticians frequently challenge experimental verdicts and
have them reversed. In the falsificationist conception of scientific ' law
and order' we have described there is no place for such successful
appeals. Further difhculties arise from the falsification of theories to
which a celeris paráóus clause is appended.' Their falsihcation as it
occurs in actual history is prima /arie irrational by the standards of our
falsificationist. By his standards, scientists frequently seem to be
irrationally slow: for instance, eighty-ave years elapsed between the
acceptance of the perihelion of Mercury as an anomaly and its ac-
ceptance as a falsification of Newton's theory, in spite of the faca that
the ceteris paribus clause was reasonably well corroborated. On the other
band, scientists frequently seem to be irrationally rash: for instance,
Galileo and his disciples accepted Copernican heliocentric celestial
mechanics in spite of the abundant evidence against the rotation of the
Earth; or Bohr and his disciples accepted a theory of light emission
in spite of the fact that it ran counter to Maxwell's well-corroborated
theory.

1 1 am using here 'verisimilitude' in Popper's sense: the difference beta'een the truth
content and falsity content of a theory. For the risks involved in estimating it,cf. volume
2, chapter 8, especially pp. i83 ft

z [ tried to deve]op sucfi a general theory of criticisnt in rn} [i97ia]. [i97ir] and
chapter 3

3 The falsification of theories depends on the high degree of corroboration of the
celerás paribus clause. However, suco corroboration is often lacking. This is wh} the
methodological falsificationist may advise us to relê' on our ' scientific instinct ' ( Popper
[i9341, section i8, n. a) or 'hunch' (Braithwaite [i953]. p. eo)
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ever, history of science suggests .that. (i') testa are -at least:.-

three-cornered fights between rival theories and experiment and (2')
some of the most interesting experiments result, prima /arie, in
confirmation rather than falsification.

But if - as seems to be the case - the history of science does not bear
out our theory of scientific rationality, we cave two alternatives. One
alternativo is to abandon efforts to give a rational explanation of the
success of science. Scientific method(or ' logic of discovery '), conceived
as the discipline of rational appraisal of scientihc theories -- and of
criteria of progress - vanishes. We may, of course, still try to explain
chances in ' paradigms ' in tcrms of social psychology.' This is Polanyi's
and Kuhn's way.a The other alternativo is to try at least to reduce the
convencional element in falsificationism (we cannot possibly eliminate
it) and replace the naipe versions of methodological falsificationism --
characterized by the theses (i) and (2) above -- by a soPhãsl cafed version
which would give a new ralionale of falsification and thereby rescue
methodology and the idea of scientific progress. Tais is Popper's way,
and the one l intend to follow.
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(c) SoPhisticated versus Raide me hodotogicat fatsi$cationism.
PTogressiue and degenerating probtemshifts

Sophisticated falsihcationism differs from naive falsificationism both
in its tules of accePtance (or 'demarcation criterion') and its tules of
falsiÊca&ion or elimination.

For the naive falsificationist any theory which can be interpreted
as experimentally falsifiable, is 'acceptable' or 'scientific'.' For the
sophisticated falsificationist a theory is ' acceptable ' or ' scientific' only

' AgassiÍi959]; he ca]]s Popper's idea of science 'scienlia negativa ' (Agassi]ig68]).
2 it should be mentioned here that the Kuhnian sceptic is still left with what l would

cala the ' scientilic scfPlic's dilemma ': any scientific sceptic will still try to explain changes
in beliefs and will regard his own psychological theory as one which is more than simple
belief, uhich, in some pense, is 'scientific'. Hume, while trying to show up science as
a mero sy'saem of beliefs with the help of his stimulus--responde theory of learning,
never raised the problem of whether his theory of learning applies also to his own
theory of learning. In contemporary termo, we might well ask, does the popularlty of
Kuhn's philosophy indicate that people recognize its !ruÍA? in this case it would be
refuted. Or does this popularity indicate that people regarded it as an attractive new
fashion? in this case it would be 'verihed'. But would Kuhn like tais 'verihcation'?
Feyerabend who contributed probably more than anybody esse to the spread of
Popper's ideal, seems now to have joined the enemy camp. Cf. his intriguing]i97oó]
Cf. aóoue, p. 25
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if it has corroborated excess empirical content over its predecessor (o]
rival), that is, only if it leads to the discovery of novel faces. Thi:
condition can be analysed indo two clauses: that the new theory ha:
excess empirical content (' accePfaóilily.') and that some of this exces:
content is verified ('acceP aói/ l ,'). The first clause can be checkec
instantly' by a priori logical analysis; the second can be checked onl)
empirically and this may take an indefinite time.

For the naive falsificationist a theory is /ahi/íed by a ('fortihed'):
observational ' statement which conflicts with it (or which he decide:
to interpret as conflicting with it). For the sophisticated falsificationisi
a scientific theory T is /aZsilied if and only if another theory T ' has been
proposed with the following characteristics: (i ) T' has excess empirical
content over T: that is, it predicts novel facas, that is, facas improbable
in the light of, or even forbidden, by 7';' (2) 7'' explains the previou:
success of T, that is, all the unrefuted content of Tis included (within
the limits of observational errar) in the content of 7''; and (3) some
of the excess content of 7'' is corroborated.4

In order to be abre to appraise these definitions we need to under-
stand their problem background and their consequences. First, we
have to remember the conventionalists' methodological discovery that
no experimental result can ever kill a theory: any theory can be saved
from counterinstances either by some auxiliary hypothesis or by a
suitable reinterpretation of its terms. Naive falsificationists solved this
problem by relegating -- in crucial contexts -- the auxiliary hypotheses

realm of unproblematic background knowledge, eliminating
them from the deductive model of the tese-situation and thereby
/orcing the chosen theory into logical isolation, in which it becomes a
sjtting target for the attack of tesa-experiments. But since this proce-
dure did not offer a suitable cuide for a rational reconstruction of the
history of science, we may just as well completely rethink our approach.
Why aim at falsificatíon at any price? Why not rather impose certain
standards on the theoretical adjustments by which one is allowed to
save a theory? Indeed, some such standards have been well-known for
centuries, and we find them expressed in age-old wisecracks against
ad Aoc explanations, empty prevarications, face-saving, linguistic
tricks.' We have already seen that Duhem adumbrated such standards
in termo of 'simplicity' and 'good sense'.' But wàen does lack of
' But ($ ÓeZow, PP. 69-7o. ' Cf. aóoue, p- 24, text to n. i.
' l use 'prediction' in a wide pense that includes 'postdiction

Fov a detailed. discussion of !pese accePlance and rejection Tules and for referem.ces to PoPper's
vara: cf. volume 2: chapter 8. pp.. i7n-8i. For some qualifications (concerning
continuity and consistency as regulative principles), cf. óelow, pp. 4G-7 and 55--6o. '
Moliàre. for instance, ridiculed the doctors of his A/alado /lnagÍnaíre, who ofTered
the uirtw d07mifiua of opium as the answer to the question as to why opium produced

p' One might even argue that Newton's. famous dictum A)patheses Pzon Jíngo was
really directed against ad Àoc expjanations like his own explanation of gravitational
forces by an aether-modem in o;der to meet Cartesian objections. '

6 Cf. aóoue, p. al
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Can one improve on Duhem's approach? Popper did. His solution

- a sophisticated version of methodological falsihcationism -- is more
objective and more rigorous. Popper agrees with the conventionalists
that theories and factual propositions can always be harmonized with
the help of auxiliary hypotheses: he agrees that the problem is how
to demarcate between scientific and pseudoscientific (ülwtmenb, be-
tween racional and irrational changes of theory. According to Popper,
saving a theory with the help of auxiliary hypotheses which satisfy
certain well-dehned conditions representa scientific progress; but
saving a theory with the help of auxiliary hypotheses which do not,
representa degeneration Popper ca1ls such inadmissible auxiliary
hypotheses ad hoc hypotheses, more linguistic devices, 'convention:
alisa stratagems'.' But then any scientihc theory has to be appraised
together with its auxiliary hypotheses, inicial conditions, etc., and,
especially, together with its predecessora se that we may see by what
sort of chance it was brought about. Then, of course, what we appraise
is a ser es o/ fAeories rather than isolated fheories.

Now we can easily understand why we formulated the criteria of
acceptance and rejection of sophisticated methodological falsification-
ism as we did.' But it may be worth while to reformulate them slightly,
couching them explicitly in terms of series o/ [heor es.

Let us take a series of theories, 7'i, Tz, Ta, ' - ' where each subsequent
theory results from adding auxiliary clauses to (or from semantical
reinterpretations of) the previous theory in order to accommodate
some anomaly, each theory having at least as much content as the
unrefuted content of its predecessor. Let us say that such a series of
theories is fheoreticalZ progressiue (or ' comti u es a [heoret ca/Z) progressiz;e

problemsAif! ') if each new theory has some excess empirical content over
its predecessor, that is, if it predicts some novel, hitherto unexpected
fact. Let us say that a theoretically progressive series of theories is also

l Incidentally, Durem agreed with Bernard that experimenta alone without sim-
plicity considerations - can decide the fale of theories in physiology. But in physics,
he argued, they cannot ([igo5], chapter vl, section i)

2 Koestier correctly points out that only Galileo created the myth that the Copernican
theory was simp]e (Koest]er [i959], p. 476); in fact, ' the motion of the earth [had not]
dono much to simplify the old theories, for though the objectionable equants had
disappeared, the system was sti]] brist]ing with auxi]iary circ]es' (Dreyer [igo6].
chapter xm).

B Cf. aóoue, p. 2e
' Popper [i934], sections ig and 20. l have discussed in some detail - under the heads

monster-barring', 'exception-barring', ' monster-adjustment' - such stratagems as
they appear in informal, quase-empirica] mathematics; cf. my [ l g63--4].
Cf. abole, p. 3i
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?mPirica11) l)rogressiue (or ' constitutes an emPiricatt) progressiue problem-
sAI/t ') if some of this excess empirical content is also corroborated, that
is? if each new theory leads us to the actual discovery of some new/act.i
Finally, let us call a problemshift progressiue if it is both theoretically
and empincally progressive, and degenerafing if it is not.' We ' acceP! '
problemshifts as ' scientific' only if they are at least theoretically pro-
gressive; if they are not, we ' rqecf ' them as ' pseudoscientific'. Progress
is measured by the degree to which a problemshift is progressive, by
the degree to which the series of theories leads us to the discovery of
novel facas. We regard a theory in the series 'falsified' when it is
superseded by a theory with higher corroborated content.a

This demarcation between progressive and degenerating problem-
shifts sheds new light on the appraisal of scienlilíc- or, ralAer, /pro-
p'essáue-- exPlanatiom. If we put forward a theory to resolve a
contradiction between a previous theory and a cou nterexample in such
a way that the new theory, instead of ofTering a content-increasing
(scientific) exPlanafion, only ofTers a content-decreasing (linguistic)
re nferPrefafion, the contradiction is resolved in a merely semantical
unscientiâc way. Á giuen /act is exPZained scientí/ícalZ) onze / a new /2zct
Is ako exPtained with it.'

Sophisticated falsificationism thus shifts the problem of how to
appraise &Aeories to the problem of how to appraise series o/l/zeories. Not
an isolated fheory, but only a series of theories can be raid to be
scientific or unscientific: to apply the term 'scientific' to one single
theory is a category mistake.'

If l already know.Pt: 'Swan Á is white', Pw; 'All swans are n'hite' representa no
progress, because it may only lead to the discovery of such further similar faces as
P2: Swan B is.white'. So-called 'empirical generalizations' constitute no progress. A
new fact musa be improbable or even impossib]e in the ]ight of previous knowledge.Cf.aóoue,p.3i,andbelow,p-6gff. ' ''
The appropriateness of thd term 'problemshift' for a series of theories rather than
of problems may be quesLioned. l chose it partly because l have not found a more
appropriate.alternatjve -- ' theoryshift ' sounds dreadful partly because theories are
always problematica], they never solve all the problems thay have set out to solve.
Anyway, in the second half of the paper, the more natural term ' research programme
will replace 'problemshift' in the most relevant contexts. ' '

For the 'falsification' of certain series of theories (of 'research programmes') as
opposed to the 'falsification ' of one theory within the series, cf. apelou, p- 6g fT
Indeed, in the original man.uscript of volume 2, chapter 8, 1 wrote; 'A theory
without excess corroboration has no.excess explanatory power; Arte/ore, accordíng lo
PoPPer,. it does not rePresent grau-th and therefore it is not ':scientific'' ; tturefore, uie should
say,.il has no exPlanaloO poder' (p. i78). 1 cut out the italicized half of the senlence
under pressure from my colleagues who thought it sounded too eccentric. l regret

p.per's conflation of . theories ' and 'series of theories ' prevented him from getting
the basic ideal of sophisticated falsificationism across more successfully. His ambigu-
ous.usage led to such confusing formulations as 'Marxism [as the core of a series
of theories or of a "research programme"] is irrefutable' and, at the game time.
'Marxism [as .a. particular conj.unction of this core and some specified auxiliary
hypotheses, inicial conditions and a ce edis pariówclause] has been refuted.' (Cf. Popper
[ig63a].)

l
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The time-honoured empirical criterion for a satisfactory theory was
agreement with the observed facas. Our empirical criterion for a series
of theories is that it should produce new facas. 'Fhe idem o/growfA and
the concePt of emPirical character are soldered luto one.

This revised form of methodological falsificationism has many new
features. First, it denies that 'in the case of a scientific theory, our
decision depends upon the results of experiments. If these conhrm the
theory, we may accept it until we find a better one. If they contradict
the theory, we reject it.'' it dentes that 'what ultimately decides the
fale of a theory is the result of a tesa, i.e. an agreement about basic
statements '.2 Contrary to naíve falsihcationism, no exPerimenf, experi-
mental rePort, obseruation statement or meti-corroborated !oxo-leuet fabif)ing
h)pothesis clone can tear to falsi$cation.s There is no falsi$cation before the
emergente o/ a óefler fheory.' But then the distinctively negative character
of naive falsificationism vanishes; criticism becomes more difhcult, and
also positive, constructive. But, of course, if falsification depends on
the emergence of better theories, on the invention of theories which
anticipate new facts, then falsification is not simply a relation between
a theory and the empirical basis, but a multiple relation between
competing theories, the original 'empirical basis', and the empirical
growth resulting from the competition. Falsification can thus be said
to have a ' hisforical cAaracfer '.; Moreover, some of the theories which
bring about falsification are frequently proposed a/ler the 'counter-
evidence'. This may sound paradoxical for people indoctrinated with
naive falsificationism. Indeed, this epistemological theory of the re-
lation between theory and experiment differs sharply from the
epistemological theory of naive falsificationism. The very tcrm
'counterevidence' has to be abandoned in the pense that no experi-
mental result musa be interpreted directly as 'counterevidence'. If we
still want to retain this time-honoured term, we cave to redefine it like
this: 'counterevidence to 7'i' is a corroborating instance to T2 which

Of course, there is nothing wrong in saying that an isolated, single theory is
scientific ' if it represents an advance on its predecessor, as long as one clearly realizes
that in this formulation we appraise the theory as the outcome of and in the context
of - a certain historical development
Popper [i945], vol. n, p. 233. Popper's more sophisticated altitude surfaces in the
remark that 'concrete and practica] consequences can be more directly tested by
experiment'(ibid., my italics).
Popper [i934], section 3o

For the pragmalic character of methodological 'falsihcation', cf. abade, p. 25,

In most cases we have, before falsifying a hypothesis, another one up our sleeves
(Popper [i959a], p. 87, n. #i). But, as our argument shows, we mmf cave one. Or,
as Feyerabend put it: 'The best criticism is provided by those theories which can
replace the rivais they have removed' ([lg65], p. 227). He Dotes that in some cases
alternatives will be quite indispensable for the purpose of refutation' (ibid., p.
254). But according to our argument re/ufal on witÀou an alternam ue shows nofAÍng
but fhe pouerly a/ our ámaginafion {n prouáding a rescue à)pofAesis. Also cf. óelow, p. 37,

Cf. volume 2, chapter 8, pp. i78 fT

n. 2
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is either inconsistent with or independent of 7't (with the prouiso that
Te is a theory which satisfactorily explains the empirical success of
7'l). This shows that 'crucia/ court ereuádence' -- or 'crucial experimenta

can be recognized as such among the scores of anomalies only mifh
hiPzdsight, in the light of some superseding theory.'

Thus the crucial element in falsification is whether the new favor)
ofTers any novel, excess information compared with its predecessor
and whether some of this excess information is corroborated. Justifi-
cationists valued 'confirming' instances of a theory; naive falsifica-
tionists stressed ' refuting' instances; for the methodological falsifica-
tionists it is the -- rather rare -- corroborating instances of the excess
information which are the crucial ones; these receive all the attention.
We are no longer interested in the thousands of trivial verifying
instances nor in the hundreds of readily available anomalies: the
few crucial excess-feri/) ng insfances are decisivo.' This consideration
rehabilitates -- and reinterprets - the old proverb: Exemplum doces,
exembta obscurant.

Falsification ' in the sense of naive falsificationism (corroborated
counter-evidence) is not a su#cienz condition for eliminating a speciâc
theory: in spite of hundreds of known anomalies we do not regard
it as falsihed (that is, eliminated) until we have a better one.a Nor
is 'falsification' in the naive pense Recessão for falsification in the
sophisticated sense: a progressive problemshift does not have to be
interspersed with 'refutations'. Science can grow without any
refutations' leading the way. Naive falsificationists suggest a linear

growth of science, in the sente that theories are followed by powerful
refutations which eliminate them; these refutations in turn are fol-
lowed by new theories.' it is perfectly possáb/e that theories be put
forward ' progressively ' in such a rapid succession that the ' refutation
of the nth appears only as the corroboration of the (n+i)th. The

In the.distorting mirror of naive falsihcationism, new theories which replace old
refuted ones, are themselves bom unrefuted. Therefore they do not believe that there
is a relevant difference between anomalies and crucial counterevidence. For them.
anomaly is a dishonest euphemism for counterevidence. But in actual history new
theories are bom refuted: they inherit many anomalies of the old theory. Moreover,
frequcntly it is onze the new theory which dramatically predicts that fact which will
function as crucial counterevidence against its predecessor, while the 'old ' anomalies
may well stay on as 'new' anomalies.

All this will be clearer when we introduce the idea of 'research programme': cf.
beZow, pp. 5o and 8g ff

' SapÀisficaled /abifcalionism adumbrates a new fAeoO a/ leasing; cf. óelow, p. 38.
3 it is clear that the theory T' may cave excess corroborated empirical content over

another. theory. T even .if both band T' are refuted. Empirical content has nothing
to do with truth or falsity Corroborated contents can also be compared irrespective
of the refuted content. Thus we may see the rationality of the elimination of
Newton's. theory in favour of Einstein's, even though Einstein's theory may be said
to have been bom - like Newton's 'refuted'. We have only to re member that
qualitative confirmation' is a euphemism for 'quantitative disconhrmation'. (Cf.

volume a, chapter 8, pp. i76--8)
Cf. Popper [i934], section 85, p. e79 of the i959 Eng]ish trans]ation
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nroblem fever of science is raised by proliferation of rival theories
rather than counterexamples or anomalies.

This shows that the slogan of prole/eralion o/ lheories is much more

important for .sophisticated than for naive falsificationism. For the
naive falsificationist science grows through repeated experimental
overthrow of theories; new rival theories proposed before such ' over-
throws' may speed up growth but are not absolutely necessary;'
constant proliferaton of theories is opcional but not mandatory. For
the sophisticated falsificationist proliferation of theories cannot wait
until the accepted theories are 'refuted' (or until their proponents
aet unto a Kuhnian crisis of confidence).' While naive falsihcationism
stresses ' the urgency of replacing a /alsí/ied hypothesis by a better one ','

sophisticated falsificationism stresses the urgency of replacing arzy

hypothesis by a better one. Falsihcation cannot, 'compel the theorist
[o search for a better theory',' simply because falsification cannot
precede the better theory.
= The problem-shift from naive to sophisticated falsificationism en-
volves a semantic difhculty. For the naive falsificationist a ' refutation
is an experimental result which, by force of his decisions, is made to
conflict with the theory under tese. But according to sophisticated
falsificationism one musa not take such decisions before the alleged
refuting instance' has become the conhrming instance of a new,

better theory. Therefore whenever we sec terms like 'refutation
falsification ', ' counterexample ', we have to check in each case whether
these terms are being applied in virtue of decisions by the naive or
by the sophisticated falsificationist.;
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SoPhisticaled melAodoZogica/ /aZsi$cafionism ofTers new standards for in-
tellectual honesty. Justificationist honesty demanded the acceptance
of only what was proven and the rejection of everything unproven

It is true that a certain type of proZI/era on o/ rÍual fheories is allowed to play an
accidental heuristic role in falsification. In many cases falsification heuristically ' de-
penda on [the condition] that suHiciently many and suMciently different theories are
ofTered' (Popper [i94o]). For instance, we may have a theory T which is apparently
unrefuted. But it may happen that a new theory T', inconsistent with T, is proposed
which equally fias the available facas: the differences are smaller than the range of
observational error. In such cases the inconsistency prods us unto improving our
experimental techniques', and thus refining the 'empirical bases' se that either Tor
T' (or, incidenta]]y, both) can be fa]sified; 'We need [a] new theory in order to find
out where the o]d theory was deficient' (Popper [ig63a], p. 246). But the role of this
proliferation is acc dentaZ in the pense that, once the empirical basis is rehned, the
fight is beween this rehned empirical basis and the theory T under tesa; the rival
theory T' acted only as a calaZyst. (Also cf. abole, p. 35, n. 4)
A[so cf. Feyerabend [ig65], pp. 254 5. * Popper [i959a], p. 87, n. +i

Popper [i9341, section 3o.
Cf. also abade, p. e5, n. e. Possibly it would be better in future to abandon these
terms a]togethei', just as we have abandoned lerms ]ike 'inductive (or experimental)
proof'. Then we may call (naive) 'refutations' anomalies, and (sophisticatedly) 'fal-
sified ' theories ' superseded ' ones. Our ' ordinary ' language is impregnated not only

by 'inductivist' but also by falsificationist dogmatism. A reform is overdue.
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Neojustificationist honesty demanded the specification of the proba-
bility of any hypothesis in the light of the available empirical evidence
The honesty of naive falsificationism demanded the testing of the
falsifiable and the rejection of the unfalsifiable and the falsihed
Finally. the honesty of sophisticated falsificationism demanded that
one should try to look at things from different points of view, to put
forward new theories which anticipate novel facas, and to reject
theories which have been superseded by more powerful ones.

SoP/zíslicaled mefAodo/ogival /aZsilicaí onism blends several different
traditions. From the empiricists it has inherited the determination to
learn primarily from experience. From the Kantians it has taken the
activist approach to the theory of knowledge. From the convention-
alists it has learned the importance of decisions in methodology.

l should like to emphasize hera a further distinctive feature of
sophisticated methodo]ogica] empiricism: the crucial role of excess
corroboration. For the inductivist, learning about a new theory is
learning how much confirming evidence supports it; about refuted
theories one learns nothing (learning, after all, is to build up proven
or probable Ênowledge). For the dogmatic falsificationist, learning about
a theory is learning whether it is refuted or not; about confirmed
theories one learns nothing (one cannot prove or probabilify any-
thing), about refuted theories one learns that they are disproved.' For
the sophisticated falsificationist, learning about a theory is primarily
learning which new faces it anticipated: indeed, for the sort of
Popperian empiricism l advocate, the only relevant evidence is the
evidence anticipated by a theory, and emP rica/ness (orscáenli#c cAaracfer)
and theoretica! progress are inseParabt) connected.'

Tais idea is not entirely new. Leibnitz, for instance, in his famous
letter to Conring in i678, wrote: 'lt is the greatest commendation of
an hypothesis (next to [proven] truth) if by its he]p predictions can
be made even about phenomena or experiments not tried '.3 Leibnitz's
view was widely accepted by scientists. But lince appraisal of a scientihc
theory, before Popper, meant appraisal of its degree of justification,
this position was regarded by some logicians as untenable. Mill, for
instance, complains in 1843 in horror that 'it seems to be thought that
an hypothesis. . . is entitled to a more favourable reception, if besides
accounting for all the facas previously known, it has led to the anti-
cipation and prediction of others which experience afterwards veri-
fied'.' Mill had a point: this appraisal was in conflict both with

For a defence of Lhas theory of 'learning from experience', cf. Agassi]ig6g]
These remarks show that ' learning from experiente' is' a normatiue idem; !herefore dt puret)
' emPirical' {earning theories miss the heart of the probtem
Cf. Leibnitz [i678]. The expression in brackets shows that Leibnitz regarded this
criterion as second best and [hought thal the best theories are those which are proved
Thus Leibnitz's position - like Whewell's is a far cry from fully fledged sophisticated
falsificationism
Mill [i843], vo]. n, p e3
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iustificationism and with probabilism : why should an event prove more,
if it was anticipated by the theory than if it was known already betore?
As long as proa/ was the only criterion of the scientific character of a
theory, Leibnitz's criterion could only be regarded as irrelevant. ' Algo,
the probabilily of a theory given evidence cannot possibly be influenced,
as Keynes pointed out, by wAen the evidence was produced: the
nrobability of a theory given evidence can depend only on the theory
;nd the evidence,' and not upon whether the evidence was produced
before or afterthe theory.

In spite of this convincing justificationist criticism, the criterion
survived among some of the best scientists, since it formulated their
strong dis[ike of mere]y ad hoc exp]anations, which 'though [they]
truly express the facto [they set out to exp]ain, are] not borne out
by any other phenomena '.'
' But it was only Popper who recognized that the prima /arie incon-

sistency between the few odd, casual remarks against ad hoc hypotheses
on theone band and the huge edifice of justificationist philosophy of
knowledge must be solved by demolishing justificationism and by
introducing new, non-justihcationist criteria for appraising scientific
theories based on anti-adhocness.

Let us look at a few examples. Einstein's theory is not better than
Newton's óecause Newton's theory was ' refuted ' but Einstein's was not:
there are many known 'anomalies' to Einsteinian theory. Einstein's
theory is better than -- that is, represents progress compared with --
Newton's theory ando igr6 (that is, Newton's laws of dynamics, law of
gravitation, the known set of inicial conditions; 'minus' the lisa of
known anomalies such as Mercury's perihelion) óecaüse it explained
everything that Newton's theory had successfully explained, and it
explained also fo some exfenf some known anomalies and, in addition,
forbade events like transmission of light along straight lhes near large
masses about which Newton's theory had said nothing but which had
been permitted by other well-corroborated scientific theories of the
day; moreover, af Zemf some of the unexpected excess Einsteinian
content was in fact corroborated (for instance, by the eclipse
experiments).

On the other band, according to these sophisticated standards,
Galileo's theory that the natural motion of terrestrial objects was
circular, introduced no improvement since it did not forbid anything
that had not been forbidden by the relevant theories he intended to
' This was .[. S. Mill's argument (ibid.). He directed it against Whewell, who thought

that 'consilience of inductions ' or successful prediction of improbable evento uerilies
(that is, frades) a theory. (Whewell [i858], pp. 95-6.) No doubt, the basic mistaÉe óoth
in Wheuell' s a7td in Durem' s philosoPh) of science is lheir canllation of predicliue poder and
prover trate. PoPPer separated the !ioo.

f Keynes [ig2i], 'p. 3o5. But cf. volume u, chapter 8, p. i83.
' This is Whewell's critical comment on an ad àoc auxiliary hypothesis in Newton's

theory of ]ight (Whewell [i858], vol. n, p. 3i7).
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improve upon (that is, by Aristotelian physics and by Copernican
celestial kinematics). This theory was therefore ad Aoc and therefore

from the heuristic point of view valueless.i
A beautiful example of a theory which satisfied only the first part

of Popper's criterion of progress (excess content) but not the second
part (corroborated excess content) was given by Popper himself: the
Bohr--Kramers--Slater theory of ig24. This theory was refuted in a!!
its new predictions.z

Let us hnally consider how much conventionalism remains in sophis-
ticated falsificationism. Certainly Zess than in naive falsificationism
We need /ewer methodological decisions. The '/ouro/z-tape dec sáon
which was essencial for the naive version' has become completely
redundant. To show this we only have to realize that if a scientific
theory, consisting of some ' laws of nature ', initial conditions, auxiliary
theories (but without a ce]eris parióus c]ause) conf]icts with some factual
propositions we do not have to decide which -- explicit or 'hidden' -
pari to replace. We may try to replace alz) part and only when we have
hit on an explanation of the anomaly with the help of some content-
increasing chance (or auxiliary hypothesis), and nature corroborates
it, do we move on to eliminate the 'refuted' complex. Thus sophis-
ticated falsification is a slower but possibly safer process than naive
falsification.

Let us take an example. Let us assume that the course of a planet
differs from the one predicted. Some conclude that this refutes the
dynamics and gravitacional theory applied: the inicial conditions and
the ceteris paribus clause have been ingeniously corroborated. Others
conclude that this refutes the inicial conditions used in the calculations:
dynamics and gravitational theory have been superbly corroborated in
the last two hundred years and all suggestions concerning further
factors in play failed. Yet others conclude that this refutes the under-
lying assumption that there were no other factors in play except for
those which were taken indo account: these people may possibly be
motivated by the metaphysica] principie that any explanation is only
approximative because of the infinite complexity of the factors
involved in determining any single event. Should we praise the hrst
type as 'critica/', scold the second type as 'hacÊ', and condemn the
third as 'aPoZogetic'? No. We do not need to draw any conclusions
about such 'refutation'. We never reject a specific theory simply by
/íal. If we have an inconsistency like the one mentioned, we do
not have to decide which ingredients of the theory we regard as

In the terminology of my [ig68ó], this theory was 'ad Aoc.' (cf. volume 2, chapter
8, p. i8o, n. i); the example was originally suggested to me by Paul Feyerabend as
a paradigm of a ualuable ad Aoc fArDO. But cf. belos, p. 56, expecially n. 4.
In the terminology of my [ig68ó], this theory was not 'ad hocl', but it was 'ad Àocz
(cf. volume 2, chapter 8, p. i8o, n. i). For a simple but artificial illustration, see
áóid. p. i79, n. i. (For ad hora, cf. belos, p. 88, n. 2.)
Cf. abade, p. 26
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We do not need the JÍ/íh !)Pe decision of the naive falsificationist:
eíther. In order to show this let us have a new look at the problem
of the appraisal of (syntactically) metaphysical theories -- and thc prob-
lem of their retention and elimination. The 'sophisticated' solution
is obvious. We retain a syntactically metaphysical theory as lona as the
nroblematic instances can be explained by content-increasing changes
in the auxiliary hypotheses appended to it.2 Let us take, for instance,
Cartesian metaphysics C: ' in all natural processes lacre is a clockwork
mechanism regulated by (a priori) animating principles.' This is syn-
tactically irrefutable: it can clash with no -- spatiotemporally singular
. 'basic statement'. It may, of course, clash with a refutable theory like
N: 'gravitation is a force equal to Jln.m,/7a lAicA acfs af ü disfarce '. But
N wijl only clash with C if 'action at a distance' is interpreted literally
and possibly, in addition, as representing an ullimafe truth, irreducible
to any still deeper cause. (Popper would call this an 'essentialist
interpretation.) Alternatively we can regard 'action at a distance' as
a mediate cause. Then we interpret ' action at a distance ' figuratively,
and regard it as a shorthand for some hidden mechanism of action
by contact. (We may call this a 'nominalist' interpretation.) in this
case we can attempt to explain N by C - Newton himself and several
French physicists of the eighteenth century tried to do se. If an
auxiliary theory which performs this explanation (or, if you wish,
reduction ') produces novel facto(that is, it is ' independently testable'),

Cartesian metaphysics should be regarded as good, scientific, empirical
metaphysics, generating a progressive problemshift. A progressive
(syntactically) metaphysical theory produces a sustained progressive
shift in its protective bela of auxiliary theories. If the reduction of the
theory to the 'metaphysical' framework does not produce new
empirical content, let alone novel faces, then the reduction represents
a degenerating problemshift, it is a mere linguistic exercise. The
Cartesian efforts to bolster up their ' metaphysics' in order to explain
Newtonian gravitation is an outstanding example of such a merely
linguistic reduction.'
' Cf. aóoue, p. 28
z trr can /ormulale fhis condition l -itA slrihing claríty onze n ferros o/ the melAodology o/

researcA programmes !o be explained in $ 3; we relain a synfacticalZ melaphysical theor
lhe ' hard core' of a research programme as {ong as ib associated positiue heuvisiic produces
& progressiue pvobtemshift in the ' protectiue beta ' of auxiliam h)potheses. C{. beloat, pp. 5x'z

' Tais phenomenon was described in a beautiful paper by Whewell [i85i]; but he
could not explain it methodologically. Instead of recognizing the victory of the
progressiue Newtonian programme over the degeneraling Cartesian programme, he
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Teus we do not eliminate a (syntactically) metaphysical theory if it
clashes with a well-corroborated scientific theory, as naive falsifica-
tionism suggests. We eliminate it if it produces a degenerating shift in
the long run and there is a better, rival, metaphysics to replace it. The
methodology of a research programme with a 'metaphysical' core
does not differ from the methodology of one with a 'refutable' core
except perhaps for the logical levei of the inconsistencies which are
the driving force of the programme.'

(it has to be stressed, however, that the very choice of the logical
form in which to articulate a theory depends to a large extent on our
methodological decision. For instance, instead of formulating Car-
tesian metaphysics as an 'all-some ' statement, we can formulate it as an
all-statement'; 'all natural processem are clockworks'. A 'basic state-

ment' contradicting this would be: 'a is a natural process and it is not
clockwork'. The question is whether according to the 'experimental
techniques', or rather, to the interpretative theories of the day, 'x is
not a clockwork' can be 'established' or not. Thus the rational choice
of the logical form of a theory dependa on the state of our knowledge;
for instance, a metaphysical ' all-some ' statement of today may become,
with the chance in the levei of observational theories, a scientific
all-statement' tomorrow. l have already argued that only series of
theories and not theories should be classified as scientific or non-
scientific; now l cave indicated that even the logical form of a theory
can only be rationally chosen on the basis of a critical appraisal of the
skate of the research programme in which it is embedded.)

The first, second, and third type decisions of naive falsificationism:
however cannot be avoided. but as we shall show. the conventional
element in the second decision -- and also in the third -- can be slightly
reduced. We cannot avoid the decision which soft of propositions
should be the 'observational' ones and which the 'theoretical' ones.
We cannot avoid either the decision about the truth-value of some
observational propositions'. These decisions are vital for the decision
whether a problemshift is empirically progressive or degenerating.'
But the sophisticated falsihcationist may at least mitigate the arbit-
rariness of this second decision by allowing for an aP/praz procedure.

Naive falsificationists do not lay down any such appeal procedure.
They accept a basic statement if it is backed up by a well-corroborated
falsifying hypothesis,' and let it overrule the theory under tesa -- even
though they are well aware of the risk.; But there is no reason why
we should not regard a falsifying hypothesis and the basic statement
it supports -- as being just as problematic as a falsified hypothesis. Now

thought this was the victory of proven truth over falsity. For a general discussion
of the demarcation between progressive and degenerating reduction cf. Popper
[ig6ga].

Cf. aóoue, p. 4i, n. 2 ' Cf. aóoue, pp. 2a and 25
Cf. aóoue, p. 33. ' Popper [i934], section 22
Cf. e.g. Popper [i959a], p. lo7, n. #2. A]so cf. aóoue, pp. 28 3o
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how exactly can we expose the problematicality of a basjc statement?
On what grounds can the proponents of the 'falsified' theory appeal
and win?

Some people may say that we might go on testing the basic statement
(or the falsifying hypothesis) ' by their deductive consequences' until
agreement is finally reached. In this testing we deduce in the same
deductive model -- further consequences from the basic statement
either with the help of the theory under tesa or some other theory
which we regard as unproblematic. Although this procedure 'has no
natural end', we always come to a point when there is no further
disagreement.'

But when the theoretician appeals against the verdict of the experi-
mentalist, the appeal court does not normally cross-question the basic
statement directly but rather questiona the inlerPreíaliue fheor} in the
light of which its truth-value had been established.
'One typical example of a series of successful appeals is the Proutians

fight against unfavourable experimental evidence from i8i 5.to igi i'
For decades Prout's theory T ('all atoms are compounds of hydro-
gen atoms and thus "atomic weights" of all chemical elemento musa
be expressible as whole numbers') and falsifying 'observational'
hypotheses, like Smas's 'refutation' R ('the atomic weight of chlorine
is 35'5') confronted each other. As we know, in the end T prevailed
over R.'

The first stage of any serious criticism of a scientific theory is to
reconstruct, improve, its logical deductive articulation. Let us do this
in the case of Prout's theory u s à uis Stas's refutation. First of all, we
have to realize that in the formulation we just quoted, T and R were
nof inconsistent. (Physicists rarely articulate their theories sufhciendy
to be pinned down and caught by the critic.) in ordem to show them
up as inconsistent we have to put them in the following form. T: 'the
atomic weight of all pure (homogeneous) chemical elements are
multiples of the atomic weight of hydrogen ', and R: 'chlorine is a pure
(homogeneous) chemical element and its atomic weight is 35'5'. The
last statement is in the form of a falsifying hypothesis which, if well
corroborated. would allow us to use basic statements of the form B:
Chlorine X is a pure (homogeneous) chemical element and its atomic

weight is 35'5' -- where X is the proper name of a ' piece' of chlorine
determined, say, by its space time coordinates.

But how well-corroborated is R? Its first component depends on Rí:
Chlorine X is a pure chemical element.' This was the verdict of the

experimental chemist after a rigorous application of the ' experimental
techniques' ofthe day.

This is argued in Popper [i934], section 2g
' Agassi claims that tais example shows that we may 'stick to the hypothesis in the

face of known faces in the hope that the facas will adjust themselves to theory rather
Lhan the other way round'([ig66], p. i8). But Aowcan faces 'adjust themselves'? Under
which particular conditions should the theory win? Agassi lives no answer.
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Let us have a closer look at the hne-structure of R:. In faca R, stands
for a conjunction of two longer statements 7'i and Te. The first
statement, Ti, could be this: 'lf seventeen chemical purifying pro-
cedures P., Pz. . .Pi7 are applied to a gas, what remains will be pune
chlorine.' T2 is then: 'X was subjected to the seventeen procedures P.
Pz . ./p.,.' The careful 'experimenter' carefully applied all seventeen
procedures: Te iS to be accepted. But the conclusion that therefore
what remained mmf be pure chlorine is a 'hard faca' only in virtue
of Tt. The experimentalist, while lesfing 7', aPP/{ed 7't. He inferPrefed
what he saw in the light of Ti: the result was R.. yef n fAe monofAeoreticaZ

deductiue motel of the tesa situation leis interPretatiue theor) does not aPPeat

But what if 7'., the interpretativo theory, is false? Why not 'apply
Trather than 7'. and claim that atomic weights mml óe whole numbers?
Then tais will be a 'hard faca' in the light of 7', and 7'i will be
overthrown. Perhaps additional new purifying procedures musa be
invented and applied.

The problem is then nol when we should stick to a 'fAeory' in the
face of '#nown /acta ' and when the other way round. The problem is
nof what to do when 'theories' clash with 'facto'. Such a 'crash' is only
suggested by the 'mono Aeore& cal deducl ue motel '. Whether a propo-
sition is a '/acf ' or a 'fheor} ' in the context of a tese-situation depends
on our methodological decision. 'Empirical bases of a theory' is a
monotheoretical notion, it is relatiue to some monotheoretical de-
ductive structure. We may use it as first approximation; but in case
of 'appeal' by the theoretician, we musa use a /PInTa/ástic mudez. In the
pluralistic model the clash is not 'between theories and facto' but
between two high-levei theories: between an nlerPrelaliue fheory to
provide the facto and an exPlanafor) fAeory to explain them; and the
interpretative theory may be on quite as high a levei as the explanatory
theory. The clash is then not any more between a logically higher-levei
theory and a lower-levei falsifying hypothesis. The problem should not
be put in termo of whether a 'rélfulaíion ' is real or not. The problem
is how to repair an inca isfency between the 'explanatory theory
under tesa and the -- explicit or hidden - 'interpretative' theories; or,
if you wish, fAe proólem is w/tich fAeory lo co idem IAe inferPrefatiue one
which prouides the 'hard' facto and which the exPlanatdr) one tohich
' fenlafiueZ)' eNfIa caem. In a monotheoretical model we regard the
higher-levei theory as an exP/anafor? fAeor} lo be judged ó? fhe '/acls
delivered from outside (by the authoritative experimentalist): in the
case of a clash we reject the explanation.' in a pluralistic modem we

The decision to use some monotheoretical modem is clearly vital for the naipe
falsificationist to enable him to reject a theory on the soir ground of experimental
evidence. ll is in l ne wilÀ fAe necessily/or Àim lo divide sAarpZy, af Zea! in a leal-silualion,
r» óodJI a/.science tRIo tu-o. !Ae proólemalíc and the unproõiemaZic. (Cf. aóoue p a3.) /f
IS ont) the theor) he decides !o regard as problemalic which he avliculates in his deductiue made!
of crtttcts7n.
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may decide, alternatively, to regard the higher-levei theory as an
iBId rprelafiue heoO to judge &he '/acta ' delivered from outside: in case
of a clash we may relect the ' facto ' as ' monsters '. In a pluralistic model
of testing, several theories -- more or less deductively organized -- are
soldered together.

Tais argument alone would be enough to show the correctness of
the conclusion, which we drew from a different earlier argument, that
experiments do not simply overthrow theories, that no theory forbids
a skate of affairs specifiable in advance.: it is not that we propose a
theory and Nature may shout No; rather, we .propose a maze of
theories, and Nature may shout INCONSISTENT.z

The problem is then shi/ted from the old problem of replacing a
theory refuted by 'facas' to the new problem of how to resolve incon-
sistencies between closely associated theories. Which of the mutually
inconsistent theories should be eliminated? The sophisticated falsifi-
cationist can answer that question easily: one has to try to replace first
one, then the other, then possibly both, and opt for that new set-up
which provides the biggest increase in corroborated content, which
provides the most progressive problemshift.;
' Thus we have established an appeal procedure in case the theoreti-
cian wishes to question the negative verdict of the experimentalist.
The theoretician may demand that the experimentalist specify his
interpretative theory',' and he may then replace it - to the expert'
mentalist's annoyance -by a better one in the light of which his
originally 'refuted ' theory may receive positive appraisal.'
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Cf. aóoue, p. i6
Let me here answer a possible objection; 'Surely we do not need Nature to tell us
that a set of theories is' incomisteni. Inconsistency - unlike falsehood -- can be ascer-
tained without 'Nature's help'. But Nature's actual 'wo' in a monotheoretical
methodology takes the form oi a fortified ' potential falsifier', that is a sentence which,
in this way of speech, we claim Nature had uttered and which is the negafion o/ our
r[leoO. Nature's' actual ' iNcoNsisTENCY ' in a p]uralistic methodology takes the form
of a ;factual ' statement couched in the light of one of the theories involved, which we
claim Nature had uttered and which, if added to our proposed theories, yields an
{ncomistent syslem
For instance, in our earlier example(cf. abole, p. e3 ff) some may try to replace
the gravitational theory with a new one and others may try to replace the radio-optics
by a new one: we choose the way which offers the more spectacular growth, the more
progressive problemshift
Criticism does not assume a fully articulated deductive structure: it creates it.
([ncidenta[[y, this is the main message of my [i g63--4].)
A classical example of this pattern is Newton's relation to Flamsteed, the first
Astronomer Royal. For instance, Newton visited Flamsteed on l September i694,
when working fulo time on his lunar theory; tom him to reinterpret some of his data
lince they contradicted his own theory; and he explained to him exactly how to do
it. Flamstced obeyed Newton and wrote to him on 7 October: 'Since you went homo,
l examined the observations l employed for determining the greatest equations of
the earth's orbit, and considering the moon's places at the limes . . . 1 6nd that(if,
as you inf mate, IAe carta incZines on tAal sido fhe moer Ihen is) you may abate abt ao" from
it.' Thus Newton constantly criticized and corrected Flamsteed's observational
theories. Newton taught Flamsteed, for instance, a better theory of the refractive
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But even this appeal procedure cannot do more than poslPone the
conventional decision. For the verdict of the appeal court is not
infallible either. When we decide whether it is the replacement of the
interpretative' or of the 'explanatory' theory that produces novel

facts, we again must take a decision about the acceptance or rejection
of basic statements. But then we have only pos poned - and possibly
imProued - the decision, not avoided it.: The difhculties concerning the
empirical basis which confronted 'naive' falsificationism cannot be
avoided by 'sophisticated ' falsificationism either. Even if we regard a
theory as ' factual ', that is, if our slow-moving and limited imagination
cannot offer an alternative to it (as Feyerabend used to put it), we have
to make, at least occasionally and temporarily, decisions about its
truth-value. Euen fhen, expor erre sfiZZ remaim, in an imporfanf serre, tAe
imParfia/ aróiter 'z of scientific controversy. We cannot get rid of the

problem of the ' empirical bases ', if we want to learn from experience;'
but we can make our learning less dogmatic -- but also less fase and
less dramatic. By regarding some observational theories as problematic
we may make our methodology more flexible; but we cannot articulate
and include all ' background knowledge ' (or ' background ignorance '?)

unto our critical deductive model. This process is bound to be piecemeal
and some convencional lhe must be drawn at any given time

There is one objection even to the sophisticated version of method-
ological falsihcationism which cannot be answered without some con-
cession to Duhemian 'simplicism'. The objection is the se-called
'tacking paradox'. According to our definitions, adding to a theory
completely disconnected low-levei hypotheses may constitute a ' pro-
gressive shift'. It is difhcult to eliminate such makeshift shifts without
demanding that the additional assertions must be connected with the
original assertion more intimafeZy than by mere conjunction. This, of
course, is a sort of simplicity requirement which would assume the
continuity in the series of theories which can be said to constitute one
problemshift.

This leads us to further problems. For one of the crucial features of
sophisticated falsihcationism is that it replaces the concept of IAeory as
the basic concept of the logic of discovery by the concept of series o/

power of the atmosphere; Flamsteed accepted this and corrected his original 'data
One can understand the constant humiliation and slowly increasing fury of this great
observer, having his data criticized and improved by a man who, on his own
confession, made no observations himself: it was this feeling - l suspect - which led
Rnally to a vicious personal controversy.
The some applies to the third type of decision. If we reject a stochastic hypothesis
only for one which, in our sente, supersedes it, the exact form of the 'rejection rudes
becomes leis important

' Popper [i945], vo]ume n, chapter 23, p. 2i8.
' Agassi is then wrong in his thesis that 'observation reports may be accepted as falhe

and vence the problem of the empirical bases is thereby disposed of' (Agassi]ig66],
P.20
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3 A METHODOLOGY 0F SCIENTIFIC
RESEARCH PROGRAMMES

l have discussed the problem of objective appralsal of scientific growth
in terms of progressive and degenerating problemshifts in series of
scientific theories. The most important such series in the growth of
science are characterized by a certain continuity which connects their
members. This continuity evolves from a genuine research pro-
gramme adumbrated at the start. The programme consista of method-
ological rudes: some tell us what paths of research to avoid (negaliue
heuristic), and others what paths to pursue (posifáz;e heur slic).'

Even science as a whole can be regarded as a huge research prog-
ramme with Popper's supreme heuristic rude: 'devise conjectures
which have more empirical content than their predecessors.' Such
methodological rules may be formulated, as Popper pointed out,
as metaphysical principles.' For instance, the universal anti-
conventionalist rude against exception-barring may be stated as the
metaphysical principie: ' Nature does not allow exceptions.' This is why
Watkins called such rules 'influential metaphysics '.3

But what l have primarily in mind is not science as a whole, but
rather particular research programmes, such as the one known as
Cartesian metaphysics'. Cartesian metaphysics, that is, the mechan-
istic theory of the universe -- according to which the universe is a huge
clockwork (and system of vortices) with push as the only cause of
motion - functioned as a powerful heuristic principie. It discouraged
work on scientific theories like (the ' essentialist' version of) Newton's
theory of action at a distance -- which were inconsistent with it (negatiue
heuristic). On the other hand, it encouraged work on auxiliary hypo-

One may point out that the negative and positive heuristic gives a rough(implicit)
definition of the 'conceptual framework' (and consequently of the language). The
recognition that the history of science is the history of research programmes rather
[han of theories may therefore be seen as a partial vindication of the view that the
history of science is the history of conceptual frameworks or of scientific languages.

: Popper [i934], sections ii and 7o. l use 'metaphysical' as a technical term of naive
falsihcationism: a contingent proposition is 'metaphysical' if it has no 'potencial
falsifiers

' Watkins [i958]. Watkins cautions that 'the logical gap between statements and
prescriptions in the metaphysical-methodological field is illustrated by the fact that
a person may reject a]metaphysical] doctrine in its faca-stating form while subscribing
to the prescriptive version of it' (lóid., pp. 356-7)
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theses which might have saved it from apparent counterevidence
like Keplerian eclipses (/positiue heuristic).:

(a) Negatiue heuristic: the ' Rara core' of the programme
.A.ll scientific research programmcs may be characterized by their ' Aar.
core '. The negative heuristic of the programme forbids us to direct thi
motim lo/lem at this 'hard core'. Instead, we musa use our ingenuit-
to articulate or even invent 'auxiliary hypotheses', which form
pralecliue bela around this core, and we muge redirect the modas loZJen

to fhexe. It is this protective bela of auxiliary hypotheses which has t(
bear the brunt of teses and get adjusted and re-adjusted, or evei
completely replaced, to defend the thus-hardened core. A researcl
programme is successful if all this leads to a progressive problemshift
unsuccessful if it leads to a degenerating problemshift.

The classical example of a successful research programme is New
ton's gravitational theory: possibly the most successful research pro
gramme ever. When it was first produced, it was submerged in ai
ocean of 'anomalies' (or, if you wish, 'counterexamples''), and op
posed by the observational theories supporting these anomalies. Bu
Newtonians turned, with brilliant tenacity and ingenuity, one counter
instance after another unto corroborating instances, primarily by over
throwing the original observational theories in the light of which thi
contrary evidence' was established. In the process they themselve

produced new counter-examples which they again resolved. The
turned each new difficulty indo a new victory of their programme '.'

In Newton's programme the negative heuristic bids us to divert thi
motim follem from Newton's three laws of dynamics and his law o
gravitation. This 'core ' is 'irrefutable ' by the methodological decisioi
of its proponente: anomalies must lead to chances only in th(
protective' bela of auxiliary, 'observational' hypotheses and initia

conditions.4
l have given a contrived micro-example of a progressive Newtoniat

prob[emshift.' if we ana]yse it, it turns out that each successive ]in]
in this exercise predicts some new faca; each step represents an increasf
in empirical content: the example constitutes a co stenfZy progressiu
[AeoreficaJ shi/t. A]so, each prediction is in the end verified; althougl
on three subsequent occasions they may have seemed momentarily t(

For this Cartesian research programme, cf. Popper [ig6oó] and Watkins [l9581
PP. 35o l

2 For the clarification of the concepts of 'counterexample' and 'anomaly' cf. aóoul
p. 26, and especially óelow, p- 7a, tcxt to n. 3

3 Laplace [i824], ]ivre iv, chapter l i.
4 The actual hard core of a programme does not actually emerge fully armed lik-

Athene from the head of Zeus. It develops slowly, by a long, preliminary process o
trial and errar. In this paper this process is not discussed
Cf. aóoue, pp. iG-i7
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be ' refuted '- '.While ' theoretical progress '(in the sense here described)
rnay be verified immediately,: 'empirical progress' cannot, and in
a research p.rogramme we may be frustrated by a long series of
' refutations' before ingenious and lucky content-increasing auxiliary
hypotheses turn a chain of defeats -- u-if/z Aindsíghí -- unto a resounding
success story, either by revising some false 'faces' or by adding novel
auxiliary hypotheses. We may then say that we must requere that each
slep of a research programme be consistently content-increasing: that
each step constitute a consísfertlZ=p progressiue [/zeorelical proólemsAÍ/t. All
uc need in addition to this is that at least every now and then the
increase in content should be seen to be retrospectively corroborated:
the programme as. a whole should algo display an inlermillentZ) pro-

sstue empirical sAI/t. We do not demand that each step. produce
;mmedialeZy an oZ)serued new face. Our tcrm ' intermiflentZ) ' gives suffi-
cient rafionaJ scope for dogmatic adherence to a programme in face
of prima /arie ' refutations

The idea of ' negative heuristic' of a scientific research programme
rationalizes classical conventionalism to a considerable extcnt. We may
rationally decide not to allow 'refutations' to transmit falsity to the
hard core as ]ong as the corroborated empirical content of the pro-
tecting belt of auxiliary hypotheses increases. But our approach differs
from Poincaré's justihcationist conventionalism in the sense that,
unlike Poincaré, we maintain that if and when the programme ceases

to anticipate novel facas, its hard core might have to be abandoned:
that is, our hard core, unlike Poincaré's, may crumble under certain
conditions. In this sente we side with Duhem who thought that such
a possibility must be allowed for;a but for Duhem the reason for such
crumbling is purely aeslhefic,' while for us it is mainly /ogicaZ and
emPir cal.
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Research programmes, besides their negative heuristic, are also
characterized by their positive heuristic.

Even the most rapidly and consistently progressive research pro-
grammes can digest their ' counter-evidence ' only piecemeal : anomalies
are never completely exhausted. But it should not be thought that yet
unexplained anomalies 'puzzles' as Kuhn might call them -- arF
taken in random order, and the protective bela built up in an eclectic
fashion, without any preconceived order. The order is usually decided
in the theoretician's cabines, independendy of the Anown anomalies.
' The 'refutation' was each time successfully diverted to 'hidden lemmas'; that is,

io lemmas emerging. as it were, from the celeris parióu.s clause
: But cf. beZow, pp 6g-7i. ' Cf. aóoue, p 22
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Few theoretical scientists engaged in a research programme pay undUq
attention to ' refutations '. They have a long-term research policy whicl
anticipates these refutations. This research policy, or ordem ol
research, is set out -- in more or less detail -- in the posiliue heurisfic ol
the research programme. The negative heuristic specifies the 'harc
core' of the programme which is 'irrefutable' by the methodologica
decision of its proponents; the positivo heuristic consists of a partiall)
articulated set of suggestions or hinos on how to change, develop th(
refutable variants' of the research-programme, how to modify

sophisticate, the ' refutable ' protective bela.
The positive heuristic of the programme saves the scientist froru

becoming confused by the ocean of anomalies. The positive heuristi(
sets out a programme which lisas a chain of ever more complicated
modem simulating reality: the scientist's attention is riveted on buildin8
his models following instructions which are laid down in the positiv(
part of his programme. He ignorei the ac ua/ counterexamples, thc
available 'dela '.' Newton first worked out his programme for a plane.
tary system with a fixed point-like sun and one single point-likc
planet. It was in this model that he derived his inverte square law fot
Kepler's ellipse. But this model was forbidden by Newton's own third
law of dynamics, therefore the modem had to be replaced by one in
which both sun and planet revolved round their common centre ol
gravity. This change was not motivated by any observation (the data
did not suggest an 'anomaly' here) but by a theoretical difhculty in
developing the programme. Then he worked out the programme fot
more planets as if there were only heliocentric but no interplanetary
forces. Then he worked out the case where the sun and planets werc
not mass-points but mass-óa/Zs. Again, for this chance he did not nega

the observation of an anomaly; infinite density was forbidden by an
(inarticulated) touchstone theory, therefore planeta had to be ex.
tended. This change involved considerable mathematical difhculties.
hem up Newton's work -- and delayed the publication of the Principio
by more than a decade. Having solved this 'puzzle', he started work
on sPinning óalZs and their wobbles. Then he admitted interplanetary
foices and started work on perluróatiom. At this point he started to look
more anxiously at the facts. Many of them were beautifully explained
(qualitatively) by this modem, many were not. It was then that he
started to work on óuZging planets, rather than round planets, etc.

Newton despised people who, like Hooke, stumbled on a first naive
model but did not have the tenacity and ability to develop it unto a
research programme, and who thought that a hrst version, a mero

If a scientist (or mathematician) has a positive heuristic, he refuses to be drawn
unto observation. He will 'lie down on his couch, shut his eyes and forget about the
data'. (Cf. my [ig63-4], especia]]y pp. 3oo ff, where there is a detai]ed case study of
such .a programme.) Occasionally, of course, he will ask Nature a shrewd question:
he will then be encouraged by Nature's vls, but not discouraged by its NO.'
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4HXmU=::;iH] ETH:::".::
variants superseding each other: were forseeable at the time of New-
ton's first naive modem and no doubt Newton and his colleagues dtd
forsee them: Newton must have been fully aware of the blatant falsity
of his first variants. Nothing shows the existence of a positive heuristic
of a research programme clearer than this fact: this is why one speaks
of 'modems' in research programmes. A 'mudez' is a set of initial
conditions (possibly together with some of the observational theories)
which one knows is baund to be replaced during the further develop-
ment of the programme, and one even knows, more or leis, how.
This shows once more how irrelevant 'refutations' of any specific
variant are in a research programme: their existence is fully expected,
the positive heuristic is there as the strategy both for predicting
(producing) and digesting them. Indeed, if the positive heuristic is
clearly spelt out, the difhculties of the programme are mathematical
rather than empirical.'

One may formulate the ' positive heuristic ' of a research programme
as a 'metaphysical' principie. For instance one may formulate New-
ton's programme like this: 'the planeta are essentially gravitating
spinning-tops of roughly spherical shape '. This idea was never rigidly
maintained: the planets are not jml gravitational, they have also, for
example, electromagnetic characteristics which may influence their
motion. Positive heuristic is thus in general more flexible than negative
heuristic. Moreover, it occasionally happens that when a research pro-
gramme gets indo a degenerating phase, a little revolution or a creaf ue
shi/l in its positive heuristic may push it forward again.' it is better
therefore to separate the 'hard core' from the more flexible meta-
physical principles expressing the positive heuristic.

Our considerations show that the positive heuristic forges ahead
with almost complete disregard of 'refutations': it may seem that it
is the 'uerilicafiom '4 rather than the refutations which provide the

Reichenbach, following Cajori, gives a different explanation of what delayed
Newton in the publication of his Principia; ' To his disappointment he found that the
observational results disagreed with his calculations. Rather than set any theory,
however beautiful, before the faces, Newton put the manuscript of this theory unto
his drawer. Some twenty years later, after new measurements of the circumference
of the earth had been made by a French expedition, Newton sab' that the figures on
which he had based his tesa were falhe and that the improved figures agreed with
his theoretical calculation. It was only after this test that he published his law. . .The
story of Newton is one of the most striking illustrations of the method óf modem
science ' (Reichenbach [ 1 95 1 ], pp. l oi-a). Feyerabend criticizes Reichenbach's account

(Feyerabend [ig65], p. 2ag), but does not give an alternativo ralionale
For this point cf. Truesde]] [ l g6o]
Soddy's contribution to Prout's programme or Pauli's to Bolar's (old quantum theory)
programme are typical examples of such creative shifts
A 'verification' is a corroboration of excess content in the expanding programme.
But, of course, a ' verification ' does not feri/} a programme: it shows only its heuristic
power
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contact points .with reality. Although one musa point out that any
verification' of the (n+ i)th version of the programme is a refutation

of the nth version, we cannot deny that some defeats of the subsequent
versions are always foreseen: it is the 'verifications' which keep the
programming going, recalcitrant instances notwithstanding.

We may appraise research programmes, even after their 'elimina-
tion ', for their Aeurislic poder: how many new facas did they produce.
how great was ' their capacity to explain their refutations in the course
of their growth'?'

(We may also appraise them for the stimulus they gave to mathe.
matics. The real difTiculties for the theoretical scientist arise rather
from the malàemafical d #cuZfies of the programme than from anoma.
nes. The greatness of the Newtonian programme comes partly from
the development -- by Newtonians -- of classical infinitesimal analysis
which was a crucial precondition of its success.)

Thus the methodology of scientific research programmes accounts
for the relafiue aulonomy o/ tAeoreticaZ scáence: a historical fact whose
rationality cannot be explained by the earlier falsificationists. Which
problema scientists working in powerful research programmes ration.
ally choose, is determined by the positive heuristic of the programme
rather than by psychologically worrying (or technologically urgent)
anomalies. The anomalies are listed but shoved aside in the hope that
they will turn, in due course, into corroborations of the programme.
Only those scientists cave to rivet their attention on anomalies who
are either engaged in trial and error exercises' or who work in
a degenerating phase of a research programme when the positive
heuristic ran out of steam. (All this, of course, musa sound repug-
nant to naive falsificationists who hold that once a theory is ' refuted'
by experiment (by fheir rule book), it is irracional (and dishonest) to
develop it further: one has to replace the old 'refuted' theory by a
new, unrefuted one.)

(c) Two ãZlusfrafãom; Prouf and Doar

The dialectic of positive and negative heuristic in a research pro-
gramme can best be illuminated by examples. Therefore l am now
going to sketch a few aspecto of two spectacularly successful
research programmes: Prout's programmea based on the idea that
all atoms are compounded of hydrogen atoms and Bohr's programme
based on the idea that light-emission is due to electrons jumping from
one orbit to another within the atoms.

(in loriting a historical case stud), oni.e should, l thing, adoPt the folloloing

Cf. my [ig63-4], pp. 324--3o. Unfortunate]y in ig63-4 ] had not yet made a c]ear
terminological distinction between theories and research programmes, and this
impaired my exposition of a research programme in informal, quasi-empirical
mathematics.

2 Cf. beZow, p- 88. ' Already mentioned abade, pp. 43-4-
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(c i) Prout: a research programme flrogressing in an ocean of anomalias
Prout, in an anonymous paper of i8i5, claimed that the atomic
weights of all pure chemical elements were whole numbers. He knew
very well that anomalies abounded, but raid that these arose because
chemical substances as they ordinarily occurred were impune: that is,
the relevant ' experimental techniques ' of the time were unreliable, or,
to put it in our terms, the contemporary ' observational ' theories in the
light of which the truth values of the basic statements of his theory
were established, were false.: The champions of Prout's theory there-
fore embarked on a major venture: to overthrow those theories which
supplied the counter-evidence to their thesis. For this they had to
revolutionize the established analytical chemistry of the time and
correspondingly revise the experimental techniques with which pure
elements were to be separated.z Prout's theory, as a manter of fact,
defeated the theories previously applied in purification of chemical
substances one after the other. Even se, some chemists became tired
of the research programme and cave it up, since the successes were
still far from adding up to a final victory. For instance, Smas, frustrated
by some stubborn, recalcitrant instances, concluded in l 86o that Prout's
theory was 'without foundations'.' But others were more encouraged
by the progress than discouraged by the lack of complete success. For
instance, Marignac immediately retorted that ' although [he is satisfied
that] the experiments of Monsieur Smas are perfectly exact, [there is
no proof] that the difTerences observed between his results and those
required by Prout's law cannot be explained by the imperfect character
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Alas, all this is rational reconstruction rather than actual history. Prout denied the
existence of any anomalies. For instance, he claimed that the atomic weight of
chlorine was exactly 36.
Prout was aware of some of the basic methodological features of his programme.
Let us quote the hrst lhes of his [i8i5]: 'The author of the following essay submits
it to the public with the greatest difhdence . . . He trusts, however, that its importance
will be seen, and that some one will undertake to examine it, and thus verify or refuta
its conclusions. If these should be proved erroneous, still new facts may be brought
to light, or old ones better established, by the investigation; but if they should be
verified, a new and interesting light will be thrown upon the whole science of
chemistry
Clerk Maxwell was on Smas's sêde: he thought it was impossible that there should be
two kinds of hydrogen, 'for if some [molecules] were of slightly greater mass than
others, we have the means of producing a separation between molecules of different
massas, one of which would be somewhat denser than the other. As this cannot be
done, we musa admit [that a]] are a]ike]' (Maxwell [i87i]).
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of experimental methods'.' As Crookes put it in i886: 'Not a few
chemists of admitted eminence consider that we have here [in Prout'J
theory] an expression of the truth, masked by some residual ol
collateral phenomena which we have not yet succeeded in eliminat.
ing.'' That is, there had to be some /urlAer false hidden assumption
in the 'observational ' theories on which 'experimental techniques ' fol
chemical purification were based and with the help of which atomjc
weights were calculated: in Crookes's view even in i886 ' some presenl
atomic weights merely represented a mean value '.3 Indeed, Crookes
went on to put this idea in a scientific (content-increasing) form: he
proposed concrete new theories of 'fractionation', a new 'sortine
Demon'.' But, alas, his new observational theories turned out to be
as false as they were bom and, being unable to anticipate any new fact
they were eliminated from the (rationally reconstructed) history ol
science. As it turned out a generation laser, there was a very basic
hidden assumption which failed the researchers: that two pure ele.
menta musa be separable by cAemical methods. The idea that two
diíTerent pure elements may behave identically in all cAemical reactions
but can be separated by PÀ)sicaZ methods, required a chance, a ' slrefch.
ing', of the concept of 'pure element' which constituted a change
- a concePl-slrefcÃíng exPansion -- of the research programme itself.'
This revolutionary highly creaf ue shi/! was taken only by Rutherford's
school;6 and then 'after many vicissitudes and the most convincing
apparent disproofs, the hypothesis thrown out se lightly by Prout, an
Edinburgh physician, in i8i5, has, a century laser, become the comer
stone of modem theories of the structure of atoms'.' However, this
creative step was in faca only a side-result of progress in a different.
indeed, distant research programme; Proutians, lacking this exlernal
stimulus, never dreamt of trying, for instance, to build powerful
centrifugal machines to separate elemento.

(When an 'observational' or 'interpretative' theory hnally sets

eliminated, the 'precise' measurements carried out within the dis
carded framework may look -- with hindsight rather foolish. Soddy
made fun of 'experimental precision ' for its own sake: 'There is some
thing surely akin to if not transcending tragedy in the fale that has over-
taken the bife work of that distinguished galaxy of nineteenth-century
chemists, rightly revered by their contemporaries as representing the
crown and perfection of accurate scientihc measurement. Their hard
won results, for the moment at least, appears as of as little interest and

' Marignac [i86o]. ' Crookes]i886]
3 /óid. 4 Crookes [i886], p. 49i-
b For 'concept-stretching', cf. my [ig63-4], part iv
6 The shift is anticipated in Crookes's fascinating [i888] where he indicates that the

solution should be sought in a new demarcation between 'physical' and 'chemical'.
But the anticipation remained philosophical; it was left to Rutherford and Soddy ta
develop it, after igio, unto a scientific theory
Soddy [i93a], p. 5o.
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significance as the determination of the average weight of a collection
of bottles, some of them full and some of them more or less empty.'')

Let us stress that in the light of the methodology of research
programmes hera proposed there never was any racional reason to
eliíninate Prout's programme. Indeed, the programme produced a
beautiful, progressive shift, even if, in between, there were consider-
able hitches.z Our sketch shows how a research programme can
challenge a considerable bulk of accepted scientific knowledge: it is
planted, as .it were, in an inimical environment which, step by step,
ít can override and transform.

Also, the actual history of Prout's programme illustrates only too
well how much the progress of science was hindered and slowed down
by justificationism .and by naive falsihcationism. (The opposition to
atomic theory in the nineteenth century was fostered by both.) An
elaboration of this particular influence of bad methodology on science
may be a rewarding research programme for the historian of science

(c 2) Bolar: a research programme progressing on inconsistent
foundaf ons

A brief sketch of Bohr's research programme of light emission (in earZy

quantum physics) will illustrate further and even expand our
thesis.'

The story of Bolar's research programme can be characterized by:
(i) its initial problem; (e) its negative and positive heuristic; (3) the
problems which it attempted to solve in the course of its development;
and (4) its degeneration point (or, if you wish, 'saturation point') and,

finally, (5) the programme by which it was superseded.
The background problem was the riddle of how Rutherford atoms

(that is, minute planetary systems with electrons orbiting round a
positive nucleus) can remam stable; for, according to the well-
corroborated Maxwell Lorentz theory of electromagnetism they
should collapse. But Rutherford's theory was well corroborated too.
Bohr's suggestion was to ignore for the time being the inconsistency
and consciously develop a research programme whose 'refutable
versions were inconsistent with the Maxwell--Lorentz theory.' He
proposed ave postulates as the hard core of his programme: '(i) that

: These hitches inevitably induce many individual scientists to shelve or altogether
jettison the programme and join other research programmes u here the positive
heuristic happens to ofTer at the time cheaper successes: the histor} of science cannot
be /ulZy understood without mob-psychology. (Cf. rezou', pp go"-93.)
This section may again strike the historian as more a caricature than a sketch; but
l hope it serves its purpose. (Cf. aóoue, p. 5a-) Some statements are to be taken not
with a grain, but wiih tons, of sala
This, of course, is a further argument against J. O. Wisdom's thesis that meta-
Physical theories can be refuted by a conflicting well-corroborated scientific theory
(Wisdom [ig63].) Algo, cf. abade, p. 27, text to n. 7, :md p. 42
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energy radiation [within the atom] is not emitted (or absorbed) in the
continuous way assumed in the ordinary electrodynamics, but onlv
during the passing of the systems between different "stationary" skate;.

(2) That the dynamical equilibrium of the systems in the stationary
states is governed by the ordinary laws of mechanics, while these laws
do not hold for the passing of the systems between the different states
(3) That the radiation emitted during the transition of a system
between two stationary states is homogeneous, and that the relatioD
between the frequency v and the total amount of energy emitted E
is given by E = Av, where A is Planck's constant. (4) That the different
stationary states of a simple system consisting of an electron rotating
round a positive nucleus are determined by the condition that the
ratio between the total energy, emitted during the formation of the
configuration, and the frequency of revolution of the electron is an
entire multiple of iyeA. Assuming that the orbit of the electron is
circular, this assumption is equivalent with the assumption that the
angular momentum of the electron round the nucleus is equal to an
entire multiple of A/azr. (5) That the "permanent" state of any atomic
system, i.e. the skate in which the energy emitted is maximum, is
determined by the condition that the angular momentum of every
electron round the centre of its orbit is equal to A/2zr.''

We have to appreciate the crucial methodological difference be-
tween the inconsistency introduced by Prout's programme and that
introduced by Bohr's. Prout's research programme declared war on
the analytical chemistry of his time: its positive heuristic was designed
to overthrow it and replace it. But Bohr's research programme cont-
ained no analogous design: its positive heuristic, even if it had been
completely successful, would have left the inconsistency with the
Maxwell--Lorentz theory unresolved.' To suggest such an idea re-
quired even greater courage than Prout's; the idea crossed Einstein's
mind but he found it unacceptable, and rejected it.' Indeed, some oÍ
the post imPortant research pro©ammes in the histoq ofscience fere grafted
on to o/der programmes alIA wA ch tAey acre ólafanlZy nco istenf. For
instance, Copernican astronomy was ' grafted ' on to Aristotelian phys-
ics, Bohr's programme on to Maxwell's. Such 'grafts' are irrational
for the justificationist and for the naive falsificationist, neither of whom
can countenance growth on inconsistent foundations. Therefore they
are usually concealed by ad hoc stratagems - like Galileo's theory of
circular inertia or Bohr's correspondence, and, laser, complementarity
principie -- the only purpose of which is to hide the 'deficiency'.' As
' Bolar [igi3a], p. 874.
2 Bohr hem at this time that the Maxwell-Lorentz theory would euenlually have to

be replaced. (Einstein's photon theory had already indicated tais need.)
Hevesy [lgi3]; cf. a]so aóoue, p. 5o, text to n. l
In our methodology there is no need for such protective ad Aoc stratagems. But,
on the other hand, they are harmless as long as they are clearly seen as problema,
not assolutions
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the young grafted programme strengthens, the peaceful co-existence
comes to an end, the symblosis becomes competitive and the cham-
njons of the new programme try to replace the old programme

altlt may r.ell have been the success of his grafted programme' which
laser misled Bohr indo believing that such fundamental inconsistencies
in research programmes can and should be put up.with {n principie,
that they do not present any serious problem and one merely has
to get used. to. them. Bohr tried in ig22 to lower the standards of
scientific criticism; he argued that 'fAe most that one can demand of
a theory [i:e. programme] is that the classihcation [it establishes] can
be pushed 'se far that it can contribute to the development of the hem
of observation by the prediction of new phenomena.''

(This statement by Bohr is similar to d'Alembert's when faced with
the inconsistency in the foundations of infinitesimal theory: ' AZ/ez en
auanl ef la /oi z/om uiendra. ' According to Margenau, 'it is understand-
able that, in the excitement over its success, men overlooked a
malformation in the theory's architecture; for Bohr's atom sat like a
baroque tower upon the Gothic base of classical electrodynamics.'' But
as a manter of fact, the ' malformation ' was not ' overlooked ' : everybody
was aware of it, only they ignored it-- more or lesa during the
progressive phase of the programme.' Our methodology of research
programmes shows the rationality of this attitude but it also shows the
irrationality of the defence of such 'malformations' once the pro-
gressive phase is over.

It should be said here that in the thirties and forties Bohr abandoned
his demand for ' new phenomena' and was prepared to ' proceed with
the immediate task of co-ordinating the multifarious evidence
regarding atomic phenomena, which accumulated from day to day in
the exploration of this new.field of knowledge'.' This indicates that
Bohr, by this time, had fallen back on 'saving/the phenomena', while
Einstein sarcastically insisted that 'every theory is true provided that
one suitably associates its symbols with observed quantities'.')

But co istency--in a strong sense of the term6 mmt remam an
Bohr [lg22], my ita]ics. : Margenau [i95o], p. 3ii
Sommerfeld ignored it more than Bohr: cf. belos, p 63, n. 7.
Bohr [i949], p. 206. ; Quoted in Schrõdinger [i958], p. i7o.
Two propositions are inconsistent if their conjunction has no model, that is, there
is no interpretation of their descriptive termo in which the conjunction is true. But
in informal discourse we use more formative terms than in formal discourse: some
descriptive termo are given a fixed interpretation. In this informal sense two propo-
sitions may be (weakly) inconsistent given the standard interpretations of some
characteristic termo even if formally, in some unintended inLerpretation, they may
be consistent. For instance, the first theories of electron spin were inconsistent with
the specia] theory of relativity if ' spin ' was given its (' strong') standard interpretation
and thereby treated as a formatiie term; but the inconsistency disappears if 'spin
is treated as an uninterpreted descriptive term. The reason why we should not tive
up standard interpretations too easily is that such emasculation of meanings may
emasculate the positive heuristic of the programme. (On the other band, such
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imPorfanf regulaliue principie (over and above the requirement of pr(
gressive problemshift); and inconsistencies (including anomalies) mu
be seen as problems. The reason is simple. If science aims at truta
it musa aim at consistency; if it resigns consistency, it resigna truth. T
claim that 'we musa be modest in our demands',' that we musa resig
ourselves to weak or strong -- inconsistencies, remains a metho(
ological vice. On the other hand, this does not mean that the discover
of an inconsistency -- or of an anomaly - must immedialely stop th
development of a programme: it may be rational to put the incor
sistency unto some temporary, ad hoc quarantine, and carry on with th
positive heuristic of the programme. This has been done even i
mathematics, as the examples of the early infinitesimal calculus an
of naive set theory show.'

(From this point of view, Bohr's 'correspondence principie ' playe
an interesting double role in his programme. On the one hand
functioned as an important heuristic principie which suggested man
new scientific hypotheses which, in turn, led to novel facas, especiall
in the hem of the intensity of spectrum lhes.3 On the other han
it functioned also as a defence mechanism, which 'endeavoured t
utilize to the utmost extent the concepts of the classical theories c
mechanics and electrodynamics, in spite of the contrast between lhes
theories and the quantum of action',' instead of emphasizing th
urgency of a unified programme. In this second role it reduced th
degree of problematicality of the programme.')

Of course, the research programme of quantum theory as a whol
was a ' grafted programme ' and therefore repugnant to physicists wit
deeply conservative views like Planck. There are two extreme an
equally irrational positions with regard to a grafted programme.

meaning shifts may be in some cases progressive: cf. aóoue, p. 4i.)
For the shifting demarcation between formative and descriptive termo in inform

discourse, cf. my [ig63-4], g(ó), especia]]y p. 335, n. l
BohrÍige2],last paragraph.
Naive falsihcationists tend to regard this liberalism as a crime agaimt Temor. The
main argument runs like this: 'lf one were to accept conLradictions, then one woul
have to gire up any kind of scientific activity: it would mean a complete breakdow
of science. This can be shown by proving that i/ Zwo conta(üiclot) sfafemenfs are admille
any sfalemenl wAateuer mwf be admiffed; for from a couple of contradictory statemen
any statement whatever can be validly inferred . . . A theory which envolves a contr:
diction is therefore entirely useless as a [Aeor} ' (Popper [i94o]). ]n fairness to Poppe

one has to stress that he is here arguing against Hegelian dialectic, in whic
inconsistency becomes a uirtüe; and he is absolutely right when he points out i
dangers. But Popper never ana]ysed patterns of empirica] (or non-empirical) progre
on jnconsistent foundations; indeed, in section 24 of his [i9341 he makes consisten(
and falsifiability mandatory requirements for any scientiÊc theory. l discuss th
problem in more detail in chapter 3

3 Cf.e.g.Kramers]iga3]. ' ' Bohr]iga3].
Bom, .in his [i954], gives a vivid account of the correspondence princip]e whic
stro.ngly supports this double appraisal: 'The art of guessing correct formulae, whic
deviate from the classical ones, yet contam them as a limiting case . . . was brought t
a high degree of perfection.
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The comeruafiue posilion is to hall the new programme until the basic
inconsistency with the old programme is somehow repaired: it is
irratjonal to work .on inconsistent foundations. The ' conservatives ' will
concentrate on eliminating the inconsistency by explaining (approxi-
mately) the postulates of the new programme in terms of the old
programme: they find it irracional to go on with the new programme
without a successful reduclion of the kind mentioned. Planck himself
chore this way. He did not succeed, in spite of the decade of hard work
he invested in it.' Therefore Laue's remark that his lecture on i4
December igoo, was the 'birthday of the quantum theory' is not quite
[rue: that day was the birthday of Planck's reduction programme. The
decision to go ahead with temporarily inconsistent foundations was
taken by Einstein in igo5, but even he wavered in igi3, when Bohr
forged forward again.

The anarch sl position concerning grafted programmes is to exto}
anarchy in the foundations as a virtue and regard [weak] inconsistency
either as some basic property of nature or as an ultimate limitation
of human knowledge, as some of Bohr's followers did.

The raliona/ posifion is best characterized by Newton's, who faced
a situation which was to a certain extent similar to the one discussed
Cartesian push-mechanics, on which Newton's programme was
originally grafted, was (weakly) inconsistent with Newton's theory of
gravitation. Newton worked both on his positive heuristic (successfully)
alia on a reductionist programme (unsuccessfully), and disapproved
both of Cartesians who, like Huyghens, thought that it was not worth
wasting time on an ' unintelligible ' programme and of some of his rash
discip[es who, ]ike Cites, thought that the inconsistency presented no
problem.'

The rational position with regard to 'grafted ' programmes is then
to exploit their heuristic power without resigning oneself to the funda-
mental chãos on which it is growing. On the whole, this altitude
dominated old, pre- ig25 quantum theory. In the new, post- ig25 quan-
tum theory the 'anarchist' position became dominant and modem
quantum physics, in its 'Copenhagen interpretation', became one of
the main standard bearers of philosophical obscurantism. In the new
theory Bohr's notorious 'complementarity principie' enthroned

For the fascinating story of tais lona series of frustrating failures, cf. Whittaker,
[i953], pp. io3-4. P]anck himse]f gives a dramatic description of these years: ' My futi]e
attempts to fit the elementary quantum of action into the classical theory continued
for a number of years, and they cosa me a great deal of effort. Many of my colleagues
saw in tais something bordering on a tragedy' (Planck [i947])
Of course, a reductionist programme is scientific only if it explains more than it
has set out to explain; otherwise the reduction is nof scientific (cf. Popper [ig6g]).
If the reduction does not produce new empirical content, let alone novel facas, then
the reduction represents a iiegenerating problemshift it is a mete linguistic exercise.
The Cartesian efforts to bolster up their metaphysics in arder lo be able to interpret
Newtonian gravitation in its terms, is an outstanding example for such merely
linguistic reduction. Cf. aóoue, p- 4i, n. 3
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[we n .inconsistency as a basic ultimate feature of nature, and merg
subjectivist posit:'ism and antilogical dialectic and even ordinary la
...-.:.-.. : - , lce.After ige5Bohrandlguage philosophy into one unholy alba "''' / ''
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of taking the posstble spin of the electron unto account,' and then he
hoped to exfend his programme to the structure of complicated atoms
and molecules and to the eEect of electromagnetic fields on them, etc.,
etC. All this was planned right at the start: the idea that atoms are
analogous to planetary systems adumbrated a long, difhcult but opti-
mistic programme and clearly indicated the policy of research.' 'lt
looked at this time -- in the year igi3 - as if the authentic key to the
spectra had at last been found, as if only time and patience would be
Jeeded to resolve their riddles completely.'a

Bohr's celebrated first paper of igi 3 contained the initial step in the
research programme. It contained his first model (l shall call it Mi)
which already predicted facts hitherto unpredicted by any previous
theory: the wavelengths of hydrogen's lhe emission spectrum.
Though some of these wavelengths were known before igi3- the
Balmer series (i885) and the Paschen series (igo8) -- Bohr's theory
predicted much more than these two known series. And tests soon
corroborated its novel content: one additional Bohr series was dis-
covered by Lyman in igi4, another by Brackett in ig2a, and yet
another by Pfund in ig24.

Since the Balmer and the Paschen series were known before igi3,
some historians present the story as an example of a Baconian 'in-
ductive ascent': (i) the chãos of spectrum lhes, (e) an 'empirical law
(Balmer), (3) the theoretical explanation (Bohr). This certainly looks

like the three 'floors' of Whewell. But the progress of science would
hardly have been delayed had we lacked the laudable trials and errors
of the ingenious Swiss school-teacher: the speculative mainline of
science, carried forward by the bom speculations of Planck, Ruther-
ford, Einstein and Bohr would have produced Balmer's results de-
ductively, as test-statements of their theories, without Balmer's so-
called 'pioneering'. In the rational reconstruction of science there is
little reward for the pains of the discoverers of ' naive conjectures'.'

Physicstextbooksare
ewpoints, quanta and
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hievements of natural
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l conflict between the
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and wave properties
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thagen interpretation, cf.
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e literally. As we read in
iny fundamental element
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e assertion that ordinary
of physical description is
in quantum physics.

l This is racional reconstruction. As a matter of fact, Bohr accepted this idem only
in his [ige6].

2 Besides this analogy, there was another basic idea in Bohr's positive heuristic: the
correspondence principie '. This was indicated by him as early as igi3 (cf. the second

of his ave postulates quoted above on p. 56), but he developed it only bater when
he used it as a guiding principie in solving some problema of'the laser, sophisticated
models (like the intensities and status of polarization). The peculiarity of this second
part of his positive heuristic was that Bohr did not believe its metaphysical version:
he thought it was a temporary ru]e unti] the rep]acement of c]assica] electromagnetics
(and possibly mechanics).

' Davisson [i937]. A simi]ar euphoria was experienced by MacLaurin in i748 over
Newton's programme: Newton's 'philosophy being founded on experiment and
demonstration, cannot rali till reason or the nature of things are changed..
[Newton] left to posterity ]itde more to do, but observe the heavens, and compute
after his modela' (MacLaurin [i748], p. 8).

l use here 'naive conjecture' as a technical term in the sense of my [ig63-+]. For
a case study and detailed criticism of the myth of the 'inductive bases' of science
(natural or mathematical) cf. ibid., section 7, especially pp. zg8-3o7. There l show that

4
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As a manter of faca, Bohr's problem was not to explain Balmer'.
and Paschen's series, but to explain the paradoxical stability of thl
Ruthertord atom. Moreover, Bohr had not even heard of theá
formulae before he wrote the first version of his paper.' !'

Not all the novel content of Bohr's first model M. was corroborated
For instance, Bohr's À/. claimed to predict all the lhes in the hydrogen
emission spectrum. But there was experimental evidence for a hydro.
gen series where according to Bohr's M. there should have 'been
none. The anomalous series was the Pickering-Fowler ultraviolet

Pickering discovered this series in i8g6 in the spectrum of the star
( Puppis. Fowler, after having discovered its first'linfa also in the sun
in i8g8, produced the whole series in a discharge tube containínp
hydrogen and helium. True, it could be argued that the monster.lhe
had nothing to do with the hydrogen - after all, the sun and ( Puppis
contam many gases and the discharge tube also contained heljum
Indeed, the lhe could nol be produced in a pure hydrogen tube. But
Pickering's and Fowler's 'experimental techniqu e', that led to a
falsifying hypothesis of Balmer's law, had a plausible, although neves
severely tested, theoretical background: (a) their series had the same
convergence number as the Balmer series and therefore was taken to
be a hydrogen series and (ó) Fowler cave a plausible explanation why

Bohr was not, however, very impressed by the 'authoritative' ex-
perimental ph.ysicists: He did not question their 'experimental pre-

cision' or the 'reliability of their observations', but questioned their
observational theory. Indeed, he proposed an alternative. He fira!
elaborated a new model (À/z) of his research programme: the model
of ionized helium, with a double proton orbited by an electron. Now
this model predicts an urra-violet series in the spectrum of ionized

Descarnes's and Euler's 'najve conjecture' that for all polyhedra L' E+F= 2 was
nrelevant and.superfluous for the laser development; as further exalnples one may
mention that Boyle's .and his successor's labours to establish Pu = RT was irrelevant
for the laser theoretical development (except for developing some experimental
techniques), as Kepler's three laws may have been superfluous for the Newtonian
theory of gravitation

For further discussion of this point cf. gelou-, p. 88.
' Cf. Jammer [lg66]. pp. 77 fT.

Fowler [igi:a]. ]n.cidenta]]y his 'observational' theory was provided by ' Rydberg's
theoretical in.vestlgations'.which '.in the.absence of strict experimental proof jhel
regarded as justifying [his experimenta]] conc]usion' (p. 6Sj. But his theoretician
coiieague, Frolessor Nicholson,..referred thre.e months laser to Fowler's findings as
' laboratory confirmations of Rydberg's theoretical deduction ' (Nicholson [ i g l 3]). This
little story, 1. think, bears out my pet thesis that most scientists tend to understand
little more aóouf science than hsh about hydrodynamics

In the Report of the Council to the Ninety-third Annual General Meeting of the
Royal Astronomical. Society, Fowler's '.observation in laboratory experiments: of new
hydrogen lhes which have se lona eluded the efTorts of the physicists' is described

as 'an advance of great interest' and as 'a triumph of well-directed experimental

series
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even looking at their apparatus, the catalytic role of the hydrogen in
Fowler's experiment and of chlorine in the experiment he suggested:'
Indeed, he was right.' Thus the first apparent defeat of the research
nrogramme was turned indo a resounding victory.
r The vjctory, however, was immediately questioned. Fowler acknow-
ledged that his series was not a hydrogen, but a helium series. But
he pointed out that Bohr's monster-adjustment' still failed:. the
wavelengths in the Fowler series difTer significantly from the values
predicted by Bohr's À#2; Thus the series, although it does not refute
i/., still refutes Mz, and because of the dose connection between Mi
and Mz, it undermines À/i!'

Bohr brushed ofT Fowler's argument: o/ course he neves meant Mz
[o be taken too seriously. His values were based on a crude calculation
based on the electron orbiting round a fixed nucleus; but o/ course it
orbits round the common centre of gravity; o/ course, as is done when
treating two-body problems, one has to substitute reduced mass for
mass: mr = m./[i+(m./m.)].' This modified model was Bohr's Ma.
And Fowler himself had to admit that Bohr was again right.6

The apparent refutation of À4e turned into a victory for Ms; and
it was clear that Mz and Ma would have been developed within the
research programme - perhaps even Mi7 or À/20 - without any stimulus
from observation or experiment. It was at this stage that Einstein said
of Bohr's theory: 'lt is one of the greatest discoveries.''

Bohr's research programme then went on as planned. The nexo step
was to calculate elliptical orbits. This was done by Sommerfeld in l gi 5,
but with the (unexpected) result that the increased number of possible
' Bohr [tgi3ó]
2 Evans [igi3]. For a similar example of a theoretical physicist teaching a refutation-

keen experimentalist what he the experimentalist - had really observed, cf. aóoue.

' Monster-adjustment: turning a counterexample, in the light of some new theory,
isto an examp]e. Cf. my [ig63-4], pp. ra7 fT. But Bohr's 'monster-adjustment' was
empirically 'progressive': it predicted a new faca (the appearance of the 4686 lhe in
tubescontaining no hydrogen)

4 Fowler [igi3a].
' Bohr [igi3c]. This monster-adjustment was algo 'progressive': Bohr predicted.that

Fowler's observations musa be slightly imprecise and the Rydberg 'constant' must have
a fine structure.

6 Fow]er [igi3b]. But he sceptically noted that Bohr's programme had not yet
explained'the spectrum lhes of un-ionized, ordinary helium. However, he soon
abandoned his si:epticism and joined Bohr's research programme (Fow]er [igi4])

' Cf. Hevesy [igi3]l 'When l tom him of the Fowler spectrum, the big eyes of
Einstein looked still bigger and he tom me; "Then it is one of the greatest
discoveries
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steady orbits did nof increase the number of possible energy leveis, se
there seemed to be no possibility of a crucial experiment between the
elliptical and circular theory. However, electrons orbit the nucleus with
very high velocity se that when they accelerate their mass should
change noticeably if Einsteinian mechanics is true. Indeed, calculatinp
such relativistic corrections, Sommerfeld got a new array of energy
leveis and thus the 'fine-structure' oí the spectrum.

The switch to this new relativistic model required much more
mathematica] skill and talent than the development of the first few
models. Sommerfeld's achievement was primarily mathematical.'

Curiously, the doublets of the hydrogen spectrum had already been
discovered in i8gi by Michelson.' Moseley pointed out immediately
after Bohr's first publication that 'it fails to account for the second

weaker lhe found in each spectrum'.3 Bohr was not upset: he was
convinced that the positive heuristic of his research programme would
in due course, explain and even correct Michelson's observations.' And
se it did. Sommerfeld's theory was, of course, inconsistent with Bohr's
first versions; the fine structure experiments -- with the old observa-
tions corrected! - provided the crucial evidence in its favour. Many
defeats of Bohr's first models were turned by Sommerfeld and his
Munich school into victories for Bohr's research programme.

It is interesting that just as Einstein got worried and slowed down
in the middle of the spectacular progress of quantum physics by igi3,
Bohr got worried and slowed down by igi6; and just as Bohr had,
by igi3 taken the initiative from Einstein, Sommerfeld had taken the
initiative from Bohr by igi6. The diflerence between the atmosphere
of Bohr's Copenhagen school and Sommerfeld's Munich school was
conspicuous: ' in Munich one used more concrete formulations and
was therefore more easily understood; one had been successful in the
systematization of spectra and in the use of the vector model. In
Copenhagen, however, one believed that an adequate language for the
new [phenomena] had not yet been found, one was reticent in the face
of too definite formulations, one expressed oneself more cautiously
and more in general terms, and was therefore much more difhcult to
understand.'s

Our sketch shows how a progressive shift may lend credibility -- and
a rafionale - to an inconsistent programme. Bom, in his obituary of

l For the vital mathematical aspecto of research programmes, cf. aóoue, p. 5e
z Michelson [i8gi--2], especia]]y pp. 287-g. Miche]son does not even mention Ba]mer.

Moseley [igi4]. ' Sommerfe]d [igi6], p. 68.
Hund [ig6i]. This is discussed at some ]ength in Feyerabend [ig68-g], pp. 83-7.
But Feyerabend's paper is heavily biased. The main aim of his paper is to play down
Bohr's methodological anarchism and show that Bohr oPPosei the Copenhagen
interpretation of the new (post-ig25) quantum programme. In order io do se,
Feyerabend, on the one band, overemphasizes Bohr's unhappiness about the incon-
sistency of the ald (pre-iga5) quantum programme and, on the other hand, makes
too much of the fact that Sommerfeld cared leis for the problematicality of the
inconsistent foundations of the old programme than Bohr
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Planck, describes this process forcefully: 'Of course the mere intro-
duction of the quantum of action does not yet mean that a [rue
Quantum Theory has been established . . .The difhculties which the
introduction of the quantum of action unto the well-established classical
theory has encountered from the outset cave already been indicated.
They have gradually increased rather than diminished; and although
research in its forward march has in the meantime passed over some
of them, the remaining gaps in the theory are the more distressing
[o the conscientious theoretical physicist. In fact, what in Bohr's theory
served as the basis of the laws of action consists of certain hypotheses
which a generation ago would doubtless have been flatly rejected by
every physicist. That within the atom certain quantized orbits (i.e.
picked out on the quantum principie) should play a special role could
well be granted ; somewhat less easy to accept is the further assumption
that the electrons moving on these curvilinear orbits, and therefore
accelerated, radiate no energy. But that the sharply defined frequency
of an emitted light quantum should be different from the frequency
of the emitting electron would be regarded by a theoretician who had
grown up in the classical school as monstrous and almost inconceivable.
But numbers [or, rather, progressiue probZemsAI/Es] decide, and in con-
sequence the tables have been turned. While originally it was a question
of fitting in with as little strain as possible a new and strange element
unto an existing system which was generally regarded as settled, íhe
intruder, after hauing won an assured position, noto has assumem the ofensiue;
and it now appears certain that it is about to blow up the old system
at some point. The only question now is, at what point and to what
extent this will happen.''

One of the most important points one learns from studying research
programmes is that relatively few experimenta are really important.
The heuristic guidance the theoretical physicist receives from teses and
'refutations' is usually se trivial that large-scale testing or even
bothering too much with the data already available -- may well be a
waste of time. In most cases we need no refutations to tell us that the
theory is in urgent need of replacement: the positive heuristic of the
programme drives us forward anyway. Also, to give a stern ' refutable
interpretation' to a fledgling version of a programme is dangerous
methodological cruelty. The first versions may even 'apply' only to
non-existing 'ideal' cases; it may take decades of theoretical work to
arrive at the first novel facas and still more time to arrive at {nferestingZ}
tesfaóle versions of the research programmes, at the stage when refu-
tations are no longer foreseeable in the light of the programme itself.

The dialectic of research programmes is then not necessarily an
alternating series of speculative conjectures and empirical refutations.
The interaction between the development of the programme and the
empirical checks may be very varied -- which pattern is actually realized

' Bom [1948], p. i8o, my italics.
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depends only on historical accident. Let us mention three tyPical
varlants.

(i) Let us imagine that each of the first three consecutive versions.
/J., /{2, ll3 predict some new facts successfully but others unsuccess-
fully, that is each version is both corroborated and refuted in turn
Finally .fiú is proposE! which predicts some novel facas but stands UP
to the severest testa. The problemshift is progressive, and also we have
a beautiful Popperian alternation of conjectures and refutations.i
People will admire this as a classical example of theoretical and experi-
mental work going hand in hand.

(2) Another pattern could have been a cone Bohr (possibly without
Balmer preceding him), working out f/., /{z, .f:r,, 1:1. but self-critically
withholding publication until H4. Then .f{. is tested: all the evidence
will turn up as corroborations of .f/4, the first (and only) published
hypothesis. The theoretician at his desk is here seen to work far
ahead of the experimenter: we have a period of relative autonomy of
theoretical progress.

(3) Let us now imagine that aZI the empirical evidence mentioned
in these three patterns is already there at the time of the invention
of lli, .f/z, rla, lió' in this case .fJ'i, flz, .fJ3, l/4 will not represent an
empirically progressive problemshift and therefore, although all the
evidence supports his theories, the scientist has to work on further in
order to prove the scientific value of his programme.' Such a skate of
affairs may be brought about either by the face that an older research
programme (which has been challenged by the one leading to lj'., H,,
l/3, lÍ4) had already produced all these faces - or by the faca that too
much government money lay around for collecting data about spec-
trum lhes and hacks stumbled upon all the data. However, the latter
case is extremely unlikely, for, as Cullen used to say, ' the numberof false
facas, afloat in the world, infinitely exceeds that of the false theories; 'a
in most such cases the research programme will crash with the available
facts ', the theoretician will look indo the 'experimental techniques ' of
the experimentalist, and having overthrown and replaced his obser-
vational theories will correct his facas thereby producing novel ones.'

In the first three patterns we do not envolve complications like successful appeals
against the verdict of the experimental scientists
This shows that if exactly the same theories and the game evidence is rationally
reconstructed in diRerent time orders, they may constitute either a progressive or a
degenerative shift. Algo cf. volume 2, chapter 8, p. i78.
Cf. McCulloch [i825], p. ig. F'or a strong argument on how extreme]y un]ike]y such
a pattern is, see óeZow, b. 7o
Perhaps it should be mentioned that manic data collection and 'too much' pre-
cision prevents even the formation of naive ' empirical ' hypotheses like Balmer's.
Had Balmer known of Michelson's fine-spectra, would he have ever found his
formula? Or, had Tycho Brahe's data been more precise, would Kepler's elliptical
law ever have been put forward? The same applies to the naive first version of the
general gas law, etc. The Descarnes--Euler conjecture on polyhedra míght never cave
been made but for the scarcity of data; cf. my [ig63-4], pp. ag8 fT.
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lention three tyPical After this methodological excursion, let us return to Bohr's pro-
gramme. Not all. developments in the programme were foreseen and
nlanned when the positive heuristic was first sketched. When some
curious gaps appeared in Sommerfeld's sophisticated models (some
predicted Ienes. neves did appear):. Pauli proposed a deep auxiliary
hypothesis (hjs 'exclusion principie') which accounted not only for the
known gaps but reshaped the shell theory of the periodic system of
elemento and anticipated facto then unknown.

l do not wish to give here an elaborate account of the development
of Bohr's programme. But its detailed study from the methodological
viewpoint is a veritable goldmine: its marvellously fase progress - on
inconsistent foundationsl - was breathtaking, the beauty, originality
and empirical success of its auxiliary hypotheses, put forward by
scientists of brilliance and even genius, was unprecedented in the
history of physics.' Occasionally the nexo version of the programme
required only a trivial improvement, like the replacement of mass by
reduced mass. Occasionally, however, to arrive at the next version
required new sophisticated mathematics, like the mathematics of the
many-body problem, or new sophisticated physical auxiliary theories.
The additional mathematics or physics was either dragged in from
some part of extant knowledge (like relativity theory) or invented (like
Pauli's exclusion principie). In the latter case we have a 'creative shift
in the positive heuristic.

But even this great programme came to a point where its heuristic
power petered out. .Ad àoc hypotheses multiplied and could not be
replaced by content-increasing explanations. For instance, Bohr's
theory of molecular (band) spectra predicted the following formula
for diatomic molecules:

p = ii$Í[(m+ l )' -- m']
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But the formula was refuted. Bohrians replaced the term m' by
m(m+ i): this fitted the facto but was sadly ad Aoc.

Then came the problem of some unexplained doublets in alkali
speclra. Landé explained them in l g24 by an ad Aoc ' relativistic splitting
rude', Goudsmit and Uhlenbeck in ig25 by electron spin. If Landé's
explanation was ad Aoc, Goudsmit's and Uhlenbeck's was also incon-
sistent with special relativity theory: surface points on the largish
electron had to travei faster than light, and the electron had even to
be bigger than the whole atom.' Considerable courage was needed to

Between the appearance of Bohr's great trilogy in igi3 and the advent of wave
mechanics in igz5, a large number of papers appeared developing Bohr's ideas indo
an impressive theory of atomic phenomena. It was a collective eRort and the names
of the physicists contributing to it make up an imposing rali-call: Bohr, Bom, Klein,
Rosseland, Kramers, PatHI, Sommerfeld, Planck, Einstein, Ehrenfest, Epstein, Debye,
Schwarzschild, Wilson'(Ter HaarFig67], p. 43). ' ' ''

' A footnote in .their paper .reads: 'lt should'be observed that [according to our

theory] the peripheral velocity .of the electron would considerably exceed the velocity
of light'(Uhlenbeck and Goudsmit]iga5]). ' ' '"''
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propose it. (Kronig got the idea earlier but refrained from publishin.
it because he thought it was inadmissible.') '

But temerity in proposing wild inconsistencies did not reap any more
rewards. The programme lagged behind the discovery of 'facas:
Undigested anomalies swamped the field. With ever more sterile
inconsistencies and ever more ad Àoc hypotheses, the degeneratinp
phase of the research programme had set in: it started - to use on:
of Popper's favourite phrases -- ' to lose its empirical character'.2 Alga
many problems, like the theory of perturbations, could not even be
expected to be solved within it. A rival research programme soar
appeared: wave mechanics. Not only did the new programme, even
in its first version (de Broglie, iga4), explain Planck's and Bohr's
quantum conditions; it also led to an exciting new fact, to the Davisson-
Germer experiment. In its later, ever more sophisticated versions it
offered solutions to problems which had been completely out of the
reach of Bohr's research programme, and explained the ad Aoc later
theories of Bohr's programme by theories satisfying high methodo-
logical standards. Wave mechanics soon caught up with, vanquished
and replaced Bohr's programme.

De Broglie's paper came at the time when Bohr's programme was
degenerating. But this was mere coincidence. One wonders what
would have happened if de Broglie had written and published his
paperin igi4 instead of ig24.

(d) A neu look at crucial experimenta; the end of in.stand rationalit)

It would be wrong to assume that one musa stay with a research
programme until it has exhausted all its heuristic power, that one must
not introduce a rival programme before everybody agrees that the
point of degeneration has probably been reached. (Although one can
understand the irritation of a physicist when, in the middle of the
progressive phase of a research programme, he is confronted by a
proliferation of vague metaphysical theories stimulating no empirical
progress.3) One musa never allow a research programme to become
a We!&anscAauung, or a sort of scienlilic rigour, setting itself up as an
arbiter between explanation and non-explanation, as mathematical
rigour sets itself up as an arbiter between proof and non-proof.
Unfortunately this is the position which Kuhn tenda to advocate:

Jammer [ig66], pp. i46-8 and i5t.
For a vivid description of this degenerating phase of Bohr's programme. cf.
Margenau [i95o], pp. 3i i--i3

In the progressive phase of a programme the main heuristic stimulus comes from
the pos.itive heuristic; anomalies are largely ignored. In the degenerating phase the
heuristic power of the programme peters out. In the absence of a rival programme
this situation may be reflected in the psychology of the scientists by 'an unusual
hypersensitivity to anomalies and by a feeling of a Kuhnian 'crisis
This is what must have irritated Newton most in the 'sceptical proliferation of
theories' by Cartesiana.
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sMuld be a histor) .of comPeting research progvammes (or, if )ou toish,
I'baradigms '), but it has not been and musa not become.a succession ofPeriods

of normal science: the sooner comPetition starts, the better for, progress.
'Theoretical pluralism' is better than 'theoretical monism': on this
point Popper.and Feyerabend are right and Kuhn is wrong '
' The idea of competing scientihc research programmes leads us to
the problem: how are researcA programmes eZim naled? it has transpired
from our previous considerations that a degenerating problemshift is
no more a sufhcient reason to eliminate a research programme than
some old-fashioned ' refutation ' or a Kuhnian 'crisis '. Can fhere óe any

oóyecfáue (as opposed to socio-psychological) remar fo rejecf a programme,
tha is, to eliminate its hard cave and its programme for comtvuctingProtectiue
belo? Our answer, in outline, is that such an objective reason is
provided by a rival research programme which explains the previous
success of its rival and supersedes it by a further display of Aeurislác
óotoer.'

However, the criterion of ' heuristic power ' strongly depends on how
we construe 'factual noueZty'. Until now we have assumed that it is
immediately ascertainable whether a new theory predicts a novel
faca or not.' But Ihe noueZl} o/ a /actua! proPosition can .frequenlZy óe seen

onze a/ler a [ong peráod /tas e]aPsed. ]n order to show this, ] sha]] start
with an example.

Bohr's theory logically implied Balmer's formula for hydrogen lhes
as a consequence.' Was this a novel fact? One might have been
tempted to deny this, since after all, Balmer's formula was well-known.
But this is a half-truth. Balmer merely ' observed ' Bi : that hydrogen Zines
obey he BaZmer /ormuZa. Bohr predicted Bz: that fhe di#erences in IAe
energ) leuek in di#erent orbita of the h)drogen electron obe) the Balmev
/ormuZa. Now one may say that Bt already contains all the purely
observational' content of Bz. But to say this presupposes that there
Nevertheless there is something to be said for at least some people sticking to a
research programme until it reaches its 'saturation point'; a neu' programme is then
challenged to account for the fulo success of the old. It is no argument against this
[hat the rival may, when it was first proposed. already have explained all the success
of the first programme; the growth of a research programme cannot be predicted

it may stimulate important unforeseeable auxiliary theories of its own. Algo, if a
version A« of a research programme Pt is mathematically equivalent to a version .A«
of a rival Pz, one should develop both; their heuristic strength can still be very
different
l use 'Aeurislic poder' here as a technical term to characterize the power of a
research programme to anticipate theoretically novel facto in its growth. l could of
course use 'exPZanaloO pou-er ': cf. abade, p. 34, n. 4
Cf. abade, p. 3i, Lext to n. 4, and p. 49, text to n. 2
Cf. aóoue, p. 6i .
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can be a pure 'observationa] levei', untainted by theory, and imper.
vious to theoretical change. In fact, 13. was accepted only because the
optica], chemical and other theories aPP/ ed by Balmer were well
corroborated and accepted as interpretative theories ; and these theories
could always be questioned. It might be argued that we can 'purge'
even B. of its theoretical presuppositions, and arrive at what Balmer
really 'observed', which might 'be expressed in the more modest
assertion, Bo:,that fãe /ires emiffed án certa n leões n certa n we//-sPeci#ed

antes (or in the course of a ' controlted exPeriment '' ) obe) the Balmer
/ormuZa. Now some of Popper's arguments' show that we can neuer
arrive at any hard 'observational' rock-bottom in this way; 'observa.
tiona] ' theories can easily be shown to be involved in Bo.' On the other
hand, given that Bohr's programme after a lona progressive develop-
ment, had shown its heuristic power, its hard core would itself have
become well corroborated' and therefore qualihed as an 'observa-
tional' or interpretative theory. But then B, will be seen not as a mete

eoretical reinterpretation of 13., but as a new /acl in its own right.
These considerations lend new emphasis to the hindsight element

m our appraisals and lead to a further liberalizaton of our standards
A new research programme which has just entered the competition
may start by explainmg 'old facto' in a novel way but may take a very
long time before it is seen to produce 'genuinely novel' facas. For
instance, the kinetic theory of heat seemed to lag behind the results of
the phenomenological theory for decades before it finally overtook it
with the Einstein--Smoluchowski theory of Brownian motion in l go5.
After this, what had previously seemed a speculative reinterpretation
ot old tacos (about heat, etc.) turned out to be a discovery of novel facts
(about atoms).

At! tais suggests thcLt we musa not discard a budding research programme
simPI) because it ha.s se far füiled to ouertake a powerful riuat. We shouU
rtot abUndaR it if, suPPosing its rival mete not there, it woutd constitute a
progressiue problemshift.' A nd we shoutd certainl) regata a new!) interPreted
l Cf. aóoue, p. 27, n. 4.

' One of Popper's argumenta is particularly. important: 'There is a widespread belief
that the stalement : l see that this table'here is white". possesses some profound
advantage over the statement .'Tais table fere is white". from the point of view of
epistemology. But from the point of view of evaluating its possible objective [ests, the
hrst statement, in speaking about me, does not appear more secure than the second

People.m the i6th century saw fiery swords in the sky" while cros sing out "There

W;@==:.}t jh::ç'=Ê:#sz.:;j= ' ., ll: l ll:,:'l.,ll=:
olr researcÀ programmes. Newlon's [Aeoly(in'iso]a]ion) '/ 'M' u vv'-
in tAIs serre, Aighly corroóorafed. mPirical conlenr, }et if was,

Incidentally, in the methodology of research programmes, the pragmatic meaning
of 'rejection' [of a programme] becomes crystal clear: it means IAe decision fo ceasf
worÊíRg on if
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have no force to overthrow a research programme; anything does.'
But this suspicion is unfounded. WifAin a research programme

menor crucial exPerimenls ' between subsequent versions are quite
common. Experiments easily 'decide' between the nth and (n+ i)th
scientific version, since the (n+ i)th is not only inconsistent with the
nth, but also supersedes it. If the (n+ i)th version has more corrobor-
ated content in the light of the some programme and in the light
of the some well corroborated observational theories elimination is a
relatively routine affair (only relatively, for even here this decision may
be subject to appeal). Appeal procedures too are occasionally easy: in
many cases the cha]]enged observationa] theory, far from being we]]
corroborated, is in faca an unarticulated, naive, ' hidden ' assumption;
it is only the challenge which reveals the existence of this hidden
assumption, and brings about its articulation, testing and downfall.
Time and again, however, the observational theories are themselves
embedded in some research programme and then the appeal proc-
edure leads to a clash between two research programmes: in such cases
we may need a ' maior crua al exPerimenf

When two research programmes compete, their first ' ideal' models
usually deal with different aspects of the domain(for example, the first
model of Newton's semi-corpuscular optics described light-refraction,
the first model of Huyghens's wave optics light-interference). As the
rival research programmes expand, they gradually encroach on each
other's territory and the nth version of the first will be blatandy,
dramatically inconsistent with the mth version of the second.a An
experiment is repeatedly performed, and as a result, the first is
defeated in fÂis baffZe, while the second wins. But fÀe war is not over:
any research programme is allowed a few such defeats. All it needs

Some might regard - cautiously -- this sheltered period of development as 'Pre-
scientilic ' (or ' theoretical '); and be prepared only when it starts producing ' genuinely
novel' facto to recognize its truly scienfi/ic(or 'empirical ') character but then their
recognition will have to be retroactive.
Incidentally, leis con/Zict óefween /aZlibáZify and criticism can Óe rigAfZy saio fo óe lhe maia
problem and driuing force-- of the PoPtterian research programme in the theoD of
Énowledge.
An especially interesting case of such competition is comi)etifiue symóáosis, when a
new programme is grafted on to an old one which is inconsistent with it; cf. abade,
P. 57
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for a comeback is to produce an (n+i)th (or (n+h)th) content-
increasing version and a verification of some of its novel content

If such a comeback, after sustained effort, is not forthcoming, the
war is post and the original experiment is seen, vila Aindsight, to have
been 'crucial'. But especially if the defeated programme is a young.
fase-developing programme, and if we decide to give sufhcient credit
to its ' pre-scientific ' successes, allegedly crucial experiments dissolve
one after the other in the wake of its forward surge. Even if the
defeated programme is an old, established and 'tired' programme
near its 'natural saturation point',' it may continue to resist for a lona
time and hold out with ingenious content-increasing innovations even
if these are unrewarded with empirical success. It is very difhcult to
defeat a research programme supported by talented, imaginative
scientists. Alternatively, stubborn defenders of the defeated pro-
gramme may oRer ad Aoc explanations of the experiments or a shrewd
ad /toc 'reduction' of the victorious programme to the defeated one
But suco efforts we should reject as unscientific.'

Our co iderafio exPlain why crua aZ exPerimenfs are seen !o óe crucia!
onze decides laser. Kepler's ellipses were generally admitted as crucial
evidence for Newton and against Descarnes only about one hundred
years after Newton's claim. The anomalous behaviour of Mercury's
perihelion was known for decades as one of the many yet unsolved
difhculties in Newton's programme; but only the fact that Einstein's
theory explained it better transformed a dull anomaly into a brilliant
' refutation ' of Newton's research programme.s Young claimed that
his double-slit experiment of i802 was a crucial experiment between
the corpuscular and the wave programmes of optics; but his claim
was only acknowledged much later, after Fresnel developed the wave
programme much further ' progressively' and it became clear that the
Newtonians could not match its heuristic power. The anomaly, which
had been known for decades, received the honorific title of refutation.
the experiment the honorific title of 'crucial experiment' only after a

There is no suco thing as a natural 'saturation point'; in my [ig63--4], especia]]y
on pp. 327-8, 1 was more of a Hegelian, and l thought there was; now l use thc
expression with an ironical emphasis. There is no 'predictable or ascertainable
limitation on human imagination in inventing new, content-increasing theories or on
the 'cunning .of .reason' (Lisa der yemunJ't) ih rewarding them with some empirical
success even if they are false or even if the new theory has leis verisimilitude - in
Popper.: pense.- than its predecessor. (Probably all scientific theories ever uttered by
men will be falso: they still may be rewarded by empirical successes and even have
increasing verisimilitude.)

z For an example, cf. aóoue, p. 4i, n. 3
3 Thw an anomaZy in a reslarcA programme is a pAenomenon wAicÀ we regard sametAíng

. be exPlaised in tema of the programnw. More venera!!}, we ma) speah. fo!!ouing Kuhn,
üout ' puzzles': a ' puzzle' in a programmc is a probtem which we regata'as a challenge to
Ãat particular programme. Á ' püzzé ' can óe real)lied n IAree waJS.' by soluing if wi Ain fAe
origi.miai programme(the. anomaly fura unto an examPZe); óy neulralizíng i!, i.e. soliiing it
uithin an ivldePetlden}. dijferen! programme (the animal) disal)pearsÜ ; or' finalt), b) soluing
í w faia a dual proa,anime(IÁe anã«'aly lur«s indo a c;z'nteá;amplo).
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jong period of. uneven developm.ent of the two rival programmes.
Brownian motion was in the middle of the battlefield for nearly a
century before it was sega to defeat the phenomenological research
programme and turn the war in favour of the atomists. Michelson's
:refutation' of the Balmer series was ignored for a generation until
Bohr's triumphant research programme backed it up.

It may be worthwhile to discuss in detail some examples of experi-
rnents whose 'crucial ' character became evident only retrospectively.
First l shall take the celebrated Michelson--Morley experiment of i887
which allegedly falsified the ether theory and 'led to the theory of
relativity ', then the Lummer--Pringsheim experiments which allegedly
falsified the classical theory of radiation and 'led to the quantum
theory'-' Finally l shall discuss an experiment which many physicists
thought would turn out to decide against the conservation laws but
which, in fact, ended up as their most triumphant corroboration.
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(d i) The MichekoTb-Morte) exPeriment

Michelson first devised an experiment in order to tesa Fresnel's and
Stokes's contradictory theories about the influence of the motion of the
earth on the ether,z during his visit to Helmholtz's Berlin institute in
i88i . According to Fresnel's theory, the earth moves through an ether
at rest, but the ether within the earth is partia/Zy carried along with
the earth; Fresnel's theory therefore entailed that the velocity of the
ether outside the earth relative to the earth was positive (i.e. Fresnel's
theory implied the existence of an ' ether wind '). According to Stokes's
[heory, the ether was dragged along by the earth and immediate]y on
the surface of the earth the velocity of the ether was equal [o that of
the earth: therefore its relative velocity was zero (i.e. there was no ether
wind on the surface). Stokes originally thought that the two theories
were observationally equivalent: for instance, with suitable auxiliary
assumptions both theories explained the aberration of light. But
Michelson claimed that his i88i experiment was a crucial experiment
between the two and that it proued Stokes's theory.' He claimed that
the velocity of the earth relative to the ether is far less than Fresnel's
theory would have it. Indeed, he concluded that from his experiment
the Recessão coBrIu.sion follows that the hypothesis [of a stationary

ether] is erroneous. This conclusion direcfZy confradicfs the explanation
of the phenomenon of aberration which . . . presupposes that the earth
moves through the ether, the latter remaining at rest'.' As often
happens, Michelson the experimenter was then taught a lesson by a
theoretician. Lorentz, the leading theoretical physicist of the period,
' Cf. Popper [i934], section 3o
' Cf. Fresncl [i8l'8], Stokes'Ei845] and [i846]. For an exce]]ent brief exposition cf.

Lorentz [i895]
' This transpires, obliquely, from the concluding section of his [l88i].
' Michelson']i88i], p. ia8.' my italics.
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in what Michelson laser described as 'a very searching analysis. . .of
the entire experiment',' showed that Michelson ' misinterpreted ' th.
facto and that what he observed did nof in faca contradict the hypothesjs
of the stationary ether. Lorentz showed that Michelson's calculatioüs
wcre wrong; Fresnel's theory predicted only half of the effect
Michelson had calculated. Lorentz concluded that Michelson's experi-
ment did nol refute Fresnel's theory, and that it certainly did not
prove Stokes's theory either. Lorentz went on to show that Stokes's
theory was inconsistent: that it assumed the ether at the earth's surface
to be at rest with regard to the latter and required that the relative
velocity have a potential; but these two conditions are incompatible.
But even if Michelson Aad refuted one theory of the stationary ether
the programme is untouched: one can easily devise severas other
versions of the ether programme, which predict very small values for
the ether winds and he, Lorentz, immediately produced one. This
theory was testable and Lorentz proudly submitted it to the verdict
of experiment.' Michelson, joindy with Morley, took up the challenge.
The relative velocity of the earth to the ether again seemed to be zero
in conflict with Lorentz's theory. By this time, Michelson had become
more cautious in interpreting his data and even thought of the possi-
bility that the solar system as a whole might have moved in the
opposite direction to the earth; therefore he decided to repeat the
experiment 'at intervals of three months and thus avoid all uncer.
tainty'.' Michelson, in his second paper, does not talk any more about
necessary conclusions ' and 'direct contradictions'. He only thinks that

from his experiment 'it appears, from all that precedes, remonaó!}
certa n that if there be any relative motion between the earth and the
luminiferous ether, it must be sinal/; quite small enough entirely to
refute /'reúne/'s. explanation of aberration'.' Thus in this paper
Michelson still claims to have refuted Fresnel's theory (and also Lor-
entz's new theory); but there is not a word about his old i88i claim
that he refuted 'the theory of stationary ether' in general. (Indeed.
he believed that in order to do se, he would have to tesa the ether wind
also at high altitudes, 'at the top of an isolated mountain peak, for
instance'.')

While some ether-theorists -- like Kelvin did not trust Michelson's
experimental skill ',6 Lorentz pointed out that, in spite of Michelson's

1 Michelson and Morley [i887], p. 335
2 Lorentz [i8861.. For the jnconsistency of Stokes's theory a]so cf. his [i8g2ó]

Michelson and.Morley [i887], p. 34i. But Pearce Wi]]iams points out that he neves
did. (Pearce Williams [ig68], p. 34.) '
/óid., p. 34i, my italics
Michelson and Morley [i887]. This remark shows that Miche]son rea]ized that his
i887. experime.nt was completely consistent with an ether w ind higher up. Max Bom,
in his [lg20], that is: thirty-three years bater, asserted that from the i887 experiment
we mw! conclude that the ether wind does not exist' (my italics)
Kelvin raid in the. igoo Internacional Congress of Physics that 'the only cloud in the
clear sky of the]ether] theory was the nula resultofthe Michelson Morley experiment
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naipe claim, even his new experiment 'furnishes no evidence for the
nuestion for which it was undertaken'.' One can perfectly well re-
l;ard Fresnel's theory as an interPrelaliue theory, which interprets facts,
rather than is refutable by them, and then, Lorentz showed, 'the
significance of the Michelson--Morley experiment nes rather in the lact
that it can teach us something about lhe chances ãn tAe dimemiom':z the
dimensions of bodies is affected by their movcment through the ether.
Lorentz elaborated this 'creative shift' within Fresnel's programme
with great ingenuity and thereby claimed to have 'removed the cont-
radiction between Fresnel's theory and Michelson's result'.a But he
admitted that 'since the nature of the molecular foices is entirely
unknown to us, it is impossible to test the hypothesis':' at leal /or the
time Óeiizg it could predict no novel facas.'

In the meanwhile, in i897, Michelson carried out his long planned
experiment to measure the velocity of ether wind on mountain tops-
He found none. Since he had thought earlier that he had proved
Stokes's theory which predicted an ether wind higher up, he was
dumbfounded. If Stokes's theory was still correct, the gradient of the
velocity of the ether had to be very small. Michelson had to conclude
[hat 'the earth's influence upon the ether extended to distances of
the ordem of the earth's diameter'.' He thought that this was an
improbable ' result, and decided that in i887 he had drawn the wrong

conclusion from his experiment: it was Stokes's theory which had to be
rejected and Fresnel's which had to be accepted; and he decided that
he would accept an) reasonable auxiliary hypothesis to have it saved,

(cf. Mi]]er [lge5]) and immediately persuaded Morley and Miller, who were there.
to repeat the experiment

1 Lorentz [i8g2a]
2 Ibid, my italics.
3 Lorentz [i895
4 Lorentz [i8g2ó].
' Fitzgerald at the same time, independendy of Lorentz, produced a testable version

of this 'creative shift' which was quickly refuted by Trouton's, Rayleigh's and Brace's
experiments: it was theoretically but not empirically progressive. Cf. Whittaker
[i947], p. 53 and Whittaker [i953], pp. 28-3o

There is a widespread view that Fitzgerald's theory was ad hoc. What contemporary
physicists meant was that the theory was ad hocz (cf. abole, p. 4o, n. i): that there
was ' no ilüependent [posifiue] eu dente ' for it. (Cf. e.g. Larmor [igo4], p. 624=) Laser,
under Popper's influence the term ' ad Aoc ' was primarily used in the pense of ad Aoci,
that there was no independen! tesa possible for it. But, as the refuting experimenta show,
it is a mistake to claim, as Popper does, that Fitzgerald's theory was ad Àoct(cf. Popper
[i934], section 20). This shows again how important it is to separate ad hoci and (ü

When Grünbaum, in his [i959a], pointed out Popper's mistake, Popper admitted
it but replied that Fitzgerald's theory was certainly more ad hoc than Einstein's(Popper
[i959ó]), and that this provides yet another 'excellent example of "degrees of ad-

hocness" and of one of the main theses of]his] book -- that degrees of ad-Aocness are
related(inversely) to degrees of testability and significante'. But the difference is nol
simply a manter of degrees of a unique ad-hocnesi which can be measured by testability.
Also cf. beZow, P. 88

' Michelson [i897], p. 478.
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including Lorentz's i8ga theory.' He now seemed to prefer the
Fitzgerald.Lorentz contraction and by l go4 his colleagues at Case were
trying to.find out whether this contraction varões with difTerent
materiais.z

While most physicists tried to interpret Michelson's experimenta
within the framework of the ether programme, Einstein, unaware of
Michelson, Fitzgerald and Lorentz, but stimulated primarily by Mach's
criticism of Newtonian mechanics, arrived at a new, progressive re.
search programme.' This new programme not only 'predicted' and
explained the outcome of the Michelson-Morley experiment but also
predicted a auge array of previously undreamt-of facas, which ob.
tained dramatic corroborations. It was onZ) fAen, twenty-ave years laser
that the Michelson-Morley experiment came to be seen as ' the greatest
negative experiment in the history of science'.' But this could not be
seen instantly. Even if the experiment was negative, it was not clear
negative exactly to wAaf? Moreover, Michelson in i88i thought that
it was also posiliue: he hem that he had re/ufed Fresnel's but had uer /íed
Stokes's theory. Michelson himself and then Fitzgerald and Lorentz
explained the result also posiiiueZy within the ether programme.' As
it is with all experimental results, its negativity for the old programme
was established onze Zafer, by the show accumulation of ad hoc attempts
to account for it within the degenerating old programme and by the
gradual establishment of a new progressiue victorious programme
in which it has become a positive instance. But the possibility of the
rehabilitation of some pari of the ' degenerating' old programme could
never be rationally excluded.

Only an extremely difhcult and -- indefinitely -- long process can
establish a research programme as superseding its rival; and it is
unwise to use the term 'crucial experiment' too rashly. Even when
a research programme is seen to be swept away by its predecessor,
it is not swept away by some 'crucial' experiment; and evcn if some
such crucial experiment is bater called in doubt, the new research pro-
gramme cannot be stopped without a powerful progressive upsurge
of the old programme.' The negativity -- and importance of the

Lorentz, indeed, immediately commented: 'While [Michelson] considera se far-
reaching an intluence of the earth improbable, l should. on the contrary, fxPecr it
(Lorentz [i897], my ita]ics)

2 Morley and Miller [igo4].
3 There has been a considerable con troversy about the historico-heuristic background

of Einstein s theory, in the light of which tais statement may turn out to be falhe
Bornal [ig65], p. 53o. For Ke]vin. in igo5, it was on]y a 'c]oud in the clear sky': cf.
abole, p. 74, n. 6

Indeed, Chwolson's excellent physics textbook raid in igou that the probability of
the ether hypothesjs borders on certainty. (Cf. Einstein [igog], p. 8i 7.)
Polanyi. tells us with fulo how, in ig25, in his presidencial'address to the American
Physical Society, .Miller announced that Michelson's and Morley's reports notwith-
standjng: he had 'overwhelming evidence' for an ether-draft ; yet the audience
remained committed to Einstein's theory. Polanyi draws the conclusion that no

objectivist " framework' can account for the scienlist's acceptance or rejcction of
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Michelson--Morley experiment nes primarily in the progressive shift
in the new research programme to which it came to lend powerful
support, and its .'greatness' is only a reflection of the greatness of the
two programmes involved.

It would be interesting to give a detailed analysis of the rival shifts
involved in the waning fortunes of the ether theory. But under the
influence of naive falsificationism the most interesting degenerating
phase in the ether theory after Michelson's 'crucial expenment' is sjmply
Ignored by most Einsteinians. They believe that the Michelson--Morley
experiment smgle-handedly defeated the ether theory, the tenacity of
which was only due to obscurantist conservativism. On the other hand,
this post-Michelson period of the ether theory is not scrutinized
crilicalZy by the anui-Einsteinians, who believe that the ether theory
suffered no setback whatsoever: what is good in Einstein's theory was
essentially in Lorentz's ether theory and Einstein's victory is only due
to positivist fashion. But, in fact, Michelson's long series of experiments
from i88i to i935, conducted in order to tese subsequent versions
of the ether programme provides a fascinating example of a de-
generating problemshift.' (But research programmes may get out of
degenerating troughs. It is well known that Lorentz's ether theory can
easily be strengthened in such a way that it becomes, in an interesting
sense, equivalent with Einstein's no-ether theory.' The ether may, in
the context of a major 'creative shift', still return.')

The fact that we need hindsight to evaluate experiments explains
why, between i88i and i886, Michelson's experiment was not even
mentioned in the literature. Indeed, when a French physicist, Potier,

theories (Polanyi[i958], pp. i2 14). But my reconstruction makes the tenacity of
the Einsteinian research programme in the face of alleged contrary evidence a
completely ralionzal phenomenon and thereby undermines Polanyi's ' post-criticam '-
mystical message.

' One !ypical siga oJ' tAe ügeneralion oJ' a programme wAích is noz disc sed in tais paper
k th protiferation of contradictoO ' facto'. Using a falso theov) m an inlerpretatiue theov),
one may gft - wilAou commÍtling any ' experimental mistaÉe ' - contradictoO /actula! proPo-
sitiom, imomislen! experimenta! resulb. Michelson, who stuck to the ether to the bitter
end, was primarily frustrated by the inconsistency of the 'facto' he arrived at by his
urra-precise measurements. His i887 experiment 'showed' that there was no ether
wind on the earth's surface. But aberration 'showed' that there was. Moreover, his
own l gu5 experiment (either never mentioned or, as in JafTé's [ l g6o], misrepresented)
a[so 'proved' that there was one (cf. Miche]son and Game [iga5] and, for a sharp
criticism, Runge [ige5]).

2 Cf. e.g. Ehrenfest [igi3], pp. i7 i8, quoted and discussed by Dor]ing in his [ig68].
But one should not forget that two sPeci/ic IAeories, wAiZe being ma AematicalZy(alü
obsewationa!!)) equ ualent, ma) still be embedded unto diferent rival research programmes,
and fhe poder aÍ IAe posifiue Aeuristic o/ these programmes may weZ be di#erent. This point
has been overlookeil by proposers of such equivalence proofs(a good example is the
equivalence proof between Schrõdinger's and Heisenberg's approach to quantum
physics). Algo cf. aóoue, p. 6g, n. l

' Cf. e.g. Dirac [i95i]; 'lf one reexamines the question in the light of present-day
knowledge, one finds that the aether is no longer ruled out by relativity, and good
reasons ian now be advanced for postulating an aether.' Algo cf. the concluding
paragraph of Rabi]ig6i] and Prokhovnik [ig67].
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pointed out to Michelson his i88i mistake, Michelson decided not tn
publish a correction note. He explains the reason for this decision i.
a letter to Rayleigh in March i887: 'l cave repeatedly tried to interest
my scientihc friends in this experiment without avail, and the reason

for my never PEblishing the correction (l am ashamed to confess it)
was that l was discouraged at the slight attention the work received.
and did not think it worthwhile.'' This letter, incidentally, was a reply
to a letter from Rayleigh which drew Michelson's attention to Lorentz's
paper. This letter triggered ofT the i887 experiment. But even after
i887, and even after igo5, the Michelson--Morley experiment was not
yet generally regarded as disproving the existence of the ether, and
with good reason. This may explain why Michelson was awarded his
Nobel Prize (in igo7), not for 'refuting the ether theory', but 'for
his optical precision {mfrumenls and the spectro-scopic and method-
ological investigations carried out with their aid ''; and why the Michel-
son--Morley experiment was not even mentioned in the presentation
speeches. Michelson, in his NobeZ l,eclure, did not mention it; and he
kept quiet about the fact that although he might have originally
devised his instruments to measure precisely the velocity of light, he
was compelled to improve them for testing some specific ether theories
and that the ' precision ' of his i887 experiment was largely motivated
by Lorentz's theoretical criticism: a fact which standard contemporary
literature never mentions.3

Finally, one tends to forget that even if the Michelson Morley
experiment had shown an 'ether wind', Einstein's programme might
have been victorious nonetheless. When Miller,' an ardent champion
of the classical ether programme, published his sensacional claim that
the Michelson--Morley experiment was sloppily conducted and in fact
there wm an ether wind, the news correspondent of Science crowed

that 'Professor Miller's results knock out the relativity theory radi-
cally '. In Einstein's view, however, even if Miller had reported the true
state of affairs ' [only] the presenl /orm of re]ativity theory' wou]d cave
to be abandoned.' in fact, Synge pointed out that Miller's results, even
if taken at their face vague, do not conflict with Einstein's theory: only
Miller's explanation of them does. One can easily replace the extant
auxiliary theory of rigid bodies by a new, Gardner--Synge theory, and
then Miller's results are fully digested within Einstein's programme.'

Shankland [ig64], p. a9. : My ita]ics
Einstein himself tended to believe that Michelson devised his interferometer in
arder to tesa Fresnel's theo.ry. (Cf: Einstein [i93i].) ]ncidenta]]y, Miche]son's ear]y
experiments on spectrum lhes -- like his [i88i- z] - were a]so re]evant to the ether
theories of his day. Michelson over-emphasized his success in ' precise measurements
only when.he was frustrated by his pack of success in evaluating their relevance for
theories. Einstein, who disliked precision for its own sake, asked him why he devoted
se much energy to it. Michelson's answer was ' because he found it fun.' (Cf. Einstein

' in ige5. ' Einstein [ig27], my ita]ics.
' Synge [i95u-4].

t931
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(d e) The Lummer--PringsAeim expor menos

of these experiments is much more complicated and is very much in
lide with our.approach. It is not simply that Lummer's and Prings-

were no less refuted by Lummer's and Pringshejm's experiments than
the classical theory.z On the other hand, several classical explanations
of the Planck formula were offered. For instance, at the igi 3.meeting
of the British Association for the Advancement of Science, there was
a special meeting on radiation, attended by among others Jeans, Ray-
leigh, J. J. Thomson, Larmor, Rutherford, Bragg, Poynting, Lorentz,
Pringsheim and Bohr. Pringsheim and Rayleigh were studiedly
neutral about quantum theoretica] speculations, but Professor Love
represented the older views, and maintained the possjbility of
explaining facas about radiation without adopting the theory of
quanta. He criticized the application of the equi-partition of energy
theory, on which pari of the quantum theory reses. The evidence for
the quantum theory of most weight is the agreement with experiment
of Planck's formula for the emissivity of a black body. From the
mathematical point of view, there may be many more formulae which
would agree equally well with the experiments. A formula due to A.
Korn was dealt with, which gave resulta over a wide range, showing
just about as good agreement with experiment as the Planck formula.
In further contention that làe resources o/ordinaD tAeoO are not exhausfed,

he pointed out that it may be possible to extend the calculation for
the emissivity of a thin plate due to Lorentz to other cases. For this
calculation no simple analytical expression represents the results over
the whole range of wavelengths, and it may well be that in the general
case no simple formula exists which is applicable to all wavelengths.
Planck's formula may, in fact, be nothing more than an empirical
formula.'a One example of classical explanations was due to Callendar:
The disagreement with experiment of Wien's well-known formula for
the partition of energy in full radiation, is readily explained if we
assume that it representa only the intrinsic energy. The corresponding
value of the pressure is very easily deduced by reference to Carnot's

P[anck [ig2g]. Popper, in his [i934], section 3o, and Gamow, in his [ig66] (p. 37), take
over this locution. Of course, observation statements do not ' lead ' to some uniquely
determined theory.
Cf. Ter Haar [ig67], p. i8. A budding research programme usually starts by
explaining already refuted 'empirical laws' -- and this, in the light of my approach,
may be ralionaZZ} regarded as a success. ' Nafure [igi3-i4], p. 3o6, my italics.
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principie, as Lord Rayleigh has indicated. The formula which l hav.
proposed (Phil. À/ag., October igi3) is simply the sum of the pressure
and energy-density thus obtained, and lives very satisfactory agree.
menu with experiment, both for radiation and specific heat. l prever
it to Planck's formula (among other reasons) on the ground that the
latter cannot be reconciled with the classical thermodynamics, and
envolves the conception of a quanfum, or indivisible unit of action.
which is unthinkable. The corresponding physical magnitude on mv
theory, which l have elsewhere called a molecule of caloric, is ná
necessarily indivisible, but bears a very simple relation to the intrinsic
energy of an atom, which is all that is required to explain the facas

that radiation may in special cases be emitted in atomic units which
are multiples of a particular magnitude.''

These quotations may have been tediously long but at least they
show again convincingly the absence of instant crucial experimenta.
Lummer's and Pringsheim's refutations did not eliminate the classical
approach to the radiation problem. The situation can be better de-
scribed by pointing out that Planck's original ' ad hoc ' formulam -- which

fitted (and corrected) Lummer's and Pringsheim's data - could be
new quantum theoretical pro-explained progressiueZ} within the

gramme,a while neither his ' ad hoc ' formula, nor its 'gemi-empirical'
rivais could be explained within the classical programme except at the
prece of a degenerating problemshift. The 'progressive' develop-
ment, incidentally, hinged on a 'creative shift': the replacement (by
Einstein) of the Boltzman-Maxwell by the Bose--Einstein statistics.4

Callendar [igi4].
l am referring to Planck's formula as given in his [igooa] in which he admitted

after having tried for a.lona time to prove that iWien's law musa be necessarily
true', the 'law' was refuted. So he switched from proving lofty eternas laws to
constructing. completely arbitrary expressions '. But of course any physical theory

turno out to be 'completely arbitrary' by justificationist standardsl in fact, Planck's
arbitrary formula contradicted and victoriously corrected - contemporary empiri-
cal evidence. (Planck tom this part of the story in his scientific autobiography.) Of
course.. in an important sense, Planck's oddnal radiation formula was 'arbitrary',
formal', 'ad Aoc ': it was a rather isolated formula which was not part of a research

programme. (Cf. óelow, p- 88, n. 2). As he himself put it: 'Even if the absolutely
precise validity of the radiation formula is taken for granted, se long as it had merely
the standing of a law disclosed by a lucky intuition, it could not be expected to possess
more than a formal significance. For this reason, on the very day when l formulated
this law, l began to devote myself to the talk of investing it with a trufa physical
meaning' ([i948], p. 41). Bul the primary importance of 'iniesting [he formu]a with
a physical meaning' -- not necessarily ' Inu physical meaning' -- is that such interpret-
ation frequendy leads to a suggestive research programme and growtA.
First by Planck himself, in his [igooó] which 'founded' the research programme
of quantum theory.
This .had already been done by Planck, but only inadvertendy, as it were by
mistake. Cf. Ter Haar [ig67], p. i8. ]ndeed, one robe of Pringsheim's and Lummer's
resulta was to stimulatc the criticam analysis of the informal deductions in the quantum
theory of radiation, deductions which were loaded with vital 'hidden lemmas' arti
culated only in the bater development. A most important step in this 'articulating
process ' was Ehrenfest's [igi i]

8o
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The progressiveness of the new development was abundantly clear:
in Planck's version it predicted correctly the vague of the Boltzman-
Planck constant and in Einstein's version it predicted a stunning series
of further novel facas.' But before the invention of the new - but sadly
ad hoc -- auxiliary hypotheses in the old programme, before the
unfolding of the new programmel and before the discovery of the new
facts indicating a progressive problemshift in the latter, the objective
relevance of the Lummer--Pringsheim experiments was very limited.
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(d3) Bela-decai persas comerualion laws

Finally, l shall tell a story of an experiment which very nearly, but not
Quite, became 'the greatest negative experiment in the history of
science '. The story again illustrates the supreme difhculties in deciding
exactly whaf one learns from experience, what it 'proves' and what it
disproves '. The piece of experience under scrutiny will be Chadwick s

'observation' of beta decay in igi4. The story shows how an experi-
ment may first be regarded as presenting a routine puzzle within a
research programme, then nearly promoted to the rank of 'crucial
experiment', and then again downgraded to presenting a (new) routine
puzzle, all this depending on the wAoZe changing theoretical and
empirical landscape. Most conventional accounts are confused by these
changes and prever to falsify history.'

When Chadwick discovered the continuous spectrum of radioactive
beta-emission in igi4, nobody thought that this curious phenomenon
had anything to do with conservation laws. Two ingenious rival ex-
planations were ofTered in igea, both within the framework of the
atomic physics of the day, one by L. Meitner, the other by C. D. Ellis.
According to Miss Meitner, the electrons were partly primary electrons
from the nucleus, partly secondary electrons from the electron shell.
According to Mr Ellis, they were all primary electrons. Both theories
contained sophisticated auxiliary hypotheses, but both predicted novel
facts. The predicted facto contradicted each other and the experi-
mental testimony supported Ellis against Meitner.a Miss Meitner
appealed; the experimental 'appeal court' refused to support her,
but ruled that one crucial auxiliary hypothesis in Ellis's theory had
to be rejected.' The result of the contest was a draw.

Still nobody would have thought that Chadwick's experiment defied
the law of conservation of energy, had not Bohr and Kramers arrived
exactly at the time of the Ellis-Meitner controversy at the idea that
a consistent theory could be developed only if they renounced the
principie of conservation of energy in single processes. One of the

Cf. e.g. Joffé's igio ]ist (Joffé [igi i], p. 547)
A notab]e partiam exception is Pau]i's account (Pauli]i958]). In what follows l am
!rying both to correct Pauli's story and to show that its rationality can be easily seen
in the light of our approach.
E[[is and Wooster [ige7]. ' Meitner and Orthmann [i93o]
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main features of the fascinating Bohr--Kramers--Slater theory in ia,.
was that the classical laws of conservation of energy and momentU'
were replaced by statistical ones. ' This theory (or, rather, ' programrnel)
was immediately ' refuted ' and cone of its consequences corroborated=
indeed, it was never sufhciently developed to explain beta-decay. But
in spite of,the immediate abandonment of this programme (not simply
because of its 'refutations ' by the Compton Simon and Bothe-Geiger
experiments but because of the emergence of a powerful rival: the
Heisenberg--Schrõdinger programme'), Bohr remained convinced
that the non-statistical conservation laws would finally have to be
abandoned and that the beta-decay anomaly would never be explained
until these laws were replaced; at which time beta-decay would be seen

as a crucial experiment against the conservation laws. Gamow tells us
how Bohr tried to use the idea of non-conservation of energy in
beta-decay for an ingenious explanation of the seemingly eternas
production of energy in stars.a Only Pauli, in his Mephistophelian urge
to defy the Lord, remained conservative' and devised, in i93o, his
ncutrino theory in order to explain beta-decay and in ordem to save the
principie of conservation of energy. He communicated his idea in a
jocular letter to a conference in Tübingen he himself preferred to
stay in Zürich to attend a ball.' He first mentioned it in a public lecture
in i93i in Pasadena, but he did not allow the lecture to be published
because he felt 'unsure' about it. Bohr, at that time (in i932), still
thought that -- at least in nuclear physics - one may have ' to renounce
the very idea of energy balance'.' Pauli finally decided to publish his
talk on the neutrino which he delivered to the i933 Solvay conference.
in spite of the faca that 'the reception at the Congress, except for two
young physicists, was sceptical'.' But Pauli's theory had some

methodological merits. It saved not only the principie of conservation
of energy but also the principie of conservation of spin and statistics:

Slater co-operated only reluctantly in sacrificing the conservation principie. He
wrote to van der Waerden in ig64: 'As you suspected, the idem of statistical'conter:
vation of energy and momentum was put unto the theory by Bohr and Kramers.
quite against my better judgment.' Van der Waerden does his amusing. best [o
exonerate Slater from the terrible crime of being responsible for a falhe theory
(van der Waerden [ig67], p. l3). ':

Popper is. wrong to suggest that these 'refutations' were sufhcient to bring about
the downfall of this theory. (Popper [ig63a], p. 242.) '
Gamow [ig66], pp. 72-4. Bohr never pub]ished this theory (it was untestab]e as it
stood) but 'it looked' -- writes Gamow 'as if he would not be greatly surprised if it
were true'. Gamow does not date this unpublished theory but it seems 'that Bohr
entertained it in ig28-g when Gamow was working in Copenhagen.
Cf. the amusing play 'Faust' produced in Bohr's instituLe in i932; published by
Gamow as an appendix to his [ig66].

5 Cf. Pauli [ig6i], p. i6o
' Bohr [i93a]. Ehrenfest too sided firm]y with Bolar against the neutrino. Chadwick's

discovery of the neutron in i932 0nly slightly shook their opposition: they stiil
dreaded the idea of a particle whiéh has neitl;er charme nor, possibly, even (rest) mass-
but only 'disembodied' spin.
Wu [i966]
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it explained not only the beta-decay spectrum but, at the game time,
n ÇAT'-- gen anomaly'.i By Whewellian standards this 'consilience of
inductions' should have been sufhcient to establish the respectability
of Pauli's theory. But on our criteria, the successful prediction of some
naurZ fact was needed. This too was provided by Pauli's theory. For
Pauli's theory had an interesting observable consequence: if it was
right, the P-spectra had to have a clear upper bound. This question
wl;s af fhe fine undecided, but Ellis and Mott became interested: and
soon, Ellis's student, Henderson, showed that the experiments sup'
norted Pauli's programme.' Bohr was not impressed. He knew that if
a major programme based on slalisfica! conservation of energy ever

got going, the growing belt of auxiliary hypotheses would take proper
:are of the most negative-looking evidence.

Indeed, in these years most leading physicists thought that in nuclear

physics the laws of conservation of energy and momentum break
àown.' The reason was stated clearly by Lise Meitner who admitted
defeat only in i933: ' All the attempts to uphold the validity of the law
of conservation of energy also for single processes demanded a second
process [in the beta-decay]. But no such proces.s was found':' that is,
the conservation programme for the nucleus showed an empirically
degenerating problemshift. There were several ingenious attempts to
account for the continuous beta-emission spectrum without assuming
a 'thief particle'.e These attempts were discussed with great interest,'
but they were abandoned because they failed to establish a progressive

At this point, Fermi entered on the scene. l n l 933--4 he reinterpreted
the beta-emission problem in the framework of the research pro-
gramme of the new quantum theory. Thüs he initiated a small new
research programme of the neutrino (which bater grew indo the pro-
gramme of weak interactions). He calculated some first crude modela.8
Although his theory did not yet predict any new fact, he made it clear
that this was only a manter of some further work.

Two years passed and Fermi's promise was still not fulfilled. But
the new programme of quantum physics developed fast, at least as
far as the non-nuclear phenomena were concerned. Bohr became
convinced that some of the basic original ideas of the Bohr
Kramers-Slater programme were now firmly embedded in the new
l For a fascinating discussion of the open problema presented by the beta-decay and

by the nitrogen anomaly, cf. Bohr's Faraday Lecture in i93o, read before, but
pub[ished after, Pau]i's so]ution (Bohr [ l 93a], especia]]y pp. 38o-3)

' E]]is and Mote [i933]. ' Henderson [i934]
' Mott [i933], p. ãa3 Heisenberg, in his ce]ebrated [i93a], in which he introduced

lhe proton-neutron model of the nucleus, pointed out that ' because of the breakdown
of the conservation of energy in the beta-decay one cannot tive a unique definition
of the binding energy of the electron within the neutron' (p. i64)

5 Meitner [i933], p. i32 ' E.g. Thomson [igeg] and Kudar [ig2g-3o]
' For a most interesting discussion cf. Rutherford, Chadwick and E]lis [ i93o], pp. 335-6.
' Fermi [i933] and [i934]

shift
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quantum programme and that the new programme solved the intrinsic
theoretical problems of the old quantum programme without touchin,
the conservation laws. Therefore Bohr followed Fermi's work with
sympathy, and in i93o, in an unusual sequence of events, gave it, by
our standards prematurely, public support.

In i936 Shankland devised a new tese of rival theories of Photon
scattering. His resulta seemed tosupport thediscarded Bohr- Kramers.
Slater theory and undermine the reliability of experimenta which
more than a decade earlier, refuted it.' Shankland's paper created a
sensation. Those physicists who abhorred the new trend were quick
to hail Shankland's experiment. Dirac, for instance, immediately
welcomed back the ' refuted ' Bohr--Kramers--Slater programme, wrote
a very sharp article against the ' se-called quantum electrodynamics
and demanded 'a profound alteration in current theoretical ideal
involving a departure from the conservation laws [in order] to get a
satisfactory relativistic quantum mechanics'.2 in the article Dirac
suggested again that beta-decay may well turn out to be a piece of
crucial evidence against the conservatíon laws and made fun of the
new unobservable particle, the neutrino, specially postulated by some

mvestigators in an attempt formally to preserve conservation of energy
by assuming the unobservable particle to carry ofT the balancei.3
Immediately afterwards Peierls joined the discussion. Peierls sug.
gested that Shankland's experiment may turn out to refute even the
statistical conservation of energy. He added: 'That, too, seems satis-
factory, once detailed conservation has been abandoned.''

In Bohr's Copenhagen institute, Shankland's experiments were
immediately repeated and discarded. Jacobsen, a colleague of Bohr
reported this in a letter to sature. Jacobsen's results were accompanied
by a letter from Bohr himself, who firmly came out against the rebels.
and in defence of Heisenberg's new quantum programme. In
particular, he came out in defence of the neutrino against Dirac: 'lt
may be remarked that the grounds for serious doubts as regards the
strict validity of the conservation laws in the problem of the emission
of P-rays from atomic nuclei are now largely removed by the suggestive
agreement between the rapidly increasing experimental evidence
regarding P-ray phenomena and the consequences of the neutrino
hypotheses of Pauli se remarkably developed in Fermi's theory.''

Fermi's theory, in its first versions, had no striking empirical success.

Indeed, even the available data, especially in the case of RaE, on which
beta emission research then centred, sharply contradicted Fermi's
i933-4 theory. He wanted to deal with these in the second part of his
paper which, however, was never published. Even if one construes
Fermi's i933--4 theory as a first version of a flexible programme, by
l Shankland]i936]. ' Dirac]i936].
3 Dirac]i936]. ' Peierls [i936].

Bohr [i936]
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..a6 one could not possibly detect any serious sign of a progressive
silift.' But Bohr wanted to put his autAorít) behind Fermi s daring appli-
cation of Heisenberg's new big programme to the nucleus; and lince
Shankland's experiment and Dirac's and Peierls's attack brought the
beta-decay indo the focus of the criticism of the new big programme,
he over'praised Fermi's neutrino programme which promised to
fiel in a sensitive gap. No doubt, the laser development spared Bohr
from a dramatic humiliation: the programmes based on conservation
orinciples progressed, while no progress was made in the rival camp.'
' The moral of this story is again that the status of an experiment as
'crucial' depends on the status of the theoretical competition in which
it is embedded. As the fortunes of the competing campa wax or wane,
the interpretation and appraisal of the experiment may change.

Our scienti$c folktoTe howeuer is imPregnated with theories of in.star!
rafionalit}. The story which l described is falsified in most accounts and
reconstructed in termo of some wrong theory of rationality. Even the
very best popular expositions teem with such falsifications. Let me
mention two examples.

In one paper we learn this about beta-decay: 'When this situation
was .faced for the first time, the alternatives seemed grim. Physicists
e IAer had to accept a breakdown of the law of energy conservation,
or they had to suppose the existence of a new and unseen particle. Such
a particle, emitted along with the proton and the electron in the
disintegration of the neutron, could save the central pilhar of physics
by carrying off the missing energy. This was in the early i93os, when
the introduction of a new particle was not the casual matter it is today.
Nevertheless, a/ler only fhe br i?/est uaciZ/afion, physicists chose the second
alternative.'a Of course, even the discussed alternatives were many more
than two and the 'vacillation' was certainly not 'the briefest

In a well-known textbook of philosophy of science we learn that (i)

Severas physicists between i933 and i936 offered alternatives or proposed ad Aoc
changes of Fermi's theory; cf. e.g. Beck and Situe [i933], Bethe and Peierls [i934],
Konopinski and Uhlenbeck [i934]. Wu and Moszkowski write in ig66 that 'the Fermi
theory[i.e. programme] of P-decay is now known to predict with remarkab]e accuracy
both the relation between the rate of P-decay and the energy of disintegration,
and also the shape of P-spectra '. But they stress that ' at the very beginning the Fermi
[heory unfortunately met an unfair test. Until the time when artificial radioactive
nuclei could be copiously produced, RaE was the only candidate that beaudfully
fulfilled many experimental requirements as a P source for the investigation of its
spectrum chape. How could we have known then that the P spectrum of RaE would
turn out to be only a very special case, one whose spectrum has, in faca, been
understood only verá recently. Its peculiar energy dependence deâed what was
expected of the simple Fermi theory of P decay and greatly slackened the pace of
the theory's [i.e. programme's] initia] progress' (Wu and Moszkowski]i g66], p. 6)
It is very doubtful whether Fermi's neutrino programme was progressive or
degenerating even between i936 and i95o; and after l95o the verdict is still not
crystal clear. But this l shall try to discuss on some other occasion. (Incidentally,
Schrõdinger stood up for the statistical interpretation of the conservation principles
in spite of his crucial role in the development of new quantum physics; cf. his [i958].)
Treiman [i959], my italics
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'the law (or principie) of the conservation of energy was seriously
challenged by experiments on beta-ray decay whose outcome could
not be denied '; that (2) ' nevertheless, the law was not abandoned, and
the existence of a new kind of entity(called a " neutrino") was assumem
in order to bring the ]aw into concordance with experimental data'l
and that (3) 'the rationale for this assumption is that the rejection of
the conservation law would deprive a large pari of our physicd
knowledge of its systematic coherence'.' But all the three points are
wrong. (i) is wrong because no law can be 'seriously challenged' by
experimenta only; (a) is wrong because new sc enfí#c hypotheses are

assumed not simply in order to patch up gaps between data and theory
but in arder to predict novel facts; and (3) is wrong because at the time
it seemed that onze the rejection of the conservation law would secure

the ' systematic coherence ' of our physical knowledge.

(d4) Conctusion. The requirement of continuous groxoth

There are no suga fhings crucia/ exPeráments, at least not if these are
meant to be experiments which can {mfanlZ} overthrow a research
programme. In fact, when one research programme suffers defeat and
is superseded by another one, we may wilà lona h ndsight - call an
experiment crucial if it turns out to have provided a spectacular
corroborating instance for the victorious programme and a failure for
the defeated one (in the pense that it was never 'explained progres-
sively' -- or, briefly, 'explained'' within the defeated programme)
But scientists, of course, do not always judge heuristic situations
correctly. A rash scientist may claim that his experiment defeated a
programme, and parta of the scientific community may even, rashly,
accept his claim. But if a scientist in the 'defeated' camp puas forward
a few years laser a scientihc explanation of the allegedly 'crucial
experiment' within (or consistent with) the allegedly defeated pro-
gramme, the honori$c title nm) be withdrawn a7td the ' crucial exPeriment
ma) turn from a defeat indo a new uictoT) for the programme.

Examples abound. There were many experiments in the eighteenth
century which were, as a manter of historico-sociological fact, widely
accepted as 'crucial' evidence against Galileo's law of free hall, and
Newton's theory of gravitation. In the nineteenth century there were
several 'crucial experiments' based on measurements of light velocity
which ' disproved ' the corpuscular theory and which turned out bater
to be erroneous in the light of relativity theory. These 'crucial experi-
ments' were later deleted from the justificationist textbooks as mani-
festations of shameful short-sightedness or even of envy. (Recently
they reappeared in some new textbooks, this time to illustrate the
inescapable irrationality of scientific fashions.) However, in those cases
in which ostensibly 'crucial experiments ' were indeed Zafer borne out

Nagel [ig6i], pp. 65-6. : Cf. aóoue, p. 34, n. 4.
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bv the defeat of .the programme, historians charged those who resisted
jl?em wlth stupidity, jealousy, or unjustified adulation of the father
nf the research programme in question. (Fashionable ' sociologists of

knowledge' -- or ' psychologists of knowledge' -- tend to explain.posi-
tions in purely social or psychological terms when, as a matter ot tact,
they are determined by rationality principles- A typical example is the
explanation of Einstein's opposition to Bohr's complementarity
orinciple on the ground that 'in ig26 Einstein was forty-seven years
:ld. Forty-seven may be the prime of lide, but not for physicists'.')

In the light of my considerations, the idea of instant rationality can
be seen to be utopian. But this utopian idea is a hallmark of most
brands of epistemology. Justificationists wanted scientific theories to
be proved even before they were published; probabilists hoped a
machine could flash up instantly the value (degree of confirmation)
of a theory, given the evidence; naive falsificationists hoped that
elimination at least was the instant result of the verdict of expor menu.'
l hope l have shown that aJ! &hese fàeories of á tant rafianalif)- and
imfanl Zearning - /ai!. The case studies of this section show that ration-
ality works much slower than most people tend to think, and, even
then, fallibly. Minerva's owl files at dusk. l also hope l have shown
that the con&inuity in science, the lenacály of some theories, the ration-
ality of a certain amount of dogmatism, can only be explained if we
construe science as a battleground of research programmes rather
than of isolated theories. One can understand very little of the growth
of science when our paradigm of a chunk of scientific knowledge is
an isolated theory like 'All swans are white', standing aloof, without
being embedded in a major research programme. M} accounl imPlies
ü neto criterion ofdemaTcation between' sature scieu.ce ' , comistingofresearch
p'o©ammes, and ' immüture science' con.sisting ofa mete patched ut) pattern
of triaJ and errar.' For instance, we may have a conjecture, have it

Bernstein [ig6i], p. izg in arder to appraise progressive and degenerating ele-
ments in rival problemshifts one must understand the ideal involved. But the sociology
of knowledge frequently serves as a successful cover for illiteracy; most sociologists
of knowledge do not understand or even caro for - the ideal; they watch' the
socio-psychological patterns of behaviour. Popper used 10 tell a story about a ' social
psychologist', Dr X, studying scientists' group behaviour. He went unto a physics
seminar to study the psychology of science. He observed the 'emergence of a leader
the ' rallying round eflect ' in some and the ' defence-reaction ' in others, the correlation
between age, sex and aggressive behaviour, etc. (Dr X claimed to have used some
sophisticated small-sample techniques of modem statistics.) At the end of the
enthusiastic account Popper asked Dr X: 'What was the proólem the group was discus-
sing?' Dr X was surprised; 'Why do you ask? l did not listen to the words! Anyway,
what has {Âal to do with the psychology of knowledge?'
Of course, naive falsificationists may take some time to reach the 'verdict of
experiment'; the experiment has to be repeated and critically considered. But once
the discussion ends up in an agreement among the experts, and thus a 'basic
statement' becomes 'accepted', and it has been decided which specific theory was hit
by it, the naive falsihcationist will have little patience with those who still ' prevaricate
The elaboration of this demarcation in the two following paragraphs was improved
in the press, following invaluable discussions with Paul Meehl in Minneapolis in l g6g
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refuted and then rescued by an auxiliary hypothesis which is not .,i
hoc in the senses which we had earlier discussed. It may predict no\=l
facto some of which may even be corroborated.' Yet one may achievp

such 'progress' with a patched upl arbitrary series of disconnected
theories. Good scientists will not find such makeshift progress satiS
factory; they may even reject it as not genuinely scientific. They wiH
cala such auxiliary hypotheses merely ' formal ', ' arbitrary ', ' empirical'
semi-empirica] ', or even ' ad hoc '.'

IWature science comi,sisas of research programmes in which not onl) Rode!

facto but, in an imPortant serre, algo Rode! auxiliar) theories, are anticipated=
ma ure science - un/iAe pedeslrian frias-and-errar -- Am ' Aeurisfic poder '. Lel

us remember that in the positive heuristic of a powerful programme
there is, right at the start, a general outline of how to build the
protective belas: this heuristic power generates lhe aufonom) o/fheoretical
sctence.'

This requiremenl o/ conlinuom growlA is my rational reconstruction of
the widely acknowledged requirement of ' unity ' or ' beauty ' of science.

It highlights the weakness of lwo - apparently very difTerent types of
theorizing. First, it shows up the weakness of programmes which, like
Marxism or Freudism, are, no doubt, 'unified', which give a major
sketch of the sort of auxiliary theories they are going to use in absorb-
ing anomalies, but which unfailingly devise their actual auxiliary the.
odes in the wake of faces without, at the same time, anticipating others.
(What RoDeI fact has Marxism /Predicfed since, say, igi7?) Secondly, it

hits patched-up, unimaginative series of pedestrian ' empirical ' adjust-
ments which are se frequent, for instance, in modem social psycho
logy. Such adjustments may, with the help of se-ca]]ed 'statistica]

techniques ', make some ' novel ' predictions and may even conjure up
some irrelevant grains of truth in them. But this theorizing has no
unifying idea, no heuristic power, no continuity. They do not add up
to a genuine research programme and are, on the whole, worthless.'

Earlier, in my [ig68b] (volume a, chapter 8), 1 distinguished, fo]]owing Popper, [wa
criteria of adhocness. l called ad hoc,, those theories which had no excess content over
their. predecessors (or competitors) that is, which did not predict any RoDeI facas;

l called ad /nc2, those theories which predicted novel faces but completely failed:
none of their excess content got corroborated (algo, cf. aóoue, p- 4o, nn. l and e).
Planck's radiation formula . given in his [igooa] is a good examp]e: cf. aóouf.
p- 8o, n. 2. We may call such hypotheses which are not ad àoci, not ad Aoc2,

but still unsatistactory m the sente specihed in the text, ad Aoc3. These three-
unfailingly pejorative - usages of ad hoc may provide a satisfactory entry in the O:çfürd
Engtish DàctioTmr).

[t is.intriguing to note that 'empirica] ' and ' formal ' are both used as synonyms for
our ad Aoc3

Meehl, in his brilliant [ l g67], reports that in contemporary psycho]ogy especia]]y
in social psychology - many alleged 'research programmes' in fact consist of chains
of such ad boca stratagems

3 Cf. aóoue, p. 52
+ After reading Meehl [ig67] and Lykken [ig68] one wonders whether the function of

statistical techniques in the social sciences is not primarily to provide a machinery for
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My account of scientific rationality, although based on Popper's,
ads away from some .of his general ideas l endorse to some extent

both Le Roy.s conventionalism with regard to theories and romper's
conventionalism with regard to basic propositions. In this view scien-
coi--(and as l have shown, mathematicians too:) are not jrrational
when they tend to ignore counterexamples or as they prever to call
trem, 'recalcitrant' or ' residual ' instances, and follow the sequence of
nroblems as prescribed by the positive heuristic of their programme,
;nd elaborate -- and apply - their theories regardless.' Contrary to

popper's falsificationist morality, scientists frequently and rati07ml!)
daim 'that the experimental resulta are not reliable, or that the
discrepancies which are asserted to exíst between the experimental
resulta and the theory are only apparent and that they will disappear
with the advance of our understanding'.a When doing se, they may
Íof be 'adopting the very reverse of that critical altitude which. . .is
the proper one for the scientist'.' Indeed, Popper is right in stressing
that 'the dogmatic altitude of sticking to a theory as long as possible
is of considerable significance. Without it we could never find out what
is in a theory -- we should give the theory up before we had a real
opportunity of finding out its strength; and in consequence no theory
would ever be abre to play its role of bringing order unto the world,
of preparing us for future events, of drawing our attention to evento
we should otherwise never observe '.' Th us the ' dogmatism ' of ' normal
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producing phoney corroborations and thereby a semblance of ' scientific progress
where, in faca, there is nothing but an increase in pseudo-intellectual garbage. Meehl
writes that 'in the physical sciences, the usual result of an improvement in
experimental design, insLrumentation, or numerical mass of data, is to increase the
diHiculty of the "observational hurdle" which the physical theory of interest musa
successfully surmount; whereas, in psychology and some of the allied behaviour
sciences, the usual effect of such improvement in experimental precision is to provide
an easier hurdle for the theory to surmount'. Or, as Lykken put it; 'Statistical
significance [in psychology] is perhaps the least importam attribute of a good experi-
ment; it is never a sufhcient condition for claiming that a theory has been usefully
corroborated, that a meaningful empirical fact has been established, or that an
experimental report ought to be published.' it seems to me that most theorizing
condemned by Meehl and Lykken may be ad boca. Thus the methodology of research
programmes might help us in devising laws for stemming this intellectual pollution
which may destroy our cultural environment even earlier than industrial and trafhc
po[[ution destroys our physica] environment. : Cf. my]i g63-4]
Thus the mefÀodologtcaZ asymmetry between universal and singular statements
vanishes. We may adopt either by convention; in the ' hard core ' we decide to ' accept
universal, in the ' empirical bases ' singular, statements. The [ogicaZ asymmetry between
universal and singular statements is fatal only for the dogmatic inductivist who wants
to learn only from hard experience and logic. The conventionalist can, of course,
accept' this Jogical asymmetry: he does not have to be(although he may be) algo an
inductivist. He 'accepts' some universal statements, but not because he claims to
deduce(or induce) them from singular ones
Popper [i 934], section g. ' ibid
Popper [i94o], first footnote. We find a similar remark in his [ig63a], p. 49. But these
remarks are in prima /bcie contradiction with some of his remarks in [i934] (quoted
aóoue, p. 27), and therefore may only be interpreted as signo of a growing awareness
by Popper of an undigested anomaly in his own research programme.
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science does not prevent growth as long as we combine it with the
Popperian recognition that there is good, progressive normal science

and that there is bad, degenerating normal science, and as long as we
retain the delermination to eliminate, under certain objectively definem
conditions, some research programmes.

The dogmatic attitude in science - which would explain its stable
periods - was described by Kuhn as a prime feature of 'normal
science'.' But Kuhn's conceptual framework for dealing with con.
tinuity in science is socio-psychological: mine is normative. l look at
continuity in science through 'Popperian spectacles'. Where Kuhn
sees 'paradigms', l algo see rational 'research programmes

4 THE POPPERIAN VERSUS THE KUHNIAN RESEARCH
PROGRAMME

Let us now sum up the Kuhn--Popper controversy.
We have shown that Kuhn is right in objecting to naive falsifica-

tionism, and also in stressing the con&inuily of scientihc growth, the
enacily of some scientific theories. But Kuhn is wrong in thinking that
by discarding naive falsihcationism he has discarded thereby all branda
of falsificationism. Kuhn objecto to the entire Popperian research
programme, and he excludes an} possibility of a racional reconstruc-
tion of the growth of science. In a succinct comparison of Hume,
Carnap and Popper, Watkins points out that the growth of science is
inductive and irracional according to Hume, inductive and rational
according to Carnap, non-inductive and rational according to Popper.z
But Watkins's comparison can be extended by adding that it is non-
inductive and irracional according to Kuhn. /zz KuAn's uieu IAere can

be no logic, óuf onze psycho/ogy o/ d scouery.a For instance, in Kuhn's
conception, anomalies, inconsistencies always abound in science, but
in 'normal' periods the dominant paradigm secures a pattern of
growth which is eventually overthrown by a 'crisis'. There is no
particular rational cause for the appearance of a Kuhnian 'crisis'.
Crisis' is a psychological concept; it is a contagious panic. Then a neu'
paradigm' emergem, incommensurable with its predecessor. There

are no racional standards for their comparison . Each paradigm contains
its own standards. The crisis sweeps away not only the old theories
and rules but algo the standards which made us respect them. The new

Indeed, my demarcation criterion between mature and immature science can be
interpreted as a Popperian absorption of Kuhn's idea of 'normality' as a hallmark
of [mature] science; and it a]so reinforces my ear]ier argument against regarding
highly falsifiable statements as eminently scientific. (Cf. rtboue, p. ig-)

Incidentally, this demarcation between mature and immature science appears
already in my [ig63-4], where ] ca]]ed the formei ' deductive guessing' and the ]atter
naive trial and erros '. (See e.g. [ l g63--4], section 7(c) : ' Deductive guessing versus naipe

guessing.')
2 Watkins [ig68], p. 28i.
' Kuhn [i97o]. But this position is a]ready imp]icit in his [ig6a]
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not start with. Kuhn. An earlier wave of 'psychologism' followed the
breakdown of justificationism. For many, justificationism re.presented
the only possible form of rationality: the end of justificationism meant
the end of rationality. The collapse of the thesis that scientific theories
are provable, that.the progress of science is cumulative, made
iustificationists panic. If 'to discover is to prove', but nothing is
:)rovable, then there can be no discoveries, only discovery-claims. Teus
disappointed justificationists - ex-justihcationists - thought that the
elaboration of racional standards was a hopeless enterprise and that
all one can do is to study - and imitate -- the Scientific Mind, as it is
exemplified in famous scientists. After the collapse of .Newtonian
physics, Popper elaborated new, non-justificationist critical standards.
Now some of those who had already learned of the collapse of justi-
ficationist rationality now learned, mostly by hearsay, of Popper's
colourful slogans which suggested naive falsificationism. Finding them
untenable, they identified the collapse of naive falsificationism with the
end of rationality itself. The elaboration of rational standards was
again regarded as a hopeless enterprtse; the best one can do is to study,
they thought once again, the Scientific Mind.' Criticam philosophy was

be replaced by what Polanyi called a ' post-critical ' philosophy. But
the Kuhnian research programme contains a new feature: we have to
study not the mind of the individual scientist but the mind of the
Scientific Community. Individual psychology is now replaced by social
psychology; imitation of the great scientists by submission to the
collective wisdom of the community.

But Kuhn overlooked Popper's sophisticated falsihcationism and the
research programme he initiated. Popper replaced the central
problem of classical rationality, fhe old /ProóZem o/ /oundaliom, with tAe
new problem o//aZlióZe-crificaZ growfh, and started to elaborate objective
standards of this growth. In this paper l have tried to develop his
programme a step further. l think this small development is sufhcient
to escape Kuhn's strictures.'
l Incidentally, just as some earlier ex-justificationists led the wave of sceptical irra-

tionalism, se now some ex-falsificationists lead the new wave of sceptical irrationalism
and anarchism. This is best exemp]ified in Feyerabend [l97ob].
[ndeed, as ] had a]ready mentioned, my concept oJ' a 'researcA programme' ma} be
con.stTILed as an objectiue. ' thivd world' recomtruction of Kuhn' s socio-Ps)chotogical comePt
o/ 'Paradigm': thus the Kuhnian 'Gestalt-switch ' can be performed without removing
one's Popperian spectacles

(l have' not dealt with Kuhn's and Feyerabend's claim that theories cannot be
eliminated on any oóyeçliue grounds because of the 'incommensurability' of rival
theories. Incommensurable theories are neither inconsistent with each other, nor
comparable for content. But we can made them, by a dictionary, inconsistent and
thei; content comparable. If we want to eliminate a programme, we need some
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The reconstruction of scientihc progress as proliferation of rival
research programmes and progressive and degenerative problem.
shifts gives a picture of the scientihc enterprise which is in many ways
different from the picture provided by its reconstruction as a succes.

sion of bom theories and their dramatic overthrows. Its main aspecto
were developed from Popper's ideal and, in particular, from his ban
on 'conventionalist', that is, content-decreasing, stratagems. The
main difference from Popper's original version is, l think, that in m.
conception criticism does not - and musa not - kill as fast as Popper
imagined. Pureza negafiue, desfrucliue criticism, lide ' rl?fufalion ' or demos.

s'ralion o/ an {mo«sisfency does nof e/imimle a programme. Cria cism of
l programme is a [ong and often frustrating process and one mu.st treát
bu(Zdíng programmes lenienfZy.i One may, of course, show up the degen.
eration of a research programme, but it is only comfructiue crilicism
which, with the help of rival research programmes, can achieve real
success; and dramatic spectacular results become visible only with
hindsight and racional reconstruction.

Kuhn certainly showed that the psychology of science can reveal
important and, indeed, sad truths. But the psychology of science

is not autonomous; for fAe -- raliona/Zy recomfrucfed -- growfà o/ sc face
es placa essentiatt) in the world of idem, in Prato's alü PoPPer's ' thivd

world ', in the world of articulated knowledge which is independent of
knowing subjects.' raPPer's researc/z programme aims at a description of
this objective scientific powth.' Kuhn's research programme seems
to aim at a description of chance in the ('normal') scientific mind

(whether individual or communal).' But the mirror-image of the
methodological determination. This determination is the heart of methodological
falsificar.ionism ; for instance, no result of statistical sampling is ever inconsistent with
a statisLical theory unless we made trem inconsistent with the help of Popperian
rejection rudes, cf. aóoue, p. 25.)

The reluctance of economista and other social scientists to accept Popper's method-
ology may have been partly due to the destructive efTect of naive 'falsificationism
on budding research programmes
The Jirst world is the material world, the secolü is the world of consciousness. the
!Aird is the world. of propositions, truth, standards; the world of objective knowledge.
The modem /oc{ c! sici on this subject are Popper [rg68a] and Popper [ig68ó]; ajso,
cf. Toulmin's impressive programme set out in his [ig67]. ]t shou]d be mentioned
here that many passages of Popper [ i934] and even of [ ig63a] sound ]ike descriptions
of a psychological contrast between the Critical Mind and the Inductivist Mind. But
Popper's p?ychologistic terms can be, to a large extent, reinterpreted in third-world
[erms: see Musgrave [i974]

In face, Popper.'s programme extends beyond science. The concepts of ' progressive
and 'degenerating' problemshifts, the idea of proliferation of theories can be gener
alized .to any soro of rational discussion and thus serve as tools for a general theory
of criticism; cf. beZow, chapters 2 and 3. (My [ig63--4] can be seen as the story of a
non-emp:ricas progre.ssive research programme; volume 2, chapter 8, contains the
story of the non-empirical degenerating programme of inductive logic.)
,4cttial skate of minds, beliefs. etc., belong to the second world; states of the rzorTml

mind belong lo a limbo. between the second and third. The study of actual $cientific
minds belongs to ps»Aology; the study of the ' normal ' (or ' healthy ' etc.) mind belongs
:o a Ps)chologistic philosoPh) of science. There are txoo ki71ds of ps)chologistic philosophtes
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third world in the mind of the individual even in the mind of
the 'normal' -- scientists is usually a caricature of the original; and
to describe this caricature without relating it to the third-world ori-
ginal might well result in a caricature of a caricature. One cannot
understand the history of science without taking indo account the
interaction of the three worlds.

APPENDIX POPPER, FALSIFICATIONISM AND THE
ounKM-QuiNE THESIS

popper began as a.dogmatic falsificationist in the lgaos; but he soon
realized the untenability of this position and published nothing before
he invented melAodoZogicaZ /abilicationásm. This was an entirely new idea
in the philosophy of science and it clearly originates with Popper, who
put it forward .as .a solution to the difhculties of dogmatic falsifica-
tionism. Indeed, the conflict between the theses that science is both
criticam and fallible is one of the central problems in Popperian philo-
sophy. While Popper oRered a coherent formulation and criticism
of'dogmatic falsificationism, he neves made a sharp distinction bet-
ween naive and sophisticated falsihcationism. In an earlier paper,: l
distinguished three Poppers: PoPPero, PoPPeri and PoPPerz. Poppero is
the dogmatic falsificationist who never published a word: he was
invented -- and 'criticized' -- first by Ayer and then by many others.'
This paper will, l hope, finally kill this ghost. Poppeh is the naive
falsificationist, Popperz the sophisticated falsificationist. The real
Popper developed from dogmatic to a naive version of methodological
falsificationism in the twenties; he arrived at the ' accePtance Tules ' o/

,f science can reveal
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of science. According to one kind there can be no philosophy of science: only a
psychology of individual scientists. According to the other kind there js a.psych.ology
of the 'scientific', 'ideal' or 'normal' mind: this turns philosophy of science indo a
psychology of this ideal mind and, in addition, ofTers a psychotherapy for.turning
one's mind unto an ideal one. l discuss this second kind of psychologism in detail
elsewhere. Kuhn does not seem to have noticed this distinction.
Cf. my [ig68c]
Ayer seems to have been the first to attribute dogmatic falsificationism to Popper.
(Ayer algo invented the myth that according to Popper 'definite confutability' was
a criterion not only of the empirical but algo of the meaningful character of a
proposition; cf. his [i936], chapter i, p. 38 of the second edition.) Even today, many
phijosophers (cf. Juhos [ig66] or Nage] [ig67]) criticize the strawman Poppero
Medawar, in his [ig67], called dogmalic falsificationism 'one of the strongest ideas
in Popper's methodology. Nagel, reviewing Medawar's book, criticized Medawar for
endoriing' what he too be]ieves to be ' Popper's c]aims' (Nagel [ ig67], p. 7o). Nagel's
cridcism mnvinced Medawar that 'the act of falsification is not immune to human
errar' (Medawar [lg6g], p. 54). But Medawar and Nagel misread Popper; his l,agia
der Forschung is the strongest ever criticism of dogmatic falsificationism.

One may take a charitable view of Medawar's mistake: for brilliant scientists whose
speculative talent was thwarted under the tyranny of an inductivist logic of discovery,
falsificationism, even in its dogmatic form, was bound to have a tremendous liberating
elfect.(Besides Medawar, another Nobel Preze winner, Eccles, learned from Popper
to rep]ace his origina] caution by bo]d fa]sifiab]e specu]ation: cf. Ecc]es [ig64], pp
274-5.)
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sopAásficaíed /aZsilícaiionism in the fifties. The transition was marked bv

his adding to the original requirement of testability the 'seconã/.
requirement of 'independent testability',' and then the 'third' FP.

quirement that some of these independent tests should result in
corroborations.: But the real Popper Dever abandoned his earlier
(naive) /abz#calion Tules. He has demanded, until this day, that
'crileria o/ rl?/ufafion have to be raid down beforehand: it must be
agreed, which observable situations, if actually observed, mean that

ry is refuted'.' He still construes 'falsification' as the resUlt
of a duel betwecn theory and observation, without another, better
theory necessarüy being involved. The real Popper has never ex.
plained in detail the appeal procedure by which some 'accepted basic
statements', may be eliminated. Thus the real Popper consists of

pperi together with some elements of Popperz.

cation criterion between science and metaphysics.'
Popper.originally had only the fAeorelicaJ aspect of problemshifts in

mind, which is hinted at in section 20 0f his [i934] and deve]oped in
his [i957a] 5 He added a discussion of the emPír ca/ aspect of problem-
shifts only latir, in his [ig63a].' Howevcr, Popper's ban on 'conven-
tionalist stratagems ' is in some respects too strong, in others too weak.
It is too sírong, for, according to Popper, a new version of a progressive
programme neuer adopts a content-decreasing stratagem to absorb an
anomaly, it neuer says things like 'all bodies are Newtonian except for
seventeen anomalous ones '. But since unexplained anomalies always
abound, l allow such formulations; an explanation is a step forward
(that is, 'scientific') if it explains at least some previous anomalias which
were not explained 'scientifically' by its predecessor. As long as
anomalies are regarded as genuine (though not necessarily urgent)

PoPPer [.957a], P. 38, n. 3. 2 Popper [ig63a], pp- 24a a

tionism. as formulated aóoue, p- 25

$li$n 4W#4 : :e.!!:u : ÜiÊt211 hÜE
E: :#:#l lllÉÜÜããlM
thal a system has .been rescued'by a conventionalist stratagem, we shall tesa it afresh,
and reject it, as circumstances may require' (Popper [i934], section eo). 'b-"
For details, cf. volume 2, chapter 8, especially, pp. l 79--8o.
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nroblems, it does not matter much whether we dramatize them as
!..f.,tations' or de-dramatize them as 'exceptions ': the difference AenrÍ)l ll La LZV'+V l

is only a linguistic one. (This degree of tolerance of ad hoc stratagems
allows us to.progress even on inconsistent foundations. Problemshifts
may then be progressive in spite of inconsistencies.:) However,
popper's ban on content-decreasing stratagems is also too weaA: it
cannot deal for instance, with the ' tacking paradox ',' and does not ban
ad hoc3 stratagems.a These can be eliminated only by the requirement
that the auxiliar) h)potheses shoutd be formed in accordance with the positiue
hfurbfic a/ a genuáne research programme. This new requirement brings
us to the problem of confina iy in scáence.

The problem of confinuily in science was raised by Popper and his
followers lona ago. When l proposed my theory of growth based on
the idea of competing research programmes, l again followed, and
tried to improve, Popperian tradition. Popper himself, in his [i934],
had already stressed the heuristic importance of 'influential meta-
nhvsics ',' and was regarded by some members of the Vienna Circle as
a champion of dangerous metaphysics.s When his interest in the role
of metaphysics revived in the i95os, he wrote a most interesting
Metaphysical Epilogue' about ' metaphysical research programmes

to his Pos&scriPt; 4/!er Twenfy years -- in galleys lince i957.e But Popper
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l Cf. aóoue, pp. 57 fí This tolerance is rarely, if ever, found in textbooks of scientific
method

2 Cf. aóoue, p. 46. ' Cf. aóoue, p- 88, n. 2.
ü Cf. e.g. hii]i934], end of section 4; a]so cf. his [ig68c], p. 93. One should remember

that such importance was denied to metaphysics by Comte and Duhem. The people
who did most to reverse the anui-metaphysical tide in the philosophy and the his-
toriography of science were Burtt, Popper and Koyré.

l Carnap and Hempel tried, in their reviews of the book, [o defend Popper
against this charme (cf. Carnap [i935] and Hempe] [i937]). Hempe] wrotc: 'EPopper]
stresses strongly certain features of his approach which are common with the approach
of somewhat metaphysically oriented thinkers. It is to be hoped that this valuable work
will not be misinterpreted as if it meant to allow for a new, perhaps even logically
defensible, metaphysics

' A passage of this PostscriPt is worth quoting here: 'Atomism is an. . .excellent
example of a non-testable metaphysical theory whose influence upon science exceeded
that of many }estable theories . . .The latest and greatest se far was the programme
of Faraday, Maxwell, Einstein, de Broglie, and Schrõdinger, of conceiving the world

in terms of continuous helds . . . Each of these metaphysical theories functioned,
long before it became testable, as a programme for science. It indicated the direction
in which satisfactory explanatory theories of science may be found, and it made
possible something like an appraisal of the depth of a theory. In biology, the theory
of evolution, the theory of the cell, and the theory of bacterial infection, cave all
played similar paras, at least for a time. In psychology, sensualism, atomism (that is,
the theory that all experiences are composed of last elements, such as, for example,
pense data) and psycho-analysis should be mentioned as metaphysical research pro-
grammes . . . Even purely existencial assertions have sometimes proved suggestive and
even fruitful in the history of science even if they never became pari of it. Indeed,
few metaphysical theories exerted a greater influence upon the development of
science than the purely metaphysical one; "There exists a substance which can turn
base metais unto gold (that is, a philosopher's stone)", although it is non-falsifiable,
was neves verified, and is now believed by nobody
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associated tenacity not with metAodo/ogica{ ine/tilaói/íly but rather with
s)n ética/ ine/ufaóil !J. By ' metaphysics ' he meant syntactically SPeci.

fiable statements like 'all--some' statements and purely existencial
statements. No basic statements could conflict with them because .F

their logical form. For instance, ' for all metais there is a solvent ' would.
in this sente, be ' metaphysical ', while Newton's theory of gravitation.
taken in isolation, would not be.' Popper, in the i95os, also raised the
problem of how to criticize metaphysical theories and suggested
solutions.Z Agassi and Watkins published several interesting papers on
the role of this sort of 'metaphysics' in science, which all connected
metaphysics' with the continuity of scientific progress.' My treat.

ment diíTers from theirs first because l go much further than they in
blurring the demarcation between [Popper's] ' science' and [Popper'sl
metaphysics': l do not even use the term 'metaphysical' any more.
l only talk about scienli#c research programmes whose hard core is
irrefutable not necessarily because of syntactical but possibly because

of methodological reasons which have nothing to do with logical forra
Secondly, separating sharply the descriPliue proZllem of the psychologico-
historical role of metaphysics from the normafiue proólem of how to
distinguish progressive from degenerating research programmes, l
elaborate the latter problem further than they had done.

Finally, l should like to discuss the '.Durem--Quino fhesás', and its
relation to falsificationism.4

According to the ' Duhem--Quine thesis ', given sufhcient imagina-
tion, any theory (whether consisting of one proposition or of a rinite
conjunction of many) can be permanently saved from 'refutation ' by
some suitable adjustment in the background knowledge in which it
is embedded. As (2uine put it; 'Any statement can be hem trufa
come what may, if we make drastic enough adjustments elsewhere in
the system . . . Conversely, by the same token, no statement is immune
to revision.'' Moreover, the 'system' is nothing less than 'the whole
of science'. 'A recalcitrant experience can be accommodated by any
of various alternativo reêvaluations in various alternative quarters of
the total system [including the possibi]ity of reêva]uating the reca]-
citrant experience itself].''

This thesis has two very difTerent interpretations. In its weaÊ infer-
prelalion it only asserts the impossibility of a direct experimental hit

Cf. especially Popper [i934], section 66. ]n the i959 edition he added a c]arifying
footnote (n. *2) in arder to stress that in melada)fica! 'all-some' statements thé

existential quantiâer musa be interpreted as ' unbounded '; but of course, he had made
this absolutely clear already in section i5 of the original text
Cf. especially his [i958], pp. ig8-g.
Cf. Watkins]i957] and]i958] and AgassiEig6e] and]ig64]
This concluding part of the 4PPendix was added in the press.

' Quine [i953], chapter n
6 /bid. The clause in the square brackets is mine.
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very near to the strong interpretation.'

Let us now have a closer look at the weak Duhem--Ç2uine thesis. Let
us .take a 'recalcitrant experience' expressed in an 'observation
statement' O' which is inconsistent with a conjunction of theoretical
(and 'observational') statements /ti, h. . .h., li, /z. . . 1., where hi are
theories and /í the corresponding inicial conditions. In the ' deductive
modem', h.. . . h., ft. . . l. logically imply O; but O' is observed which

implies not-O. Let us also assume that the premisses are independent
and are all necessary for deducing O.

In this case we may restore consistency by altering an} of the
sentences in our deductive model. For instance, let hi be: 'whenever
a thread is loaded with a weight exceeding that which characterizes
Lhe tensile strength of the thread, then it will break'; let b be: 'the
weight characteristic for this thread is l Zb. '; let h3 be: 'the weight put
on this thread was 2 lbs'. Let, finally, O be: 'an iron weight of 2 Jós was
put on the thread located in the space-time position P and jt did not
break'. One may solve the problem in many ways. To tive a few
examples: (i) We reject hi; we replace the expression 'is loaded with
a weight' by ' is pulled by a force '; we introduce a new inicial condition;
there was a hidden magnet (or hitherto unknown force) located in the
laboratory ceiling.(a) We reject h; we propose that the tensile strength
does depend on how moist threads are; the tensile strength of the actual

' An experiment, for Duhem, can never clone condemn an isolated theory' (such as
the hard core of a research programme): for such 'condemnation' we abo need
common sense', 'sagacity', and. indeed, good metaphysical instinct u'hich leads us

[owards (or [o) 'a certain supremely eminent arder'. (See the end of the .4ppfndix of
the second edition of his [igo6].)
Quine speaks of slatements having 'varying dislances from a sensory periphery
and thus more or leis exposed to change. But both the sensory periphery and the
metric are hard to define. According io Quine 'the c-ol)siderations which guide
[man] in warping his scientific heritage to fit his continuing sensory' peripheries are.
where rationa], pragmatic' (Quine [i953]). But 'pragmatism' for Quine, as for
James or LeRoy.' is only psychological comfort; and l find it irracional to cala this
rational'
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thread, since it got moist, was 2lós. (3) We reject &; the weight was
only l ló; the scales went wrong. (4) We reject O; the thread d:d
break; it was only oóserued not to break, but the professor who proposed
lz & 1% & ha was a well-known bourgeois liberal and his revolutionary
laboratory assistants consistently saw his hypotheses refuted when in
fact they were confirmed. (5) We reject Ãa; the thread was not a
thread', but a 'superthread', and 'superthreads' neves break.' We

could go on indefinitely. Indeed, there are infinitely many possibilities
of how to replace -- given sufhcient imagination any of the premisses
({n !Ae deducliz;e mudez) by invoking a change in some disfanf part of our
total knowledge (oulside fhe deductiue modem and thereby restore
consistency.

Can we formulate tais trivial observation by saying that 'caca les! is
a chaZZenge fo the wAole o/ our Ênowledge '? l do not see any reason why
not. The resistance of some falsihcationists to this 'holistic dogma
of the "global" character of all testa': is due only to a semantic
conflation of two different notions of 'tese' (or 'challenge') which a

recalcitrant experimental result presents to our knowledge.
7'be PaPPerían n erPrefatáon o/ a ' lesa ' (or ' cÃaZlenge ') is that the result

(O) contradicts ('challenges') a hnite, well-specified conjunction of
premisses (T): O & 7' cannot be true. But no proponent of the
Duhem--Quine argument would deny this point.

The Quinean inlerPrefa ion o/' tesa ' (or ' cAa/longe ') is that the rePlacement
of O & T may invoke some change also outside O and 7'. The
successor to O & 7' may be inconsistent with some .f:r in some distant
pari of knowledge. But no Popperian would deny this point.

The conflation of the two notions of testing led to some misunder-
standings and logical blunders. Some people felt intuitively that the
modas folZens from refutation may 'hit' very distant premisses in our
total knowledge and therefore were trapped in the idea that the
ceferís parióus clause ' is a premiss which is joined c07Üunct uely with the

obvious premisses. But this 'hit' is achieved not by modas to/bens but
as a result of our subsequent replacement of our original deductive
model.3

Thus ' Quine's weak thesis ' trivially holds. But ' Quine's strong thesis'
will be strenuously opposed, both by the naive and the sophisticated
falsificationist.

The naive falsificationist insists that if we have an inconsistent set

For such 'concept-narrowing defences' and 'concept-stretching refutations', cf. my
li9o3-4J

' Popper [ig63a], chapter io, section xvi.

3 The loczu classicus of this confusion is Canfield's and Lehrer's wrongheaded criticism
of Popper in their [lg6.i]; Stegmü]]er fo]]owed them unto the ]ogica] morass ([ig661.
p'.{). Coifa contributed to the clarihcation of the issue ([ig68]).' "'

Unfortunately, my own.phraseology in this paper in places suggests that the ' ceferis

paribw clause ' m.ust be.an independent premiss in the theory under tesa. My attention
was drawn to this easily repairable defeca by Colin Howson
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of scientific statements, we first musa select from among them (i) a

the ' nut', and thus perform a ' negative crucial experiment': But naive
'auessing' of this division is too arbitrary, it does not give us any
serious hardening. (Grünbaum, on the other hand, applies Bayess
theorem in order to show that, at least in some sense, the 'hammer'
,nd the 'anvil' have high posterior probabilities and therefore are
'hard' enough to be used as a nutcracker.')

The sophisticated falsiâcationist allows an) part of. the body of
science to'be replaced but only on the condition that it is replaced in
a 'progressive ' way, se that the replacement successfully anticipates
novel facts. In his racional reconstruction of falsification, 'negative
crucial experiments' play no role. He sees nothing wrong with a group
of brilliant scientists conspiring to pack everything they can indo their
favourite research programme ('conceptual framework', if you wish)
with a sacred hard core. As lona as their genius -- and luck -- enables
them to expand their programme ' progressiueZy ', while sticking to its
hard core, they are allowed to do it. And if a genius comes determined
to rePJace (' progressively ') a most uncontested and corroborated theory
which he happens to dislike on philosophical, aesthetic or personal
grounds, good luck to him. If two teams, pursuing rival research
programmes, compete, the one with more creative talent is likely to
succeed -- unless God punishes them with an extreme pack of empirical
success. The direction of science is determined primarily by human

creative imagination and not by the universe of facas which surrounds
us. Creative imagination is likely to find corroborating novel evidence
even for the most 'absurd' programme, if the search has sufhcient
drive.z This look-out for new con#rming euidence is perfectly permis-

Grünbaum previously look a position which was one of dogmatic falsificationism and
claimed, by' reference to his thought-provoking and challenging. case-studies in
physica] geometry, that we can ascerLain the falsity.of some scientific .hypotheses (e.g
Grünbaum [i959ó] and [ig6o]). His [i959ó] was fo]]owed by Feyerabend's [.ig6i], in

which Feyerabend argued that 'refutations are final only as long as mgenious and
nontrivial alternative exp]anations of the evidence are missing'. ]n his [ig66],
Grünbaum modified his position, and then, in response to criticisms by Mary Hesse
(nesse [ig68]) and others, he qualified it further: 'At least in some cases, we can

ascertain the'falsity of a component hypothesis to all scientific intents and purpos:s,
although we cannot falsify it beyond any and all possibility of subsequent rehabili-
tation'(Grünbaum]ig6g], p. ioga)
A typical such example is 'Newton's principie of gravitacional attraction according
to which bodies attract each other instandy from immense distances. Huyghens
described this idea as 'absurd', Leibnitz as 'occult', and the best scientists of the age
wondered how [Newton] could have given himself all the trouble of making such

a number of investigations and difhcult calculations that had no other foundation than
this very principie''(cf. Koyré [ig65], pp. l i7-i8). 1 had argued earlier [hat it is not
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sible. Scientists dream up phantasies and then pursue a highly selective
hunt for new facas which fit these phantasies. This process may be
described as ' science creating its own universe '(as long as one remeH=
bers that creating' here is used in a .provocative, idiosyncratic sente)
A brilliant school of scholars (backed' by a rich society to hnance a few
well-planned tests) might succeed in pushing any fantastic programune
ahead, or, alternatively, if se inclined, in overthrowing any arbitrarilv
chosen pilhar of 'established knowledge' ' ' ''

The dogmatic falsificationist will throw up his hands in horror at this
approach. He will see the spectre of Bellarmino's instrumentalisH
arising from the rubble under which Newtonian success of 'proven
science' had buried it. He will accuse the sophisticated falsificationist
of building arbitrary Procrustean pigeon hoje systems and forcing the
facas indo trem. He may even brand it as a revival of the unholv
irrationalist alliance of James's crude pragmatism and of Bergson's
voluntarism, triumphantly vanquished by Russell and Stebbing. ' But
our sophisticated falsificationism combines ' instrumentalism '(or 'con-
ventionalism') with a strong empiricist requirement, which neither
medieval 'saviours of phenomena' like Bellarmino, nor pragmatistS
like Quine and Bergsonians like Le Roy, had appreciated : the Leibnitz -
Whewell--Popper requirement that [Ae - we/] P/anned - óuilding o/
pigeon botes mu.st proceed muco faster than the re;ording of faces which
are fo óe Ao ed {n Idem. As lona as this requirement is met, it does
not manter whether we stress the 'instrumental' aspect of imagi-
native research programmes for finding novel facts and for making
trustworthy predictions, or whether we stress the putative growing
Popperian ' verisimilitude ' (that is, the estimated difference between
the truth-content and falsity-content) of their successive versions.z
Sophisticated falsificationism thus combines the best elements of
voluntarism, pragmatism and of the realist theories of empirical
growth.

The sophisticated falsificationist sides neither with Galileo nor with
Cardinal Bellarmino. He does not side with Galileo, for he claims that
our basic theories may all be equally absurd and unverisimilar for the
divine mind; and he does not sêde with Bellarmino, unless the Cardinal
were to agree that scientific theories may yet lead, in the long run, to

se that theoretical progress is the merit of the theoretician but empirical success is
mereZy a matter of luck. If the theoretician is more imaginative, it is likelier that his
theoretical .programme will achieve at least some en)pirical success. Cf. volume
z, chapter 8, pp. i78-8i
Cf. Russell [ig.i4], .Russe]] [i946] and Stebbing [igi4]. Russe]], a justificationist, des-
pised conventionalism: 'As will has gone up in the scale, knowledge has gane
down. This is the most notable.change that has come over the temper of philosophy
m our age. It was prepared by Rousseau and Kant' ([i946], p.'787). Popper, of
course, got some of his inspiration from Kant and Bergson. (Cf. his [i934], sections

For ' uedsimililude ' cf. Popper [ig63a], chapter io and óelow the next footnote; for
InulwarfAiness ' cf. this volume cliapter 3, and volume 2 chapter 8

4
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ever more trufa and ever fewer false consequences and, án tais sfr cfZ
trchnica! serre, may have increasing 'verisimilitude '.'

Uerisimililude ' has two distinct meanings which musa not be confiated. First, it may
be used to mean intuitive truthlikeness of the theory; in this sense, in my view, all
scientific theories created by the human mind are equally unverisimilar and 'occult
Secondly, it may be used to mean a quasi-measure-theoretical diRerence between the
true and falhe consequences of a theory which we can never know but certainly may

guess it was Popper who used 'verisimilitude' as a technical term to denote this soro
[;Í difference ([ig63], chapter io). But his claim that this explication corresponds
closely to fAe original meaning is mistaken and misleading. In the original pre-
popperian usage ' verisimilitude ' could mean either intuiliue truthlikeness or a naive
proto-version of Popper's emPtrical truthlikeness. Popper gives interesting quotations
}or the ]atter ([ig63a], pp. 399 ff) but cone for the former. But Bellarmino might have
agreed that Copernican theory. had high ' verisimilitude ' in Popper's technical sente
but not that it had verisimilitude in the first, intuitive sense. Most 'instrumentalists
are 'rea]ists' in the senso that they agree that the [Popperian] 'verisimilitude' of

scientific theories is likely to be growing; but they are not 'realists' in the sente that
they would agree that, for instance, the Einsteinian field approach is infüifíuely closer
to the Blueprint of the Universe than the Newtonian action at a distance. The 'aim
of science' ma) then be increasing PoPPerian ' uerbimilitude' . but does not bate to be ako
imre ing classicaZ ueris milifttde. The latter, as Popper himself said, is, unlike the
former, a 'dangerous]y vague and metaphysical' idea ([ig63a], p. a3i).

Popper's ' empirical verisimilitude ' in a pense rehabilitates the idea of cumulaf ue
growlh in science. But the driving force of cumulativo growth in 'empirical verisi-
militude ' is revolutionary conflict in ' intuitivo verisimilitude

When Popper was writing his 'Truth, rationality and the growth of knowledge',
[ had an uneasy feeling about his identification of the two concepts of verisimilitude
Indeed, it was l who asked him: 'Can we really speak about betler correspondence?
Are there such things as degrees of truta? is it not dangerously misleading to talk as
if Tarskian truth were located somewhere in a kind of metrical or at least topological
space se that we can sensibly say of two theories - say an earlier theory ti and a bater
theory !2, that b has superseded fi, or progressed beyond tl, by approaching more
c[ose[y to the truth than ti?' (Popper [ig63a], p. 232). Popper rejected my vague
misgivings. He felt -- rightly - that he was proposing a very important new idea. But
he was mistaken in believing that his new, technical conception of 'verisimilitude
completely absorbed the problema centred on the old intuátiue 'verisimilitude '. Kuhn
saysi 'To say, for example, of a field theory that it "approaches more closely to the
truth" than an older manter-and-force theory should mean, unless worü are being oddly
usei. that the ultimate constituents of nature are more like helds than like matter and
force' (Kuhn [i97oó], p. 265, my italics). Indeed, Kuhn is right, except that words
are noTmalZy 'oddly used '. l hope that this note may contribute to the clarification of
the problem involved. (+ For some fundamental difhculties with Popper's 'technical'
conception of verisimi]itude see, e.g. Mi]]er [i975]. - (Eds).)
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